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Kelly I. McArdle: Habeo tergum: Humor about Brutality  
and the Elite Viewership of Plautine Comedy 
(Under the direction of Sharon James) 
 
 
 In the plays of Plautus, enslaved characters joke and make witty remarks about brutality so 
frequently that it may be called a hallmark of Plautus’ comedy. Through re-readings of scenes 
from select Plautine plays, I ask what humor about brutality can tell us about non-elite 
perspectives on violence and torture. I also consider how such humor communicated with elite 
spectators. I argue that the performances of these plays offered unique opportunities for 
subalterns to be able to talk about brutality in front of the very people who could inflict it—to 
defy elite logics of enslavement, especially the elite view that subalterns were sub-humans on 
whom it was morally acceptable to inflict violence. While Roman senators sat front-and-center, 
expected to be present for the social and religious occasion, Plautus disrupted their enjoyment of 
theatrical performances by repeatedly confronting them with their own brutality. I analyze this 
challenge to elite logic as a phenomenon enacted simultaneously in the plays between characters 
and also in the theater between actors and audience. The metatheatrical elements of the comedies 
allow subalterns on stage to embody their pain both as fictional people and real human beings. 
They critique the enslavers in the plays but also turn out to the audience in direct address to 
implicate them in violence and critique them directly. The staging of their perspectives on this 
topic is unique among surviving ancient sources, for it amounts to persistent public and 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 
 
 
Plautus’ frequent engagements with torture and other forms of brutality make his comedies 
difficult for modern readers. His characters sometimes explicitly joke about these unsettling 
topics. More often, they forefront these subjects using witty and boisterous language—what we 
might call "formal humor" rather than jokes. Brutality is showcased so repetitively as to be a 
structural feature of Plautus’ comedy. Recent scholarship has explored the way Plautus’ plays 
operated in their larger socio-political context and what they might tell us about slavery at Rome 
in the late Republic.1 In this dissertation, I expand on such efforts by systematically studying 
how he presents brutality on stage, arguing that this unique feature of his comedy offers greater 
insight into how he was shaped by his world and what messages he wanted to communicate 
through his work.   
I am particularly interested in the elite subset of Plautus’ audience: how might these 
spectators have received his humor about brutality? As I discuss in greater detail below, Roman 
comedies were originally performed at the ludi, major civic and religious festivals at which 
senators—citizen enslavers—were seated front-and-center. It is significant, then, that so much of 
the brutal content in Plautus’ plays relates to the torture of enslaved persons by their enslavers 
(which is also to say, the brutalization of comic protagonists by laughingstocks and blocking 
characters). My re-readings of select plays examine humor about brutality with a view to power 
dynamics within the space of the theater: what did it mean for subaltern actors (many enslaved or 
 
1See Moore (1998), McCarthy (2000), Fontaine (2010), Stewart (2012), Richlin (2017). 
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formerly enslaved) to be telling jokes about and deriving humor from torture in front of the 
people who materially benefited from such brutality? Do such jokes uphold citizen mores and 
elite perspectives on enslavement, or do they call those perspectives into question? 
Amy Richlin’s work on Plautus has opened space for readings of his plays that focus on 
subaltern resistance rather than elite pleasure. She proposes that his comedies did not make light 
of enslavement for elite enjoyment, but instead presented a rare opportunity for subalterns to tell 
their own stories in a public setting—to connect with other vulnerable people in the audience. 
My project expands on this work by considering how jokes about brutality operate as a form of 
subaltern resistance to elite narratives on enslavement. I argue that when Plautus employs jokes 
about torture, he also makes the institutionalized, technologized brutality of the Roman elite an 
object of contemplation for his elite viewers. Through his use of humor about brutality and 
frequent direct address of elites in the audience, Plautus confronts them with their own brutality 
and makes them unconsenting objects of the plays’ discourse. Roberta Stewart writes, “Jokes do 
not make content foolish” (2012: 103 n.93). Indeed, in Plautine comedy, jokes and witty remarks 
about brutality do not make content funny, perhaps especially to the elite viewers.  
 
Historical and Scholarly Background 
 
The details of Plautus’ life are obscure. He seems to have born around the mid-3rd century 
BCE and Cicero places his death around 184 BCE (Brut. 15). Festus proposes that he was 
Umbrian by origin, from a small town called Sarsina (247L). The most detailed biographical 
account comes from Aulus Gellius, who records Varro’s supposition that Plautus lived a life of 
low status (3.3):2 
 
2For further discussion of these biographical sources, see Richlin (2017: 4-7). See also Manuwald (2011: 
225-227) and Christenson (2020: 1-4). 
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Saturionem et Addictum et tertiam quandam, cuius nunc mihi nomen non suppetit, in pistrino 
eum scripsisse Varro et plerique alii memoriae tradiderunt, cum pecunia omni, quam in 
operis artifi cum scaenicorum pepererat, in mercatibus perdita inops Romam redisset et ob 
quaerundum victum ad circumagendas molas, quae trusatiles appellantur, operam pistori 
locasset.  
 
Varro and many others have recorded the story that he wrote Saturio, Addictus, and a third 
play, the name of which I can’t remember, in a mill after he lost all the money he’d made in 
theater work to his trading ventures. He had returned to Rome impoverished and contracted 
his labor to a miller for turning the mill (the sort that’s called a push-mill) so that he would 
have enough money to eat.3 
 
This account, though often dismissed as folkloric, “link[s] the palliata with the world of the 200s 
BCE” (Richlin 2017: 5). Like Plautus’ comedies, it reflects a specific historical context—a world 
in which subaltern persons were mired in debt and performed grueling physical labor to sustain 
themselves. It may also reflect Varro’s own biases about Plautus: to have produced plays so 
attentive to the experience of subalterns, so linguistically unrestrained, he must have come from 
a lowly background himself.4  
In the end, it is impossible to divine the facts of Plautus’ life—where he came from, what 
kind of status he had, and what his contemporaries thought of his work.5 Scholars have thus 
taken a view to his historical circumstances to better understand his drama.6 The 3rd and 2nd 
 
3All translations are my own unless otherwise stated.  
 
4Bailey (1983) and Goldberg (1987) point out Cicero and Quintilian’s distaste for Plautus’ style. They 
show that in antiquity, certain elites viewed the comedies of Plautus as unrefined and framed their 
critiques of his corpus as an aesthetic preference. In their view, Terence was linguistically superior to 
Plautus and Menander the pinnacle of comic style. Yet Fontaine (2010) argues that the aesthetics of 
Plautus’ theater are precisely what should have pleased elite viewers. It is important to ask, then, whether 
the complaints of such elites might have been rooted in something else. Goldberg (1987: 364) argues that 
the Romans did not value the mimetic qualities of comedy: they ascribed greater value to artistic forms 
like lyric, epic, and elegy, “whose very artistry separated poetry from its roots in everyday life.” I show in 
this dissertation that the mimetic aspects of Plautus’ comedy may not have been at issue per se. Rather 
than the mimesis itself, elite men objected to the content of the mimesis, for Plautus depicts them as 
brutes rather than morally upstanding comic protagonists. 
5Still, Amy Richlin suggests that in some respects, the dearth of evidence speaks for itself (2017: 7).  
 




centuries BCE were both tumultuous and lucrative for the Romans. The First and Second Punic 
Wars, among other projects of Roman expansion and imperialism, led to countless Roman 
deaths, but also to a massive influx of wealth and greater importation of enslaved persons than 
ever before (Scheidel 2011; Hunt 2018: 10-13). Some historians estimate that in the 3rd and 
2nd centuries BCE, enslaved persons (many of them first-generation enslaved persons) made up 
more than 25% of Italy’s population (Hunt 2018: 10). The shape of the Roman Republic was 
changing as the Romans began to practice enslavement on an unprecedented scale.  
In classical Greece, there seems to have been a broader distribution of wealth than in Rome. 
Whereas wealthy Greeks were likely to have enslaved anywhere from 1-30 people, the ever-
expanding and highly concentrated wealth of the Roman elite meant that individual families 
could enslave substantially more people (Hunt 2018: 14-15).7 Peter Hunt suggests “Roman 
aristocrats had hundreds of slaves, and holdings into the thousands were not rare” (2018: 15). 
The persons enslaved by Romans were forced to perform a variety of tasks in both domestic and 
urban environments: some worked on large agricultural estates, while others worked in mines, 
mills, fulleries, and all manner of shops (Bodel 2011; Joshel and Petersen 2014: 9-10; Hunt 
2018: 50-52). Many enslaved persons also worked in elite homes and villas in kitchens (cooking, 
serving, pouring wine) or in more specialized service positions. For example, the atriensis was 
an enslaved overseer, the lorarius an enslaved person charged with the torture of fellow enslaved 
persons, and the vilicus an enslaved farm-manger.8 The larger and more elite the household, the 
 
7See Scheidel (2011: 288-289) on problems with quantifying the scale of Roman enslavement, especially 
in the Republic. 
 
8Each of these positions is represented in Plautine comedy. In Asinaria, Leonida pretends to be an 
atriensis to trick a merchant into giving him money (see Chapter Two). In Poenulus, the elite senex 
speaks briefly with his lorarius about managing and punishing captives (see Appendix One). In Casina, 
the vilicus Olympio is used as a proxy by his elite owner, who wishes to gain sexual access to an enslaved 
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more the enslaver specialized and carefully scripted the positions of enslaved staff (Joshel and 
Petersen 2014: 11).9 
As Rome was becoming a “slave society,”10 Plautus’ comedies were beginning to take off.11 
All his surviving comedies have been categorized as fabulae palliatae, or “stories in the Greek 
style,” from pallium, the Latin word for a Greek-style cloak. The term generally refers to the 
maintenance of Greek comic stock character types and elements of conventional plots that draw 
inspiration from daily life. The palliatae were originally performed at the ludi—important 
Roman civic and religious festivals. For example, Plautus’ Pseudolus was first performed in 191 
BCE at the inaugural ludi Megalenses, a celebration in honor of completing a temple for the 
Magna Mater, whose arrival at Rome in 204 BCE was believed to have ushered in victory over 
Carthage (Goldberg 1998: 4). On such occasions, temporary wooden stages were constructed for 
dramatic performances, perhaps near the temples of the deities being celebrated (Goldberg 1998: 
2, 7, 16). Thousands of spectators gathered in the cavea—probably an open space with some 
 
girl (see Chapter Four). Cato (De Agri. 2, 5, 142-143) and Columella (Res Rus., 1.8) explain the function 
and duties of the vilicus (and his female counterpart, the vilica) in their agricultural treatises. 
 
9As Joshel and Petersen (2014: 11) point out, Petronius’ fictional Trimalchio exemplifies this practice to 
comic excess. His neurotic attention to the choreography of enslaved persons becomes an object of 
ridicule—a sign of his incompetence and excessive self-importance. Preoccupation with meticulous 
management of enslaved persons’ movement also appears (without the satirical emphasis) in Columella’s 
agricultural treatise (2.2.22–26, 6.2.4–6). It is worth noting that these texts significantly post-date Plautus. 
It is difficult to know how specialized the positions of enslaved persons were in elite households in the 
mid-Republic. 
 
10Hunt (2018: 20) briefly sums up Turley (2000: 62-100) on this term: “Historians of slavery use the 
expression ‘slave society’ to indicate societies in which slavery was a central institution.” Not all societies 
that practice enslavement are considered “slave societies.” In fact, the list of such societies, which 
includes ancient Greece and Rome along with New World systems of enslavement (Brazil, the Caribbean, 
the American South), is rather short. For more on Rome’s development into a slave society in the mid-
Republic, see Bradley (2011: 244-250). 
 
11As Matthew Leigh points out, his career “coincides first with the great crisis of the Second Punic War 
and the Hannibalic invasion of Italy, then with the first stages of Roman expansion into Greece and Asia 
Minor” (2004: 1). See Appendix Two. 
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seating and some standing room (Richlin 2014; Wiseman 2015; Goldberg 2018)—to watch 
troupes of actors perform. The all-male casts12 wore masks and costumes with exaggerated 
features (Marshall 2006: 126-158) and performed both spoken scenes and songs in a wide array 
of meters.13 
Some of Plautus’ comedies identify Greek originals in their prologues (Asin., Cas., and 
Merc.) or seem to draw heavily on extant Greek plays or fragments (Cist. on Menander’s 
Synaristosai, Stich. on Menander’s Adelphoi, Bacch. on Menander’s Dis Expaton). Nevertheless, 
the extent to which Plautus was translating or adapting Greek plays is an issue debated by 
scholars of comedy.14 Plautus makes extensive use of generic Greek plots and stock characters, 
but frequently incorporates uniquely Roman content including, for example, extended 
discussions of pietas or jokes about the freeing of enslaved persons and the system of patronage. 
These features seem to suggest a significant degree of rewriting.15 So, too, does his presentation 
of enslaved persons. 
Of Plautus’ twenty-one extant plays, at least eight feature enslaved tricksters as comic agents 
who drive the plots (Asin., Bacch., Epid., Mil., Most., Pers., Poen., and Pseud.)16—a deviation 
 
12On this topic see Marshall (2006: 94), who also suggests that characters like the puer of Pseudolus 
would be played by adolescents. So Dutsch (2008: 3 n.6) proposes “It stands to reason that women's roles 
were played by the youngest members of the troupe.” The only evidence for female performers pertains 
specifically to mime (Beare 1955: 142-143).  
 
13For expansive discussion of music and meter in Roman Comedy see Moore (2012). 
 
14See, for example, Goldberg (1978), O’Bryhim (1989) Lefèvre, Vogt-Spira, and Stärk (1991), Lowe 
(1992), Arnott (2003), Fraenkel (2007 [1922]). 
 
15In fact, Goldberg (1978) suggests that Plautus’ Epidicus is entirely original. It does not name a Greek 
original in its prologue and no known fragments of Greek New Comedy accord to its plot. 
 
16Per Stace (1968: 66), who points out that other Plautine plays have enslaved characters with significant 
roles or feature trickery engineered by subalterns not necessarily considered tricksters (e.g. the 
eponymous parasite of Curculio; Tyndarus of Captivi, who conspires with his enslaver). I argue in 
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from Greek precedent. Menander’s Hellenistic comedies always included enslaved characters, 
but they did not have nearly as much agency as Plautus’ servi callidi, who tend to be fully 
realized subjects with their own motivations for carrying out tricks.17 Indeed, Eduard Fraenkel 
writes of the difference between the enslaved character in Menander’s Dis Expaton and Plautus’ 
Bacchides, “In Menander’s play the cunning slave certainly played an essential part in the action, 
but it is just as clear that he was kept more in the background and was treated more discreetly in 
relation to his masters” (2007: 167).18 Fraenkel here elucidates why Plautus and Menander’s 
enslaved characters differ so greatly: the Greek poet is mainly concerned with the affairs of 
citizens. His comedies drive toward the reunion of the citizen family and the marriage of two 
young citizens who can produce a legitimate offspring (Lape 2004: 13-17). Plautus, by contrast, 
subordinates the marriage plot to other interests: especially, interest in the experience of 
subalterns. The final scenes of his plays frequently feature enslaved persons triumphing over 
their enslavers or elite men being otherwise embarrassed by their social inferiors. In some plays, 
he omits or elides the recognition scenes of lost citizen children altogether: meretrices remain 
 
Chapter Four that Pardalisca of Casina should be counted among the plot-driving tricksters, bringing the 
total to nine. 
 
17On enslaved persons in Menander see Konstan (2013), who shows not only that enslaved persons are 
marginal to the action of Menander’s drama, but also that the inherent brutality of enslavement is treated 
as banal. 
  
18Fraenkel (2007: 167) proceeds to argue “This did not necessarily reduce the impression of his 
independence and crafty insolence in any way: Menander with his muted voice was capable of saying no 
less effectively things that Plautus overstated.” This line of reasoning, however, assumes that Menander 
and Plautus had similar aims in their presentation of enslaved characters. Fraenkel here suggests that 
Plautus expands the role of enslaved persons in a ham-fisted attempt to make them more humorous—a 
feat that Menander achieves with more subtlety. I argue in the following chapters, however, that Plautus’ 
expansion of enslaved persons’ roles (while often for humorous purposes) is intrinsically related to his 
critiques of the system of enslavement. Plautus “overstates,” to use Fraenkel’s word, enslaved persons’ 
independence and crafty insolence with the specific aim of demonstrating their persistent subjectivity. He 
gives them the opportunity to expose their enslaver’s brutality. 
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meretrices, or the anagnorisis of a citizen girl is announced at the end of the play rather than 
being staged.19 
The dearth of pre-Plautine evidence for Roman comedy makes it difficult to assess how 
unique these features were. Livius Andronicus, Naevius, and Ennius (among others) are known 
to have written fabulae palliatae in the 3rd and 2nd centuries BCE, but their works survive only 
in fragments.20 Terence, who wrote some twenty years after Plautus, is the only other comic poet 
whose works survive, and his six plays are remarkably different from Plautus’. While Plautus 
takes on a lighter tone and centers the experiences and victories of the enslaved and the 
subaltern, Terence’s more somber works shift focus back to marriage and the concerns of the 
citizen family. In many formal ways, Terence is more like Menander. As Amy Richlin writes: 
“[T]he plays of Terence...bear eloquent testimony to the kind of change [occurring in Italy in the 
late 2nd century], for the palliata is now a Menandrian revival, and the language is suddenly 
subdued, and the slave is upstaged” (2017: 479). Scholars of comedy, then, must look to the 
content of Plautus’ plays and to the context of their performance to understand why he staged the 
brutal realities of enslaved persons’ lives so persistently.  
The expanded role of subaltern characters in Plautus’ comedies is critical to understanding 
his poetic goals and the ways in which he wanted to communicate with his audience. Amy 
Richlin has proposed, for example, that by studying his subaltern characters, we can understand 
how the comedies communicated with subaltern and enslaved spectators. Here I study the plays 
 
19Lefèvre (1995: 18-19) suggests that Plautus removed the anagnorisis from Pasicompsa in Mercator. 
Also see Chapter Four (p. 124-125 n.7) on the anagnorisis of Casina, which is relegated to only a few 
lines in the play’s epilogue. 
 
20Manuwald (2011: 140-156, 187-225) provides a thorough discussion of fabula praetexta, fabula 
palliata, and evidence for dramatic poets who precede Plautus (incl. Livius Andronicus, Naevius, Ennius, 
Pacuvius, and Accius). See also Moore (2020) and Brown (2014) on the early development of dramatic 
festivals and comic performances at Rome. 
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with a view to the elite audience. I argue that by assessing scenes in which characters joke about 
torture and scenes in which humor is derived from citizen brutality, we can better understand 
how Plautus sought to communicate with elites. It is no surprise that the expanded role of 
subalterns in these comedies coincides with an increase in onstage references to violence. Yet the 
fact that Plautus gives the enslaved an opportunity to talk about brutality is significant. Enslaved 
characters comment on the violence visited upon them so repeatedly that it may be called a 
hallmark of Plautus’ comedy: they talk about brutality among themselves, they talk about it to 
their enslavers, and they talk about it in direct address to the audience. The staging of their 
perspectives on this topic is unique among surviving ancient sources, for it amounts to persistent 
public and prominent critique of citizen morality and the system of enslavement itself. 
Previous Plautine scholarship has taken considerable interest in the relationship between the 
enslaved and enslavers in the plays, for the expected power dynamic tends to be inverted: the so-
called servi callidi trick and embarrass the elite citizen men who threaten them with abuse. As 
part and parcel of their role as laughingstocks and blocking characters, Plautus’ elite enslavers 
are characteristically incompetent at managing their families and obsessed with extra-marital sex. 
At times, they attempt to function as sexual rivals with their own sons (Cas., Merc., Asin.). Such 
comical moral incompetence does not preclude brutality toward enslaved people. On the 
contrary, elite men in Plautus are often depicted as instinctively and excessively brutal (as 
discussed in Chapter Three). While there has yet to be a systematic study of the ways in which 
Plautus’ elite men talk about brutality, scholars have noted that these characters are portrayed 
unfavorably.21 The question remains: how could such a portrayal have been admissible in plays 
that were sponsored by elite patrons for public performance at major Roman festivals? 
 
21So Richlin (2014: 187): “The pervasive disrespect shown by slaves for owners takes a wide variety of 
forms. That most of the owners shown in the plays do not deserve respect in the first place, as a plot 
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To better understand Plautus’ drama, Erich Segal looks to the context of its performance. He 
suggests that the Saturnalian atmosphere of Roman festivals is evident in the comedies, which 
provide a temporary release for both the enslaved and for young men under their father’s 
potestas. In this formulation, the triumph of the enslaved and the immoral behavior of elites are 
permissible because ultimately the funny business ends and the status quo is maintained. To 
share laughter at a farcical inversion of behavioral norms, he argues, is to affirm shared values. 
The temporary comic release at specially designated times of year allows for a return to 
normalcy: built-in social disruption allows for greater social stability (1968: esp. 7-9, 101-104). 
Indeed, as Segal writes of the epilogue to Plautus’ Cistellaria at the conclusion of his study, “The 
comedy has ended. All thoughts, even of those within the dressing rooms, must turn to negotium, 
the very antithesis of holiday…Even the spectators must now behave according to the time-
honored traditions, more maiorum. And with this sobering thought, they leave the play and 
return to their own negotium: the business of being Roman” (1968: 169). 
Timothy Moore expands Segal’s conceptions of the Saturnalian aspects of Plautine comedy 
by looking at the relationship between actor and audience in performance. He argues that 
metatheatrical elements in the plays “contributed to the escapist and Saturnalian effects of the 
plays” and “helped Plautus both to satirize blatantly persons present in the audience itself and to 
challenge some of his spectators’ preconceptions” (1998: 6). Enslaved characters slowly build 
rapport with the spectators through monologue, direct address to the audience, and successful 
eavesdropping, with the goal of increasing spectators’ pleasure. In Moore’s view, elite spectators 
needed to be “seduced into an acceptance of the Saturnalian world onstage,” for anything too 
 
element, confirms the validity of the single lines and runs of shtick that give verbal form to a general 
contempt.” On Plautus’ critical manipulations of the elite senex stock character, see Ryder (1984), 
O’Bryhim (2020: 125), Gold (2020). 
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subversive would produce excessive anxiety and detract from enjoyment of the plays (1998: 40-
41, 48-49). This line of argument ultimately places Plautus in a political middle ground. He is 
neither consistently conservative, nor consistently subversive: he creates an atmosphere of 
goodwill that allows him to amuse and entertain his audience while also provoking and 
challenging them (1998: 197-201). 
Both Segal and Moore interpret the comedies with a view to the amusement of elite viewers. 
They ask what social norms and comic mechanisms could have allowed Plautus to stage 
otherwise subversive or upsetting material. Kathleen McCarthy similarly focuses on the principle 
of elite pleasure, but considers the personal psychological reasons why elites might have enjoyed 
comedies that portrayed them in such a negative light. She proposes, on one hand, that these 
spectators may have enjoyed portrayals of the enslaved as happy or “well-behaved”—of persons 
accepting of their domination. On the other hand, elites may have themselves identified with the 
servi callidi: the structural hierarchies of Roman society prescribed correct moral behavior so 
rigidly that they, like the triumphing enslaved protagonists in Plautus’ comedies, felt a need to 
rebel. They, too, felt a desire for freedom (2000: 211-213). 
Each of these studies begs the question of elite influence on the content of Plautus’ comedies. 
That is, they assume that because elites were present at comic performances and responsible for 
the festivals at which they were performed, the comedies must in some way reflect, reproduce, 
bolster, or cater to elite points of view. Indeed, McCarthy writes, “Since Plautine comedy was 
both traditional and public entertainment, and since it was funded by the aediles, I think it 
improbable that it expressed viewpoints at odds with those accepted as mainstream” (2000: 17 
n.27). Michael Fontaine takes this view a step further in his study of Plautus’ bi- and trilingual 
puns. He argues not only that elites were Plautus’ primary audience, but also that the makeup of 
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the audience was predominantly elite. Based on evidence internal to the plays, other scholars 
have proposed that there was social, intellectual, and linguistic diversity in the Roman comic 
audience (Duckworth 1952: 82; Beare 1955: 163-165; Manuwald 2011: 98). Fontaine, by 
contrast, suggests “the internal evidence is giving us a very false impression of the reality” 
(2010: 184).22 
Among the internal evidence to which Fontaine refers is the prologue to Plautus’ Poenulus.23 
The prologue speaker, calling himself the imperator histricus, makes several joking commands 
to various members of the audience (members of the theater staff: 11, 19-20; scorta:24 17; lictors: 
18; the enslaved: 23-27; nurses: 28-31; matronae: 32-35; and enslaved attendants: 41-43). Some 
scholars have argued that the humor of the prologue speaker’s jokes depends upon the presence 
of sex laborers, matronae, and the enslaved at comic performances, whether seated or standing 
(Moore 1994/5; 114-17; Marshall 2006: 75-6). Yet Fontaine counters that archaeological 
investigations suggest a relatively small audience for Plautus’ plays (around 1,300-2,000), as 
established by Goldberg 1998, and thus concludes that “Plautus’ audience was very small. And if 
it was small, it was exclusive; if it was exclusive, it was predominately elite” (2010: 184-185). 
He adds “if this aristocratic core of the audience did not constitute an absolute majority or 
 
22Slater (1985) and Fitzgerald (2000) have similarly argued that the enslaved were not necessarily present 
at the palliata. In response to Richlin (2017), Brown (2020) has recently reconsidered the evidence on the 
make-up of the Roman comic audience. He argues this evidence “more probably shows…that slaves were 
not present, or at least were expected not to be” (654). He offers, for example, analysis of the Poenulus 
prologue. On the prologue speaker’s joking assertion that enslaved persons either need to make room for 
free men to sit, pay for their freedom on the spot, or go home, Brown writes “I do not think we can safely 
conclude that, if there were any slaves present, they simply ignored the instruction to go away” (661). I 
am unconvinced by his arguments. 
 
23See especially Poenulus 16-44. 
 
24I leave terms for sex laborers untranslated throughout. For reflections on the difficulty of translating 
such terms with accuracy, see Witzke (2015). 
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plurality, then it certainly served as the focal point and constituency to whom Plautus would 
cater and whom he would strive to please” (2010: 185). 
Fontaine’s investigation of multilingual puns ultimately shows that Plautus’ comedies were 
sophisticated works of literature that could appeal to elite and well-educated persons. Whereas 
previous scholarship has sometimes cast Plautus as either a poor translator of Greek or a sloppy 
playwright,25 Fontaine demonstrates the careful attention paid to the composition of these plays. 
Still, his conclusions about the composition of the audience leave something to be desired. 
Sander Goldberg suggests that Fontaine “rightly maintains that the audience for a comic 
performance was relatively small, at least compared to crowds at the circus, but his inference that 
it was therefore aristocratic misrepresents the evidence” (2011: 218). Goldberg proceeds to 
criticize an assertion central to Fontaine’s argument: that a law was passed in 194 BCE to give 
the best seating at the palliata to the senators. The historical sources on this topic, in fact, 
disagree about the details, including the origin of the directive and whether it was an officially 
legal matter. Furthermore, Goldberg says, the only fact that the sources agree upon is that this 
initiative provoked resentment among the common people. He concludes: “[T]he Roman people 
liked their shows and did not like having access to them impeded by the senatorial class. That 
does not sound like public performance dominated by an elite” (2011: 219).  
Indeed, while elites were present at major civic and religious festivals to watch comic 
performances, there was much to be enjoyed by illiterate, uneducated, or otherwise subaltern 
spectators. Many non-literary forms of humor were employed simultaneously, from costumes 
 
25See Hardin (2007) for discussion of early criticisms of Plautus’ diction and style. Lowe (1992: 157) also 
points out, for example, Ritschl’s description of Asinaria as “devoid of any artistic merit.” Sharrock 
(1996: 152-153) gives a brief overview of scholarly debates about Plautus’ literary merit and originality. 
She notes Norwood’s particularly critical view, which “allows Plautus the credit neither of being an 
effective translator at the level of entire plays, nor of being an original playwright.” 
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and masks to overblown stage direction and musical accompaniment. The multi-faceted, multi-
sensory experience of Roman comic performance meant that there were many means by which 
humor could be produced and laughter engendered. In fact, even at the level of language, 
Plautus’ abundant use of rhyme and alliteration meant that many members of the audience 
(beyond those who had an aristocratic education) could enjoy his wordplay. This is not to 
mention, of course, that there may well have been enslaved Greeks in Plautus’ audience who had 
better educations or broader literary knowledge than their new Roman enslavers.26 
Further studies have attempted to understand how the comedies operate in relation to this 
complex performance context: what is the relationship of Plautine comedy to the sociopolitical 
status quo and how do the plays communicate with diverse audiences? Roberta Stewart, for 
example, asks how the relationships between the enslaved and enslavers in Plautus’ comedy can 
inform scholarly understanding of the interpersonal aspects of enslavement at Rome in the late 
Republic. Looking both within the plays and without to contemporary political activity, she 
posits that Plautine comedy represents slavery as an institution that raised difficult questions 
about power relationships. The Romans themselves struggled with these questions and these 
plays as historical texts necessarily represent that struggle. She suggests that, in some cases and 
for some viewers, Plautus’ comedy transcends elite concerns and shows the perspective of the 
enslaved in novel ways. Nevertheless, she asserts early and consistently that Plautine comedy 
“formed, supported, and perpetuated the political, social, and legal institutions of the slave 
 
26Menander’s Epitrepontes and Aspis both stage enslaved persons quoting from or explicitly referencing 
Euripides and Aeschylus (among other tragedians), demonstrating that Hellenistic audiences knew and 
understood Attic tragedy. For example, Epi. 325-413 refers to Euripides’ Tyro; at Epi. 1125-1126, 
Onesimos threatens to recite an entire speech from Euripides’ Auge; at Asp. 407, Daos quotes Euripides’ 
Stheneboea and then quotes Aeschylus, Carcinus, Euripides, and Chaeremon. For more on 
metatheatricality in Menander, see Gutzwiller (2000). 
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society” (2012: 19). For Stewart, Plautus presents a nuanced view of enslavement, but poses 
little challenge to the existing political order. 
Amy Richlin takes Stewart’s assertions about the nuance of Plautus’ drama a step further. 
She views the comedies as a vehicle for the enslaved and vulnerable populations of Rome to 
speak openly about their trauma and abuse. Through close re-readings of enslaved and subaltern 
characters in the plays, she demonstrates how the marginalized classes at Rome used comic 
festivals as an opportunity to explore shared experiences of brutalization. Whereas previous 
scholarship presented Plautus as politically neutral or a boon to the status quo, Richlin 
understands these plays as vehicles for enslaved and subaltern people to laugh about their own 
pain while also sharing their experiences with people like themselves—something they could not 
normally do in a public setting (2017: 67). Comic references to or jokes about brutality, then, do 
not serve elite perspectives on enslavement. Instead, this humor about brutality is born from the 
lived experience of brutalized people and performed for brutalized people. As subaltern actors 
take advantage of these important civic and religious occasions to talk about their own lives, 
subaltern spectators get to see their own pain recognized on stage. 
Richlin thus refutes the assumption of McCarthy and Fontaine that “the plays were literature 
and that all Latin literature belonged to the upper class” (2017: 18).27 She reconstrues the palliata 
as an artform that must be understood in relation to its production by non-elites. To McCarthy’s 
 
27She responds to Fontaine’s claims about a small elite audience for the palliata by reasserting the 
importance of the plays’ repeated performance. Even if the original audiences were relatively small or 
relatively elite, the fact that the plays were continually re-performed throughout the Mediterranean by 
travelling theater troupes meant that a broader and more diverse audience would see them over time 
(2017: 2-4). Additionally, she writes: “Fontaine’s arguments depend on bilingual puns he perceives in the 
text of the plays, which he treats as attesting to a high degree of literacy in the audience. I say “text” 
advisedly, because it seems to me that most of these puns would only be perceptible to someone who had 
the OCT in front of him and a lot of time to think about it. I do not think most of them would play 




assertion that both Plautus and American blackface minstrelsy “provided the soothing spectacle 
of slaves who were content in their servitude” (McCarthy 2000: 212), Richlin responds “A close 
acquaintance with Plautus should forestall such arguments” (2017: 18). Far from being Plautus’ 
primary or predominant audience, elite spectators were frequent targets of his comedy: they were 
shown images of themselves neither geared toward their pleasure nor shaped by their view of the 
social order (2017: esp. 203-224).28 
I follow Richlin’s understanding of Plautine comedy as an artform fundamentally shaped by 
the experiences, desires, and perspectives of the subalterns who produced it.29 Yet, in this vein, I 
look back to the elite audience. It is critical that elite perspectives not be the presumed moral 
models for Plautine comedy and that elites themselves not be positioned as the audience of the 
performances. Nevertheless, elites were certainly present: they were an audience with whom 
Plautus sought to communicate. In my own readings of the plays, I use Richlin’s work as a 
foundation for investigating brutality as a hallmark of Plautus’ comedy. A presumption that elite 
interests shape the plays might suggest that Plautus’ humor about brutality is a sort of “gallows 
humor” or a means by which elite uses of violence were affirmed as socially necessary.30 By 
 
28Richlin (2017: 18) offers as an example the remark of the enslaved Leonida to his free interlocutor: 
“‘I’m just as much a person as you’ (tam ego homo sum quam tu, As. 490).”  
 
29Stürner (2020) offers a brief overview of the scholarly debate surrounding Plautus and the possible 
interests that shape his comedy. He cautions that “we should be cautious to link the figure of the slave‐
rogue too narrowly with the interests and mentalities of a specific social group” (137) and suggests 
“Plautine comedy explicitly rejects a type of theater that conceives of the slave as a passive projection foil 
for the moral cosmos endorsed by the free in the audience and on stage” (138).  
 
30Konstan and Raval (2018: 61) suggest a range of possible reasons for Plautus’ emphasis on brutality: 
“Violence on the comic stage was a source of humour, but the humour was not all of a piece.” In addition 
to an affirmation of citizen superiority and civic identity, they suggest that “the ever-present possibility of 
being reduced to slavery might lend a special poignancy to the representation of characters subject to 
corporal abuse: the fate of Tyndarus in the Captivi, or of Palaestra in the Rudens, was a reminder that 
citizenship was a fragile shield in times of war, piracy, or general lawlessness, and identities were never 
entirely secure.”   
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taking up Richlin’s view, however, I explore humor about brutality as a serious response to and 
criticism of elite behavior, for comic ends are not trivial. Being able to laugh in the face of the 
person who brutalizes you is no small feat.  
In my re-readings of these plays, I ask what humor about brutality tells us about non-elite 
perspectives on brutality, how it communicates those perspectives to elite spectators, and how 
elite spectators might respond to what they see. Ultimately, I argue that the performances of 
these plays offered unique opportunities for subalterns to be able to talk about brutality in front 
of the very people who could inflict it—to defy elite logics of enslavement, especially the elite 
view that subalterns were sub-humans on whom it was morally acceptable to inflict violence. I 
analyze this challenge to elite logic as a phenomenon enacted simultaneously in the plays 
between characters and also in the theater between actors and audience. The metatheatrical 
elements of the comedies allow subalterns on stage to embody their pain both as fictional people 
and real human beings. They critique the enslavers in the plays but also turn out to the audience 
in direct address to implicate them in violence and critique them directly.  
Elites sponsored and attended comic festivals both because they were important civic 
occasions and because their participation was an opportunity to conspicuously perform their own 
prestige and power (O’Bryhim 2015). As C.W. Marshall suggests, sponsoring a comic festival 
was a vehicle for earning public support: “[T]he state or rich individuals hire a troupe to present 
entertainments for an audience…the audience returns its support to the magistrates and all they 
represent as the price for the entertainment. In this view, the troupe and its plays are the product 
being sold to the Roman audience, in hopes of non-financial but nevertheless very real benefits 
in return” (2006: 83). On this basis of elite sponsorship, scholars (including Moore, McCarthy, 
Stewart, et. al.) hesitate to see Plautus’ drama as critical of elites in a genuinely subversive 
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way.31 David Christenson, who concedes that Plautus was developing a “poetics of rebellion” 
(2020: 47), writes: “It seems improbable that within the context of a state-sponsored festival 
[Plautus] is actively fomenting rebellion against the naturalized system of Roman slavery. In 
support of this thesis we risk burrowing into the rabbit hole of authorial intent and must assume 
that [Plautus] hoodwinked festival sponsors throughout his long successful career” (2020: 45). In 
this view, it was impossible for Plautus to have had such success in his dramatic career while 
making such biting critiques of elite behavior. 
In this dissertation, I offer a different view. On the rabbit hole of authorial intent, I note 
simply that Plautus’ invention implies intent. He departed significantly from his Greek source 
material for a reason: he inflated the role of enslaved persons and allowed them to repeatedly talk 
about the brutality visited upon them for a reason. Whether or not we can ever be certain of this 
reason is beside the point. His intent is worthy of our consideration. In the chapters that follow, I 
argue that Plautus undeniably, straightforwardly, and persistently critiques Roman elites through 
his humor about brutality.32 Christenson’s proposition assumes, like many of the scholars 
discussed above, that because elites sponsored the ludi, they could prevent the staging of any 
materially they deemed morally dubious or personally degrading. Marshall suggests that, to some 
extent magistrates “do not care how they get a satisfied audience,” whether satisfaction is 
accomplished through mimes, gladiators, or any other type of public performance (2006: 84). He 
adds that there were probably expectations on both sides about the length, structure, and moral 
 
31On the contrary, some scholars speak of Plautus as if he enjoyed the idea of brutalizing subalterns. For 
example, Way (2000) suggests that the “perennially penetrable slave” is “by far Plautus' most common 
victim.” Konstan and Raval (2018: 47) write that Plautus “seems to have delighted in exposing [slaves] to 
the most terrible threats and punishments.” 
 
32I do not, however, suggest that Plautus “actively foments rebellion.” Plautus did not imagine a world 
without enslavement, but this fact does not preclude the possibility that he critiqued the brutality of the 
system and the people who upheld it.  
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content (ibid.), but very little is known about the degree of control magistrates exercised over 
playwrights and actors.33 Marshall’s points, in fact, call attention to an implicit clash of interests 
in the staging comic performances at the ludi: elite men sought to please and earn the support of 
people in the audience who had interests and views different from their own—who viewed them 
differently than they viewed themselves.  
Goldberg’s point about the Roman people bears repeating here: “[They] liked their shows 
and did not like having access to them impeded by the senatorial class. That does not sound like 
public performance dominated by an elite” (2011: 219). Elites were a small percentage of the 
Roman population and probably a relatively small portion of the theatrical audience. Plautus did 
not need to “hoodwink” them, as Christenson suggests. Senators and other magistrates went to 
comic performances to be seen by and to please the subalterns who vested them with power. 
Spectators of many social backgrounds and civic statuses sat around them and could see their 
reactions to the plays. To seem to care—to react too harshly to what they were seeing—would be 
to acknowledge in some way the truth of the criticisms Plautus staged. These men were wealthy 
and powerful in relative terms, but they did not yet approach the status enjoyed by Caesar and 
Pompey. If there was public uproar over trying to give the senators the best seats at dramatic 
performances, what could such elites have done to stop Plautus and his troupe from mocking 
them for their brutality—for making jokes at their expense that large swathes of the audience no 
doubt found funny? Easier, perhaps, to sit there and bear it.34 Indeed, as Amy Richlin writes of a 
 
33For a recent investigation of this topic, see Franko (2014: esp. 414-418). He writes that the aediles 
“were neither professional bureaucrats nor CEOs of arts foundations—they were rising politicians for 
whom aesthetic considerations were not a priority, and many likely had no interest in the theater business 
beyond a few weeks in their annual magistracy.” 
 
34It follows that Plautus’ success need not have depended on elites liking or accepting him. Indeed, the 
reactions of later literary snobs show that they probably did not. See n.4 above. 
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play on the word cavea in Plautus’ Captivi, “The cavea doubles as cage and space for the 
(captive) audience” (2017: 95). The cavea was a cage into which an enslaver could threaten to 
put disobedient enslaved persons to prevent their movement, but in the space of the theater, the 
cavea made possible a different kind of captive. With elites surrounded by subalterns in the 
crowd and subalterns looking back at them from the stage, Plautus made them objects of his 
brutal discourse. Whatever their reactions, they were being watched.  
 
Chapter Overviews 
In Chapter Two, I consider how enslaved persons onstage talk about brutality and torture 
among themselves. I first look to Asinaria, in which Leonida and Libanus (the two enslaved 
protagonists) frequently discuss the punishment which has been visited upon them by citizens 
and which they have been forced to visit upon one another. For example, they call one another 
names like “exercise ground for the whip” (gymnasium flagri, 297) and “guardian of the prison” 
(custos carceris, 297). I argue that their jokes about brutality are a form of defiance: to laugh 
about these acts of violence and turn them into fodder for jokes is to refuse enslavers’ power to 
engender obedience through fear. Such jokes communicate to elite spectators that there is a point 
at which the threat to brutalize stops working. I further consider the significance of Leonida and 
Libanus’ diction. While their insults to one another bring a critical eye to the public spaces in 
which citizens make a spectacle of violence, their bombastic claims to military prowess and 
citizen virtues constitute a re-imagining of these very spaces. In the theater and at the ludi, 
enslaved persons create their own spectacle: they triumph over these acts of brutality while elites 
watch.     
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I next look to Pseudolus and Captivi. The puer speech, which occurs at about the midpoint of 
Pseudolus, features a self-described ugly young boy complaining that his evil pimp has put him 
in a double bind: he must either endure a beating for failing to get the pimp a birthday present or 
engage in survival sex with adult men. He fears both options. In my re-reading of the puer’s 
speech, I suggest that he confronts elite men in the audience with their own brutality. In this 
critical moment of fear and vulnerability, the puer troubles their easy enjoyment of the play by 
asking for their help and implicating them in the pimp’s violence: they, too, are responsible for 
his troubles because they seek out sex with young boys who do not like it. Similarly, in Captivi, 
Plautus robs elite spectators of their comfort through prolonged display of Tyndarus, a lost 
citizen child, in shackles. I consider both the implications of this young man’s brutalization by 
the orders of his own father and also the speech of Stalagmus, the enslaved person who had 
stolen the young Tyndarus and sold him into enslavement. Contrary to much previous 
scholarship on this play, I argue that Stalagmus’ reappearance poses not a rationalization for the 
system of enslavement, but a critique of it. By allowing this character to speak for himself, 
Plautus complicates the happy ending afforded by the citizen child’s recognition. Elite spectators 
are confronted with the feelings of enslaved people about their brutalization: they are asked to 
consider how enslaved people might react to this brutalization. Ultimately, Stalagmus shows that 
the system of enslavement is unstable, for it begets a cycle of violence. 
In Chapter Three, I examine plays in which enslavers talk about brutality. My analysis 
focuses on Poenulus. In this play, Agorastocles’ brutality becomes a topic of prolonged 
contemplation on stage. He is somewhat unusual among the enslavers of Plautine comedy for he 
occupies two character positions at once: he is both an adulescens helplessly in love and an adult 
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man with complete control over his household and finances.35 I propose that Plautus dramatizes 
his negotiation between these two positions to show how brutality is critical to elite male 
identity: Agorastocles’ anxious performance of and constant readiness for violence undercut his 
complaints of helplessness. Milphio—the enslaved trickster—highlights these moral 
inconsistencies by constantly talking back to his enslaver. Plautus does not allow the elite logic 
of enslavement to go uncontested. Instead, he confronts the elite spectators with an enslaved 
perspective on punishment. 
I also look briefly to Simo, the senex of Pseudolus. Like Agorastocles, Simo’s penchant for 
brutality is instinctive. Before the senex ever meets the eponymous trickster on stage, he 
fantasizes about torture and punishment at the mill. I argue that Simo’s relationships to his 
moderate neighbor Callipho and the pimp Ballio are critical to understanding his character: 
Callipho displays moderation so unattainable—so ill-fitting to Plautus’ project—that he 
disappears from the play entirely, while the universally-hated pimp becomes unusually close to 
the senex (his natural comic enemy). Ultimately, these shifting relationships show that elites are 
perhaps not the beneficent, moderate owners they imagine themselves to be, but are rather more 
like the evil pimps. Indeed, just as Pseudolus triumphs over the brutal Ballio, he exhibits 
unprecedented bodily freedom over his enslaver. His persistent claims to autonomy and 
insistence on self-definition constitute a radical defiance of his enslavers’ dehumanizing tactics. 
As Pseudolus puts it, “Why are you making threats? I have a back” (quid minitare? habeo 
tergum, 1325): Simo can brutalize his body, but cannot rob him of his humanity and his sense of 
his own identity. 
 
35A case could be made that the same is true for Diniarchus of Truculentus, who never speaks of parents 
and lavishes his money on Phronesium, his meretrix beloved. 
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Finally, in Chapter Four, I consider the unique ways in which Plautus’ Casina stages threats 
of violence against enslaved women. The rape of enslaved women is not a topic much discussed 
in extant Greek and Roman literature, yet the comedy of this play is structured around that very 
topic: the senex Lysidamus wants to rape the eponymous ancilla. By repeatedly focalizing the 
behavior of the senex through enslaved persons’ speech, Plautus confronts elite men in the 
audience with their own brutality. The enslaved persons in elite households are disgusted by the 
thought of being forced into sex with these men. As Pardalisca (this play’s ancilla callida) shows 
in her triumphant canticum, enslaved women might have wanted or tried to violently resist their 
enslavers. While forcing Lysidamus to admit aloud that Casina does not want to sleep with him, 
she simultaneously confronts elite male spectators with a joyous embodiment of that resistance 
on stage. Like Pseudolus, she comically manipulates her enslaver and insists on the humanity 
and the personal will of enslaved women. As she reminds the audience at the end of the play, 
ancillae do not deserve to be brutalized.  
I also look briefly to Pseudolus and Poenulus, two plays in which non-elite men threaten to 
brutalize enslaved women. In Pseudolus, the pimp describes in great detail how he will punish 
the meretrices in his household should they not procure gifts for his birthday party. His 
language—accompanied by the crack of a whip—confronts elite spectators with brutality. 
Indeed, when Pseudolus interrupts the canticum to chide elite young men for neglecting to stop 
the pimp, he shows elites that they, too, bear responsibility for such violence. As the relationship 
between Ballio and Simo demonstrates later in the play, elite men are not so different from 
pimps as they would like to believe. In Poenulus, the miraculous rescue of enslaved citizen 
daughters is delayed by Antamoenides, a brutal soldier. He, like Ballio of Pseudolus, uses highly 
aestheticized language to threaten both his would-be amica and her father. By staging this scene, 
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Plautus lays bare the social mechanisms by which human beings are transformed into socially 
acceptable targets of violence.  









CHAPTER TWO: ENSLAVED PERSONS TALK ABOUT BRUTALITY 
 
 
Enslaved characters in Plautus’ comedies frequently joke about the brutality of their 
enslavers and the conditions of their enslavement. In this chapter, I consider scenes where 
enslaved persons discuss brutality either in monologue or among themselves. These scenes are 
crucial to understanding the way Plautus communicates with elite viewers because they present 
subaltern perspectives uninhibited by the presence of elites. While the enslaved and subaltern 
speak as if no elites are present, elite viewers in the audience are confronted with their speech: 
the perspectives on enslavement and brutality silenced in the real world become the subject of 
the comedy on stage. 
As I discussed in Chapter One, jokes about brutality are often overlooked or incorporated 
into an analytical framework that situates Plautus’ comedy as a tool for reproducing elite 
perspectives on enslavement. My re-readings of select scenes consider both the context and the 
content of brutal humor. I ask in what ways enslaved persons talk about violence and why 
Plautus fits these scenes into the plots: whom or what are enslaved characters mocking when 
they make jokes about brutality? Why is it significant that these characters have the chance to 
talk about brutality? What new perspectives are brought to bear and whose perspectives do they 
displace? 
I argue here that the use of a comic frame to talk about brutality allows for unique forms of 
resistance to the logic of the enslaving classes. Roman enslavers relied on both the threat and 
infliction of torture to effect obedience in enslaved persons. At the same time, they attempted to 
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maintain a pose of self-control. By rhetorically distancing themselves from violence, elites 
sought to appear more worthy of their positions of power—to appear to be natural “masters.” In 
Plautus’ comedies, however, enslaved persons refuse to submit to their enslavers. Instead, they 
make jokes and witty comments that bear witness to the ways in which torture was normalized 
and technologized. Their words deny elites the ability to distance themselves from brutality: they 
forcibly bringing elite viewers into the plays as unwilling participants in a discourse on violence. 




Much time in Asinaria is dedicated to the experience of the enslaved and subaltern 
characters, as well as to jokes about the brutality those characters endure. The play begins with a 
senex, Demaenetus, ordering Libanus and Leonida, two men he enslaves, to help his son 
Argyrippus buy a one-year contract for his meretrix girlfriend Philaenium. They decide to cheat 
Artemona, Demaenetus’ wife, out of 20 silver minae by intercepting a merchant who has come 
to pay the family for a sale of asses. Before handing over the purloined money to the adulescens, 
they mock and sexually humiliate him for fun. Meanwhile, Diabolus, another of Philaenium’s 
clients, finds out that he has been bested and sends his parasite to reveal Demaenetus’ betrayal to 
Artemona.1 She confronts her husband, who had demanded the first night with Philaenium, 
during a banquet at the brothel and embarrasses him by dragging him home. 
 
1As Lowe (1992: 158-159) points out, it has been proposed—contrary to the manuscript tradition—that 
some of the play’s early scenes feature Diabolus rather than Argyrippus. Hurka (2010: 102) discusses this 
proposal, but maintains that the manuscripts are correct: Argyrippus appears in the early scenes and 
Diabolus does not enter until late in the play. I follow the line attribution of the manuscripts. 
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Torture is an explicit topic of conversation from the play’s opening scene.2 When the 
prologue speaker exits, Libanus and the senex Demaenetus exchange a series of quips about the 
mill. Libanus emphasizes his fear of being sent there with a series of alliterative descriptions. He 
describes it as a place “where stone strikes stone,” “where men weep in vain, men who beat 
barley, among the cudgel-banging, clanking islands” (ubi lapis lapidem terit, 31; ubi flent 
nequam homines qui polentam pinsitant. / apud fustitudinas, ferricrepinas insulas, 33-34). 
Demaenetus, by contrast, pretends never to have heard of such a place (quid istuc est?, 32). This 
conversation showcases citizen brutality as a significant concern for enslaved persons. Even as 
the senex disregards Libanus’ fears about the mill, he warns that he can deal out punishment for 
backtalk: “You watch out for a beating” (caue sis malam rem, 43). Indeed, the brutality to which 
he subjects Libanus is soon elaborated. 
A few scenes later, Libanus parodies augury in monologue. He predicts that a woodpecker 
tapping an elm tree portends a beating (259-264), for elm rods were common tools for 
punishment. His expressions of fear are interrupted by Leonida, who enters eager to meet 
Libanus: “I’d be willing to be a slave for a lifetime if I could just meet Libanus…I’ll even pay 
with 200 lumpy lashes from my back” (aetatem uelim seruire, Libanum ut conueniam modo, 
274; etiam de tergo ducentas plagas praegnatis dabo, 276). Libanus, meanwhile, expresses his 
own fear of being punished: “He’s talking about people being chained up. I don’t like that. I’m 
afraid for us both that he’s been tricking with some trickery” (uinctos nescioquos ait; / non 
placet: metuo in commune ne quam fraudem fraus’ sit, 285-286). When the two finally meet, 
they greet each other with insults invoking the torture they endure as enslaved persons: “exercise 
 
2Torture and beating are also talked about or explicitly mentioned in the opening scenes of several other 
plays. See Most. 15-18, Cas. 117-131, Pers. 28-32, Epid. 27-28, 65-103, Aul. 40-66, Merc. 167-168, 184, 
189, and my discussion of Poen. 129-153 in Chapter Three. 
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ground for the whip” (gymnasium flagri, 297), “guardian of the prison” (custos carceris, 297), 
“inhabitant of chains” (catenarum colone, 298), and “pastime of rods” (uirgarum lasciuia, 298). 
Leonida also jokes that he knows how much Libanus weighs because he once had to hang him 
up for a beating: “I knew you didn’t know, but I know since I weighed you. You’re a hundred 
pounds nude, bound, and dangling by your digits (scibam ego te nescire, at pol ego qui ted 
expendi scio, / nudus uinctus centum pondo es, quando pendes per pedes, 300-301).3 
Like the earlier exchange between Libanus and Demaenetus, this conversation demonstrates 
Plautus’ interest in emphasizing the violence and brutality of the slave system in formally 
humorous ways.4 John Henderson writes of Leonida and Libanus, “The slaves, as we heard tell, 
can’t open their mouths without b(et)raying how large back-scarring beatings and back-breaking 
toil loom in their lives” (2006: 193). There is, in fact, not a single scene where the enslaved 
characters appear without alluding to violence; discussion of brutality is near constant. Yet, 
despite Libanus’ fear of beating, Leonida’s rhetoric demonstrates his desire—and the 
playwright’s—to undercut the enslaver’s power to abuse.  
When Leonida enters proclaiming that he would willingly endure servitude and a severe 
lashing to meet his companion, he reframes the brutality perpetrated upon him as a personal 
choice. Roberta Stewart suggests that “the slaves’ acceptance of the slave’s system’s coercive 
 
3Similar exchanges occur early in Mostellaria, where the enslaved Grumio and Tranio joke about 
inflicting violence on one another in the play’s opening scene (GR: perii! qur me uerberas? / TR: quia 
uiuis, 9-10), and Casina, where the vilicus Olympio and armiger Chalinus exchange insults similar to 
those used by Leonida and Libanus (OL: ego te implebo flagris. / it ate aggerunda curuom aqua faciam 
probe / …concludere in fenstram firmiter, 123-132). 
 
4That this passage is meant to be humorous is marked not only by its alliterative wordplay and speed, but 
also its meter: it is set to trochaic septenarii, a meter accompanied by music, often sung, and marking plot 
development and fun. Moore (2012: esp. 247-266) explains the function of trochaic septenarii in great 
depth, paying particular attention to what kind of characters use it, when they use it, and what it signals to 
the audience. He notes, for example, that lovers, who are typically laughingstocks, tend to sing in this 
meter, while blocking characters do not. 
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instruments” implicitly legitimizes the slave system and cements the vulnerability of enslaved 
persons as a social fact (2012: 111-116). But it bears asking whether such comments about 
brutality constitute a genuine “acceptance” of the slave system. To acknowledge social facts is 
not necessarily to accept them as natural or enduring. Leonida does not claim that he deserves to 
be enslaved or brutalized. Rather he implicitly acknowledges that, when he gets what he wants—
when he follows his autonomous will—he is often met with punishment by his enslaver. It is 
again worth noting that this play is fundamentally shaped by the perspectives of subalterns: 
Plautus himself was likely from the lower classes,5 and many of the actors, like the character 
Leonida, were enslaved (or formerly enslaved). These are persons who were frequently subjected 
to citizen violence but prevented from redressing that violence in any meaningful way. By 
talking about their brutalization on stage—by emphatically giving name to the tactics of their 
abusers (plagas praegnatis)—they refused to be intimidated into silence. 
For an enslaved person to volunteer jokingly for continued brutalization and enslavement is 
to reject the fear of beating that is central to the enslaver’s power. When juxtaposed with 
Libanus’ fear of physical punishment—a fear which to this point has informed everything he has 
said—Leonida’s insistence that the glory of the trick will be worth the potential consequences 
demonstrates a persistent selfhood that supersedes the enslaver’s threat of violence. That is to 
say, he openly exclaims that his choices are dictated not by his enslaver, but by his own goals. 
As I will show below, Leonida carries out the trick not merely to please his enslavers, but to put 
himself and his friend in a more advantageous position within the household: he is engaging in 
what power play is available to him. 
 
5See Chapter One, p. 2-3 for my discussion of Plautus’ background. 
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In the same vein, the slew of insults Libanus and Leonida hurl at one another demonstrates a 
co-optation and disempowerment of the enslaver’s violence. Both Florian Hurka and Amy 
Richlin have noted the sophisticated composition of these insults.6 Richlin also points out that 
onstage arguments imitate popular forms of verbal dueling, which the spectators would have 
been accustomed to seeing in their daily lives (2017: 138-198). It follows that Plautus’ jokes 
about violence serve a purpose. Verbal duels were a comic element used specifically to please 
the crowd, so it is significant that they occur mostly between enslaved men: Plautus deliberately 
made his enslaved characters especially funny. Richlin additionally argues that these duels show 
his desire to blur the lines between the enslaved and the free poor, since it was the free poor who 
actually had rights to be defended with flagitatio, quiritatio, and occentatio (2017: 183).7 But, 
because these duels often feature insults relating to torture, they show, too, Plautus’ project of 
unseating the power of the enslaver.  
By using the torture inflicted upon them as fodder for jokes, Leonida and Libanus subvert 
the fear and compliance that torture is meant to instill in them and turn it temporarily into fun. 
Rather than a release for the elite enslaving audience, these insults are a form of defiance: a 
release for the enslaved characters and the enslaved or otherwise vulnerable actors, who are able 
to laugh at the violence imposed upon them in front of the very people who impose it—the elite 
 
6Hurka (2010: 143) writes, “Die verbisvelitatio nimmt mit ausgefeilter Equilibristik ihren Beginn: (1) 
Leonidas erster Halbvers 297 korrespondiert thematisch (Peitsche) mit Libanus' dazu chiastich geordneten 
zweiten in 298 (gymnasium flagri – virgarum lascivia). (2) Durch die Aufnahme der Interjektion und der 
parallelen Folge von Objekt und Vokativ wird eine enge Bindung von 298a zu 298b geschaffen…”.  
Richlin (2017: 165) adds: “In line 297, the second player matches the syntax of the first, again with 
chiasmus: vocative-genitive-verb, verb-vocative-genitive; then again in 298, o genitive-vocative, o 
genitive-vocative.” 
 
7In Epidicus, for example, the nameless fidicina mentions these rights when Periphanes refuses to return 
her instruments: “Regardless you’ll return it later with a bigger scandal on your hands” (flagitio cum 
maiore post reddes tamen, 516). 
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enslaving spectators. Such jokes are especially powerful considering what happens later in the 
play. Leonida and Libanus succeed in their tricks, even subjecting the adulescens, Argyrippus, to 
physical punishment and unparalleled embarrassment; the playwright and actors demonstrate the 
moral failures of the elite enslaver Demaenetus and make him the ultimate object of mockery. 
The consistent ability of the enslaved to turn their pain into jokes, which give them control over 
the laughter of the audience, constitutes a defiance of authority and a momentary reclamation of 
power. 
This verbal duel may well have lingered in the minds of enslavers not only because Leonida 
and Libanus mock the brutality visited upon them, but also because they use insults that evoke 
spaces typically used by citizens. Gymnasium flagri, for example, invokes the place where Greek 
citizens exercised and prepared their bodies for warfare and athletic competition. Using this 
space to represent the body of the enslaved invokes a complex web of associations that both 
valorize the ability of the enslaved to endure torture and also suggest elite pleasure in brutality. 
In the first place, the word gymnasium juxtaposes the strong, idealized body of the Greek male 
citizen and the body of the enslaved toughened by the whip. In fact, the subtle etymological 
allusion to Greek male nudity is directly connected to the torture of the enslaved a few lines later 
when Leonida asks Libanus how much he weighs nude (quot pondo ted esse censes nudum?, 
259) and then claims to know because he was the one who hung him up (nudus vinctus centum 
pondo es, quando pendes per pedes, 300-301). Both the Greek citizen and the enslaved are nude, 
and, the enslaved characters imply here, they both become stronger as their bodies endure pain. 
As I will discuss in greater detail below, enslaved characters in Plautine drama repeatedly assert 
that surviving the whip gives them legitimate claim to virtus—the masculine courage and 
toughness ascribed to male citizens.  
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The word gymnasium also implies that the brutality of the elite enslaver is so repetitive that 
it defines them.8 The gymnasium was a place that Greek citizens repeatedly visited to make 
themselves feel powerful, to “exercise” their rights as citizens, and to conspicuously reinforce 
those rights. The enslaved body construed as gymnasium suggests that the repeated enacting of 
violence on the enslaved—like repeated exercise at the gymnasium—is a central part of elite self-
definition.9 Additionally, gymnasium implies that this ritualized violence would have been 
enjoyable for the elites. While the conspicuous nakedness of the Greek citizen male contributed 
to the city, the nakedness of the enslaved, whom enslavers would force to strip bare, was a form 
of punishment and a source of shame. In both cases, the nude body was made the object of the 
gaze: the Greek gymnasium was itself a form of theater where citizens put themselves on display 
to become objects of lust for older men; the brutalization of the enslaved—even within a 
 
8Such a suggestion is significant considering that, throughout antiquity, elites represented the ideal 
enslaver as entirely in control of his anger—a man too civil to enact excessive violence or to take 
excessive joy in beating the enslaved. Fitzgerald (2000) and Hunt (2016) discuss literary representations 
of elite enslavers from Xenophon to Galen. In his De ira, Seneca records a relevant anecdote about Plato, 
who had once prepared to strike an enslaved person while overcome with rage. When interrupted by a 
friend, however, he asked for a proxy to give the punishment: "I am enraged," he said; "I’ll beat him more 
than I should, take more pleasure in it than I should. A slave shouldn’t be in the power of someone who 
has no power over himself" (3.12.5-7). Seneca presents Plato as an exemplum of elite male behavior: he 
willingly relinquishes his right to punish the man he enslaves because to do so in this moment of rage 
would compromise his self-control—the very quality he believes makes him worthy of owning other 
human beings. In Seneca’s view, all men ought to cultivate such control of their emotions to earn the right 
to enact revenge: as he writes in De clementia, “Cruel masters are distinguishable from the entire 
citizenry, and are hated and reviled” (1.18; cf. Lenski 2016: 280-281 on John Chrysostom). Plautus’ 
comedies present a different view: the cruel enslaver is the norm rather than the exception. Some elite 
characters in the comedies obsess over torturing enslaved persons, even seeming to delight in the idea of 
seeing them suffer (e.g. Simo of Pseudolus). As I show in Chapter Three, many elites prove incapable of 
practicing the sort of self-control lauded by Seneca. 
 
9So DuBois (1991: 63 [digital version]) on the establishment of Greek citizen identity through state 
torture: “The ambiguity of slave status, the difficulty of sustaining an absolute sense of differences, is 
addressed through this practice of the state, which carves the line between slave and free on the bodies of 
the unfree. In the work of the wheel, the rack, and the whip, the torturer carries out the work of the polis; 
citizen is made distinct from noncitizen, Greek from barbarian, slave from free.” See Stewart (2012: 82-
95) for discussion of Roman festivals and public gatherings at which ritual violence was enacted upon the 
enslaved to affirm the social status of citizens and the inviolability of their bodies.  
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household—was likely a conspicuous event, a show put on by the enslaver to instill fear in the 
persons he enslaved. Roman views of the Greek gymnasia varied, but some Roman-era texts 
express concern about the self-indulgence practiced there and resulting moral and bodily 
weakness.10 Gymnasium flagri thus suggests to elite spectators that they are not as far removed 
from the excesses of the Greek gymnasia as they would like to think. They, too, take pleasure in 
a spectacle of the male body. They indulge themselves in brutalization: an indulgence, perhaps, 
erotic in the case of enslaved persons like Libanus, whom his enslaver would have sexually 
abused as a puer.11 
Custos carceris is also noteworthy because it evokes a space in the Forum Romanum where 
citizens held those who they deemed worthy of brutal public torture or execution. At the early 
performances of these plays—on portable wooden stages in the forum (Goldberg 1998)—the 
carcer may have been visible to or at least in the vicinity of the audience.12 This insult, then, 
 
10Fontaine (2010: 224-225) writes “the Hellenic institution of pederasty—the distinctively Greek custom 
of an aristocratic freeborn iuvenis taking on a pederastic lover as part of his normal sexual development—
was alien and seems to have been generally regarded with suspicion. Roman authors are known to 
distance themselves from the practice of pederasty or to apologize to their readers for discussing it.” 
Moreover, he suggests that Romans viewed gymnasia as erotic and feminizing—as institutions that 
wasted time and encouraged pederasty. Williams (2012: 68-78) discusses Roman views on the Greek 
gymnasia at greater length. He proposes that Roman concerns about the gymnasia place less emphasis “on 
issues of sexual desire and practices and more on questions of discipline and dignity commensurate with 
status.” He elaborates, “It would, then, be both imprecise and misleading to describe Roman suspicions of 
Greek gymnasia and of male nudity as deriving from a xenophobic, let alone homophobic, anxiety 
regarding pederastic pursuits. Moreover, other practices and values held to be Greek provoked a more 
vocal resistance among Romans” (76). 
 
11Marshall (2006: 94) points out that Paegnium—a puer in Persa whose name literally means 
‘plaything’—is said to weigh about eighty pounds. The construction of Roman male sexuality authorizes 
an erotic gaze at young men, but Plautus’ descriptions of pueri mock such a gaze by emphasizing the 
smallness and youth of its objects. Cf. the puer speech in Pseudolus and references to Tyndarus’ age at 
the time of kidnapping in Captivi, both of which I discuss later in this chapter. 
 
12See Moore (1998: 131-139) for discussion of a speech in Curculio where the speaker takes the audience 
on a “tour of the Roman forum.” Moore suggests that this speech is “the most blatant possible reminder 
that the production occurs in the city of Rome. All distinction between play, production, and “real life” 
has been obliterated” (137). See also Goldberg (2018), who discusses both the construction and placement 
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draws attention to a space where elites normally (repeatedly, publicly) exercised their right to 
have people tortured, and in so doing defined themselves as citizens.13 The comic actors, on the 
other hand, have transformed the same place into one of amusement and celebration of the 
triumph of the enslaved. Libanus’ use of the term on stage doubles what the actors are doing in 
real time: momentarily manipulating for their own ends the spaces where citizens exercise 
control and brutality.  
Leonida’s use of military language similarly undercuts the power of his enslavers. Scholars 
have noted the frequent use of military language by the enslaved in Plautus’ comedies,14 and it is 
prominent in Asinaria.15 Leonida enters framing his trick as a siege and the potential reward as 
 
of stages in the Forum Romanum, as well as a digital mapping project at UCLA “designed to facilitate the 
development and testing of space-based arguments about the ancient city” (156). 
 
13The lex Puteolana (AE 1971 88-89), discovered at Puteoli, shows that the public torture of enslaved 
persons was commonplace. These inscriptions set prices for having the persons one enslaves tortured or 
crucified by the carnifex (a professional executioner): private citizens would pay four sesterces while 
magistrates could send public enslaved persons to be tortured for free. Despite the prevalence of public 
torture, Roman elites displayed cognitive dissonance about the practice. Cicero, for example, regards the 
carnifex as unfit for the forum—as a profession unbecoming of a free man. Even enslaved persons, he 
says, can only bear to perform such a disreputable job because the state gives them hope of being freed 
(Pro. Rab. Perd. 5). He did not, however, call for the discontinuation of the profession. His comments 
demonstrate the insurmountable gulf between citizens and enslaved persons: inflicting torture was a stain 
on a human being. Citizens could free themselves of this moral turpitude by removing it from their sight, 
by forcing others to perform torture, by acknowledging that it was grotesque but accepting it as a 
necessary means of punishment for social inferiors. Meanwhile, the “actual” torturers and the victims of 
torture were marked permanently as “other”: the carnifex was morally degraded for having performed this 
duty while the enslaved victims of public torture were left with physical reminders of their low status and 
violability. 
 
14Fraenkel (2007: esp. 159-167) suggests that Plautus significantly expands the use of military language in 
the exploits of enslaved characters. He argues “If Plautus often surrounds the slave’s exploit with military 
pomp, then this is to increase its importance and glorify its merits (165). See also Anderson (1993: 88-
106). 
 
15Such language is also common in Pseudolus, where the eponymous protagonist likens his tricks to a 
siege. For example, when Pseudolus expresses his wish to outdo the pimp Ballio, he says “I wish to 
besiege this town today to capture it” (hoc ego oppidum admoenire ut hodie capiature volo, 384). See 




“triumph” and “spoils”: “I’m bringing them the greatest spoils and triumph on my arrival” 
(maxumam praedam et triumphum is adfero adventu meo, 269). Praeda is repeated four more 
times over the course of 50 lines, in some cases accentuated by alliteration (quando mecum 
pariter potant, pariter scortari solent, / hanc quidem quam nactus praedam partier cum illis 
partiam, 270-271; LE. adproperabo, ne post tempus praedae praesidium parem. / LI. quae illaec 
praeda est?, 294-295; magna est praeda cum magno malo, 317). Leonida also claims that his 
plan will render Demaenetus and Argyrippus not only obedient to himself and Libanus, but also 
“bound” by their beneficium (adeo ut aetatem ambo ambobus nobis sint obnoxii, nostro deuincti 
beneficio, 284-285). Rhetorically, then, he reframes himself and Libanus as both free citizens 
capable of benefaction and as conquerors. With their old and young enslavers rendered captive, 
they become the enslavers to whom obedience is owed. The repetition of aetatem from line 274 
(aetatem uelim seruire), where he claimed willingness to endure enslavement for a lifetime, 
indicates that he is making a calculated value judgment. He is choosing to risk a lifetime of 
beatings for the possible reward of triumphing over his enslaver.  
The remark that true virtus belongs to those who endure beatings bravely (em istaec uirtus 
est, quando usust qui malum fert fortiter, 323-324) foreshadows a later scene, in which Libanus 
recounts having played a successful trick on the ass dealer. As he lauds himself and his partner 
for their daring, he sheds light on what Plautus is attempting to show through the inclusion of 
jokes about brutality. Again referring to instruments of punishment and torture (stimulos, 
lamminas crucesque compedesque, / neruos, catenas, carceres, numellas, pedicas, boias, / 
inductoresque, 548-550),16 Libanus attributes their victory, among other things, to “confidence in 
our shoulder blades and virtus born from the violence of elm rods” (scapularum confidentia, 
 
16Segal (1968: 144-145) writes of such lists, “Every bondsman…knows his catalogue of tortures the way 
a Roman child knows his alphabet.” 
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uirtute ulnorum freti, 547). Additionally, he frames their trick as a military victory, claiming they 
have overcome legions and armies (eae nunc legiones, copiae exercitusque eorum / ui pugnando 
periuriis nostris fugae potiti, 554-555).17  
Libanus consistently reframes the torture that he and his companion suffer at the orders of 
their enslavers as experience that bestows upon them the virtues of Roman citizens18—as the 
reason they are able to succeed in their tricks and manipulate the world around them. Because 
the threat of bodily harm constituted much of the power that enslavers had for maintaining 
control over the people they enslaved, his claims sent an important message to elite spectators: 
not only could he recover from having been scarred, but his scars would make him stronger, 
better able to carry out his tricks against the family. As William Fitzgerald writes, “The slave’s 
back is both the ultimate guarantor of the master’s power over the slave (“why threaten me, I 
have a back”) and the calloused surface where the slave’s cleverness (calliditas) turns the 
master’s violence back on himself…Experience—being worn in the ways of the world—and the 
impermeability of the hide are both products of the master’s anger” (2000: 41). Libanus thus 
subverts his enslaver’s very claim to power by framing the ability to endure abuse as valiant and 
empowering. His scars become the scars of military victory and virtus. 
That jokes about and frequent reference to the military appear frequently in the plays is 
unsurprising given the historical context outlined above,19 but the form they take is an innovation 
 
17Hurka (2010: 203) briefly comments that the military language used here increases pathos. 
 
18The tendency of enslaved characters to imbue themselves with the virtues, rights, and qualities of 
citizens is well documented. See Moore (1998: 16), Leigh (2004: 47-52), Fraenkel (2007: 161); Richlin 
(2017: 87-89, 199-201, 415). By contrast, the enslaved depict the adulescentes as cowards (Richlin 2017: 
204). Citizen men of this age would have gone to military training but are rarely depicted in the comedies 
as having gone to war. Enslaved persons, by contrast, may well have fought in and been captured during 
battle. 
 
19Six of the fourteen extant Plautine prologues allude to military endeavors. See Richlin (2017: 142-151). 
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of Plautus, who shapes them to his larger project of blurring the lines between free and enslaved, 
as well as mocking and defying the arbitrary brutality of the Roman elite. Konstan and Raval 
argue that “violence is particularly thematized [by New Comedy] just when the inviolability of 
the citizen body is called into question” (2018: 45). Yet this statement frames Plautus’ jokes 
about violence as an expression of elite citizen anxieties when the majority of the violence in his 
comedies is experienced by the enslaved and the free poor.20 The blurring of civic and social 
statuses on stage is more likely a tool for social criticism employed by the subaltern classes who 
produce the humor than a reflection of citizen anxieties. The use of military language by the 
enslaved underscores this point.  
As Stewart points out, during the Second Punic War, the senate allowed volones—enslaved 
persons fighting with the promise of freedom—to enroll in the military. On campaign, the 
enslaved were treated like any other military unit: enslaved and free soldiers alike were capable 
of honor and subject to beatings by their superiors (2012: 125-127; cf. Konstan and Raval 2018: 
48). For Plautus to bring the language of war to the stage may then be an attempt to expand the 
world in which the enslaved are virtually indistinguishable from free men (the world of the 
military) into the streets where they live.21 By staking claim on stage to the honor available to 
soldiers, enslaved men defy the arbitrary elite rules that render them deserving of dignity if they 
 
20See also Fitzgerald (2000: 40), who follows the arguments of Kathleen McCarthy in positing that the 
appropriation of military language and the language of honor by the enslaved “is entirely a fantasy of the 
free…As McCarthy (forthcoming [=McCarthy 2000]) argues, the slave is not required to maintain the 
physical dignity that is both the privilege and burden of free status, and can therefore be irreverent about 
his body in a way that might become an object of utopian longing for those who must always maintain the 
proper demeanor; the free must walk at a dignified pace but the excited slave is allowed, even expected, 
to run. The comic slave’s proud use of the language of the whip, parodying the language of military and 
political honor, claims dishonor as a status that has its own privileges.” 
 
21As Richlin (2017: 103) writes, “The army was one place where the dividing lines of honor broke down, 
for there the free could be beaten as well as the slaves, and not all their scars came from battle.” 
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happen to go on campaign and survive, but not if they display similar honorable qualities at 
home.22  
Allusions by enslaved characters to their scarred backs may also mimic the contemporary 
practices of free impoverished veterans. Matthew Leigh suggests that Republican-era veterans 
who returned home from battle to financial ruin publicly revealed their scars to demonstrate their 
loyalty to the state and assert their right to its support. He writes, “The dispossessed veteran, 
powerless and bereft, exploits the potent political implications of his wound, his disability. When 
there is little left for him to do, he takes the resort of thrusting his disability under the eyes of his 
exploiters” (1995: 212). Livy dramatizes one such example in which a poor man reveals both the 
valiant battle scars on the front of his body and the shameful scars from his creditor’s abuse on 
his back (2.23.4). The existence of free poor citizens at Rome with scars on both sides of their 
bodies, in addition to enslaved persons with scars of torture on their backs and scars of battle on 
their fronts,23 made possible the world of exaggerated blurred identities in Plautus’ comedies. 
When Leonida and Libanus draw specific attention to their scars, they, like the free poor, assert 
their right to honor and dignity: they parade their scars in front of their abusers as symbols of 
their strength and bravery. Yet rather than begging for the support of the elite or the 
acknowledgement of the state, they flaunt these scars as permanent reminders that they can 
endure the consequences of their defiance. 
The jokes of enslaved persons about brutality, then, are neither mere tasteless humor nor 
simple fodder for laughter. They demonstrate to the elite that their power is a construct built on 
 
22Certain elite Romans viewed volones who were freed after the war as undeserving of citizen’s rights 
regardless of the services they rendered to the state. See Stewart (2012: 125-132) for a detailed 
explanation of political responses to this new constituency of freedpersons. 
 
23Recall that many enslaved persons were battle captives from Rome’s military exploits (See Chapter 
One, p. 4). 
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fear—a construct that can be momentarily subverted by the choice of the enslaved to laugh in the 
face of violence. These jokes also lay bare the inherent contradictions of enslavement and 
manipulate the rhetoric that citizens use to define themselves as worthy of bodily autonomy. In 
Asinaria, terms like virtus take on different meanings: the Roman moral world is turned on its 
head by subaltern actors celebrating the small victories of the subaltern. Public spaces like the 
carcer—typically used by citizens enacting their brutality—become fodder for the laughter of 
the enslaved. The stage becomes a militarized fantasy world where all men (and their scars) are 
indistinguishable. Throughout the play, Plautus takes careful aim at the elite penchant for 
brutality and, in the end, reorganizes the citizen family under the control of the matrona.24 Far 
from a return to negotium, to use Segal’s term, the world is turned on its head.  
 
Pseudolus 
Pseudolus offers a unique example of enslaved persons talking about their vulnerability in a 
formally comic fashion. In this play, the young citizen Calidorus finds out that his meretrix 
girlfriend Phoenicium is to be sold by her pimp Ballio and enlists the help of Pseudolus, the 
enslaved trickster, to save her. Watching Ballio threaten to beat the enslaved members of his 
brothel if they don’t bring him lavish birthday presents, the increasingly angry Pseudolus 
promises Calidorus that he will outdo the pimp. He also guarantees Simo, Calidorus’ miserly 
 
24Artemona’s own remark about brutality against enslaved persons merits brief comment here. Upon 
realizing that her husband has been stealing her belongings for his mistresses, she says “He was the one 
stealing from me. I suspected my ancillae for it all along and kept torturing those poor, innocent girls!” 
(ille ecastor suppilabat me, quod ancillas meas / suspicabar atque insontis miseras cruciabam, 887-889). 
This moment of remorse for punishing innocent enslaved women pulls back the curtain yet further on 
elite behavior: when citizens are angry, when they have problems without clear solutions, the enslaved 
become a target for their frustrations. Ultimately, though, it is not the enslaved who “deserve” 
punishment, as Artemona herself recognizes when she threatens her husband with a beating: “Oh, you’ll 




father, that he will accomplish the trick, even making a bet with him. By tricking Harpax, the 
messenger of Calidorus’ rival, out of a sealed letter and enlisting another enslaved person to act 
as Harpax, Pseudolus successfully steals Phoenicium from the brothel and secures her freedom. 
This play is one of the few Plautine comedies whose first performance can be securely 
dated. It was among the entertainments at the dedication of the Magna Mater temple on the 
Palatine in April 191 BCE. The Romans first procured a statue of the Magna Mater in 204 BCE 
when oracles predicted that Hannibal would be driven from Italy if she were brought to Rome. 
By 194 BCE regular games were established in her honor—the ludi Megalenses or 
Megale(n)sia—and the temple was dedicated three years later (Goldberg 1998: 4). In terms of 
plot development, scholars have noted the import of this major civic event on the plot and 
production of Pseudolus, which was one of Plautus’ longest plays and might have used up to 
nine actors in performance (Marshall 2006: 103-104; Moore 1998: 104-107). It is also likely that 
this festival occasion influenced the make-up of the audience. The dedication of the temple was 
not only an important religious ritual, but a celebration of the Roman conquest over Carthage—a 
celebration for which senators and other elite citizens would have been present.25 
The presence of elite spectators in the front rows of the audience merits particular 
consideration in a play like Pseudolus. The eponymous enslaved character, like Leonida and 
Libanus of Asinaria, speaks at great length, builds rapport with the audience,26 and resists his 
 
25Goldberg points out that the audience of the early ludi Megalenses would have been limited by the 
irregular space around the temple and suggests that spectators were seated on the temple steps (1998: 6-
7). He also suggests that imagining 300 senators seated up front in ordered rows is probably an 
overstatement of what the crowd would have looked like for any plays in this period (2018: 167). 
Nevertheless, given the importance of the dedicatory occasion, it seems likely that at least some senators 
or other important elite males were present to watch Pseudolus.  
 
26For extensive discussion on how enslaved characters build rapport with the audience, see Moore (1998: 
30-40). On Pseudolus specifically, see p. 38-39.  
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enslaver’s power by reframing the violence leveraged against him. Yet also significant to 
Plautus’ engagement with elite viewers is an infamous scene known as the puer speech, in which 
a young boy directly addresses the audience.27 At about the midpoint of the play, the self-
described “ugly young boy” enslaved by Ballio gives a short monologue unrelated to the plot. 
The meter changes from musical rhythms to spoken iambic senarii and the silence “emphasizes 
his aloneness” (Richlin 2017: 229) as he expresses fear about both the sexual services he will 
have to perform to earn money for his enslaver’s birthday gift and the beating he fears if he fails 
to earn that money:  
quoi seruitutem di danunt lenoniam  
puero, atque eidem si addunt turpitudinem,  
ne illi, quantum ego nunc corde conspicio meo,  
malam rem magnam multasque aerumnas danunt.     770 
uelut haec mi euenit seruitus, ubi ego omnibus  
paruis magnisque miseriis praefulcior:  
neque ego amatorem mi inuenire ullum queo  
qui amet me, ut curer tandem nitidiuscule.  
nunc huic lenoni hodie est natalis dies:        775 
interminatust a minimo ad maxumum,  
si quis non hodie munus misisset sibi,  
eum cras cruciatu maxumo perbitere.  
nunc nescio hercle rebus quid faciam meis;  
neque ego illud possum quod illi qui possunt solent.      780 
nunc, nisi lenoni munus hodie misero,  
cras mihi potandus fructus est fullonius.  
eheu, quam illae rei ego etiam nunc sum paruolus!  
atque edepol ut nunc male malum metuo miser,  
si quispiam det qui manus grauior siet,        785  
quamquam illud aiunt magno gemitu fieri,  
comprimere dentes uideor posse aliquo modo.  
sed comprimenda est mihi uox atque oratio:  
erus eccum recipit se domum et ducit coquom.  
 
To whom the gods give enslavement to a pimp— 
a boy—especially if they make that same boy ugly, 
they indeed, as I now understand from my own experience, 
give him a very lowly lot in life and tons of trouble.     770 
 
27Feeney (2010: 284) calls it “perhaps the weirdest scene in Plautus.” No small feat! 
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That’s the kind of enslavement that’s happening to me, where 
with misfortunes both minor and major I’m surrounded. 
Nor am I able to find for myself any lover 
to lust after me, that I might finally be cared for a tiny bit better. 
Now today is this pimp’s birthday:         775 
He’s threatened us, from smallest to most sizable, 
that whoever doesn’t proffer presents to him today 
will tomorrow perish by the most terrible torture. 
Now, goodness, I don’t know what to do in my circumstances; 
Nor can I do that thing, which those who can are used to doing.  780 
Now unless I give that terrible pimp a present today, 
tomorrow I’ll have to drink the fuller’s fluid. 
Oh, for that I am still far too small! And, for gods’ sake,  
since I’m now miserable and truly terrified of a massive beating, 
if anyone gave me something to make my hand heavier,    785 
even if they say that act is done with much groaning, 
I think I can force back my teeth somehow, 
but I must force back my voice and speech, too:   
look, my owner is coming back home and he’s leading a cook. 
 
He thus exits the stage, not to be seen again. The plot proceeds with Ballio’s embarrassment at 
the hands of a cook, a scene that both provides comic relief after the tension, pathos, and 
sordidness of the puer’s speech and also predicts Ballio’s downfall. 
Formally, the puer’s monologue allows the actor playing Pseudolus enough time to change 
for the following scene (Prescott 1910: 39-44; Marshall 2006: 102-104). Scholars have also 
suggested that the puer reminds the audience about the evils of the pimp to amplify the comic 
effect of his embarrassment by the cook.28 By this point, Ballio has indeed shown himself to be a 
brutal antagonist worthy of derision. In his lively opening canticum—the first instance of 
musically-accompanied verse in Pseudolus—he demonstrates his inflated sense of power and 
control (Moore 2012: 312-326), and demands that the men, women, and children he enslaves 
bring him lavish gifts for his birthday.29 While singing, he cracks the whip and threatens to beat 
 
28See Willcock (1987: 124), Jocelyn (2000: 454), Stewart (2012: 102), and Richlin (2017: 229). 
 
29The formal elements of humor and comedy in this canticum are exceptional. See James, Moore, and 
Safran (2015) on how such a brutal scene might be humorous in its performance. 
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them in graphic detail. As I discuss in Chapter Four, Pseudolus expresses outrage at these threats 
and wonders in an aside to the audience how citizen men can allow Ballio to behave so brutally. 
The puer’s speech expands the subaltern perspective suggested by Pseudolus’ rage: the persons 
enslaved by the excessively violent pimp are particularly unlucky.  
To understand the puer’s speech, it is critical to consider that Plautus could have composed 
a scene in which Calidorus and his beloved Phoenicium meet on stage to express their mutual 
affection; Calidorus himself might mope about hoping that Pseudolus could save him, or 
Phoenicium might enter to express her hopes and fears. The audience would expect the 
characters on stage to speak about something more relevant to the plot, but Plautus chose to 
foreground the puer’s fear of the pimp and of sex with older men.30 Like much of the dialogue 
between the enslaved characters in Asinaria, the puer scene demonstrates Plautus’ pointed 
interest in the experience and perspective of the subaltern rather than the citizen family or the 
marriage plot.31 In fact, he showcases here not only the vulnerability of the enslaved person’s 
body, but the utter helplessness of a particularly defenseless young boy. He might have staged 
one of the other meretrices in a state of fear or a “pretty” puer, but instead chooses to stage this 
ugly boy in a double bind. 
Craig Williams regards the puer’s monologue as an “opportunity to raise some laughs at the 
boy’s expense” (2010: 41).32 Considering that the puer would have been wearing an ugly mask, 
it is possible that certain (especially cruel, probably elite) members of the audience would have 
 
30Kwintner (1992) suggests interpreting the phrase mihi potandus fructus est fullonius (782) as oral rape. 
 
31On the originality of Pseudolus, see Barsby (1995), Lefèvre (1997: 9-22). 
 
32Over a century earlier, Edward Morris suggested that Plautus “plainly introduced [the puer] only to 
appeal to the coarser tastes of the audience” (1895: 168)—a Victorian reading of the scene in every sense. 
Timothy Moore offers a more recent alternative. He characterizes the puer speech as a “lagniappe”: an 
obscene monologue put into the middle of the play for a little extra entertainment (1998: 94-96).  
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been laughing at him. But the pathos drummed up by his rhetorically refined speech, as well as 
Plautus’ generally sympathetic portrayals of subaltern characters, make it unlikely that the puer 
himself is intended to be the target of laughter: one would have to be extremely callous to laugh 
at such a small boy expressing his fear of brutality. In fact, the content of the speech and its 
sophisticated composition present a sobering image of a young boy forced into sex with older 
men33—a very young boy, indeed, since the word parvolus usually describes children kidnapped 
at age six or younger (Richlin 2017: 230).34 The boy’s explicit, repetitive, and often alliterative 
references to size evoke pity from the audience. For example, he remarks upon his immense 
suffering (malam rem magnam multasque aerumnas, 770; magno gemitu, 786) and the degree 
of the beating Ballio threatens (cruciatu maxumo, 778); juxtaposes words for large and small 
 
33Stewart (2012: 102-103) writes: “Plautus here stages the slave’s private experience of fear, isolation, 
and psychic pain in the face of the master’s unlimited control of violence.” Stewart acknowledges that the 
puer’s situation is pitiful and that, from the perspective of the slave, he is a successful problem solver, but 
ultimately suggests that he is unsympathetic. Moreover, she asserts, “Plautus’ staging of the slave’s 
subjection allows the entire Roman community to watch and participate in the enforced subordination of 
slavery.” I follow Richlin (2017: 230) who proposes that the puer was sympathetic because the Romans 
were an audience “well acquainted with the slave trade and with the public sale of slaves, including 
children—an audience among whom were people who had become separated from their children in the 
wars, or who had abandoned a child, or knew of an abandoned child, or, indeed, had been sold as children 
themselves.” She also suggests that this scene might have resonated with a story told in Livy 8.28: a 
young boy named C. Publilius taken into debt bondage by L. Papirius, a faenerator who wanted the boy 
for sex. According to Livy, this act was not only the cause of public uproar, but also led to the passage of 
a law against debt bondage. McGinn’s (2003) study of the ne serva prostitutatur covenant further 
complicates a scholarly understanding of Roman views toward sexual use of at least some enslaved 
persons. This covenant—for which evidence survives only from the Roman empire—was a stipulation in 
the sale of an enslaved woman that could be used to prohibit them from being sold for sex by their new 
enslavers. As McGinn suggests, this covenant shows discomfort about sexual use of persons put into 
slavery: it is “[f]ounded upon deep‐rooted notions of gender role and sexual shame, it protected the 
original vendor's sense of honor and went on to create an independent locus of honor for the slave” (317). 
This covenant reveals a failure of the logic of slavery, which necessitates a view of the enslaved as 
chattel—as non-persons. At least in some cases, Romans could and did recognize the human qualities of 
enslaved persons. Plautus uses this logical failure to his advantage in the puer speech. 
 
34For example, at Capt. 981-984 Stalagmus explains how Philocrates’ family came to enslave Tyndarus: 
“When he was only four years old your father gave him to you, a small child for his son, as part of your 
peculium…His name was Paegnium, but you later dubbed him Tyndarus” (nam tibi quadrimulum / tuo’ 
pater peculiarem paruolum puero dedit…Paegnium uocitatust, post uos indidistis Tyndaro). 
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(paruis magnisque miseriis, 772; interminatust a minimo ad maxumum, 776); and references his 
own size (paruolus, 783). The spectators are constantly reminded of his stature and vulnerability 
as he walks about the stage lamenting his predicament. He is almost certainly gesturing at 
viewers in the front row and perhaps holding out his hand at line 785.35 
As an alternative to reading the speech as laughter-inducing, Willcock, Jocelyn, and 
Stewart, propose that the puer’s speech narratively anticipates Ballio’s embarrassment. Even if 
the monologue is bleak, it reminds the audience of the pimp, who has been off stage for almost 
400 lines, in order to enhance the jokes to be made at his expense later. Still, the puer’s detailed 
explanation of his fear of oral sex requires explanation. If the function of the puer scene is to 
produce more laughter at Ballio’s expense, why is so little of the speech about Ballio? And what 
might elite members of the audience, who did not know on first viewing that the cook scene 
would follow to relieve the tension, have felt while hearing it? 
Only the first 12 lines of the puer’s speech are about Ballio and his demands for birthday 
gifts. While these lines might well remind the spectators of Ballio’s brutality, the puer begins to 
take a turn away from the pimp at line 779, as marked by the temporal adverb nunc (nunc nescio 
hercle rebus quid faciam meis).36 At this point, the viewers still do not know that he will begin to 
talk about sex. Depending on how the actor emphasizes his lines or gestures, the sexual nature of 
his fear could become apparent by line 780, where he employs euphemism (neque ego illud 
possum quod illi qui possunt solent), but would be clear by line 782, where he uses the disturbing 
alliterative pun on fullery (cras mihi potandus fructus est fullonius). From there, the speech 
 
35In our conversations about this play, Sharon James has suggested a metatheatrical dimension to the 
speech by which the puer breaks the fourth wall and solicits the patronage of the citizen males in the 
audience. 
 
36He similarly indicates that he is presently worried about something other than the pimp at line 781 when 
he emphatically repeats the adverb nunc (nunc, nisi lenoni munus hodie misero). 
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becomes only more explicit as the puer refers to groaning (magno gemitu, 786) and forcing back 
his teeth (comprimere dentes, 787), using language elsewhere employed to refer to sexual abuse 
by citizen enslavers.37 If the monologue were about the evil of Ballio and meant to function 
formally as a precursor to cook scene, there would be no reason for Plautus to include this 
increasingly detailed and disturbing description of the boy’s sexual fears. In place of these 
details, he might have the boy tie his anticipated suffering back to Ballio by insisting that the 
pimp deserves to be punished or by expressing hope that Pseudolus will succeed in his trick. 
Instead, Plautus highlights the boy’s disgust and fear at the prospect of enforced sex with citizen 
men as they sat in the front rows of the theater on a festival occasion.  
The boy’s request for financial support implicates the viewers in his suffering as he gestures 
toward them and addresses them directly. Spectators who were most able to see and hear his 
requests, likely elite citizens and possibly senators, had the resources to keep him from harm and 
were the kinds of customers that such a puer would have sought out. Such viewers may have 
been attempting to keep a mental distance between themselves and the brutal villain Ballio, but 
when the puer explicitly mentions how scary, painful, and repellent it would be to have sex with 
them—sex he does not want, enforced by his enslaver—he prevents them from maintaining that 
distance. There are few places in Roman literature where the idea is expressed that the enslaved 
persons being raped or having sex for survival do not actually like it, and, to my knowledge, 
there is no other place in extant Greek and Roman literature where it is so explicitly stated by an 
 
37Williams (2010: 37-38) points out that comprimere and dare are used in Casina to imply rape by the 
enslaver: “In the midst of an insult-match between two slaves appears this brief exchange: ‘Restrain 
him.—No, restrain him: he has been taught how to provide that service!’ (‘Comprime istunc.—immo 
istunc qui didicit dare!’ Casina 362). The first slave asks his master to ‘restrain’ (comprimere) the other, 
that is, make him shut up, and his opponent retorts by punning on other meanings of the verb: ‘squeeze’ 
or ‘copulate with.’ His point is that this slave…is quite accustomed to being ‘restrained.’ And he caps off 
his retort with another pun: the verb dare (translated above as ‘provide that service’) can also refer to the 
provision of sexual favors (‘to put out’).” 
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enslaved person.38 This fact makes the puer’s speech all the more subversive: at a civic 
celebration of the Roman conquest over their greatest enemy, elite male citizens had to sit and 
listen to a young boy’s testimony about how afraid he is to have sex with them; how disgusting 
he finds the prospect and how he feels he is being forced. With each line of the speech they 
become more aware of their own complicity in his pain, fear, and disgust. There is no longer any 
pretense that enslaved sex laborers—particularly young boys—do not mind or are unbothered by 
sex with citizen men.39  
Perhaps, then, this scene is not about laughter, and certainly not about the joyful laughter of 
elite spectators. If the puer evoked any laughter at all, it was likely nervous laughter—a defense 
mechanism: a sign that the elites were unsettled. By simply having the boy address the audience 
directly, Plautus creates an uncomfortable dynamic. Indeed, while some onstage monologues in 
his corpus maintain the divide between audience and actors, a few directly engage the spectators, 
 
38I discuss this topic in greater detail in the introduction to Chapter Four, where I look to Greek sources 
that record elite perspectives on rape of enslaved persons but unwittingly preserve moments of enslaved 
resistance. A scene in the Satyricon offers an additional opportunity for considering how persons who 
commit sexual abuse attempt to conceal their own violence while suppressing the feelings of their 
victims. Eumolpus gives an account of his sexual relationship with a boy from Pergamum. He remarks 
that the boy enjoyed having sex with him and even wanted to be penetrated repeatedly (87). The boy in 
this story is not enslaved, but he does lack power and agency in his dealings with Eumolpus (an adult 
man). By putting more stock in this power dynamic and reading from the boy’s perspective (rather than 
taking Eumolpus at his word), we might understand this relationship as something akin to grooming or 
coercion, for the boy does verbally resist. Like Eumolpus, who has more power in this sexual dynamic, 
elite men have an interest in portraying their sexual interactions with social inferiors as consensual—in 
downplaying their hesitancy and rejection. 
 
39The puer’s speech, in fact, alludes to a network of sex laborers or pueri who talk about the difficulties of 
having sex with citizen men. In line 780, he implies that those who perform these sexual acts can only do 
so because they are accustomed (neque ego illud possum quod illi qui possunt solent) and in line 786, he 




asking them for favors or money.40 For example, in Aulularia the greedy senex Euclio addresses 
the audience while looking for his stolen pot of gold: 
…opsecro ego uos, mi auxilio, 
Oro, optestor, sitis et hominem demonstretis, quis eam apstulerit. 
quid ais tu? tibi credere certum est, nam esse bonum ex uoltu cognosco. 
quid est? quid ridetis? noui omnes, scio fures esse hic compluris,  
qui uestitu et creta occultant sese atque sedent quasi sint frugi.   
hem, nemo habet horum? occidisti. dic igitur, quis habet? nescis? 
heu me miserum, misere perii,  
male perditu’, pessume ornatus eo: (715-722) 
 
I’m begging you, give me some help,  
I beseech, I implore you, point me to the person who stole it. 
What are you saying? I’ll believe you for certain, for I can tell from your looks you’re an 
honest man. 
What is it? What are you laughing at? I recognize all of you, I know there are a lot of 
thieves here,  
who hide themselves in fancy white clothes and sit here as if they were honest men! 
So none of these guys has it? You’re killing me. Come on and tell me, who has it? You 
don't know?  
Oh, wretched me! I’m wretchedly undone!  
So badly ruined, in the worst state of all, I’m going; 
 
This speech indicates that the actor playing Euclio, like the puer, directly interacts with the 
audience members sitting in the front rows of the theater, bringing them into the events of the 
play. He may point to different spectators as they grumble and laugh, and he indicates that he is 
close enough to see their faces. Sander Goldberg proposes that this interaction “puts [the 
audience] on edge because they can no longer be sure of the boundaries between, in Roman 
terms, the action centered on the scaena and the notionally passive, safe anonymity of the 
cavea.” He further suggests that the disruptive effect lingers: the balance between the stage and 
the cavea is permanently disrupted because the audience does not know if or when another 
 
40For example, in Mostellaria, Tranio asks the spectators if any of them would be willing to be tortured in 
his place (348-362); in Stichus, the parasite Gelasimus attempts to engage them in an auction to end his 
hunger (218-233); in Cistellaria, Halisca asks them if they have seen the lost casket, then chides them for 
being delighted at a woman’s misfortunes (671-694). 
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interruption will be sprung on them by the actors (2018: 141). The puer’s interaction with the 
audience produces a similar effect, but engenders much more discomfort because of the 
disturbing content of his speech. He is no greedy senex hysterically looking for a pot of gold. 
The cavea was expected to be place of relative comfort for the audience, but the 
metatheatrical addresses of the puer and Euclio highlight the double meaning of its name, for 
cavea means both “theater seats,” and “chicken coop” or “cage.”41 Amy Richlin points out that 
theater seating would have done little in terms of confinement, “but competed with less benign 
contemporary appropriations of public space,” including cruel capital punishments like 
crucifixion (2014: 219).42 The place normally used by citizens to confine and torture their social 
inferiors—itself a form of public theater—became during the comic festivals a place where 
citizens were “confined,” albeit not literally. As spectators they willingly surrendered their 
attention to the kinds of people they normally abused; they became captives to the sights on 
stage. When addressed by Euclio or the puer, the elite citizens in the front rows are forcibly 
reminded of the fact that they are surrounded on both sides by the subaltern: those standing on 
stage (often making jokes at their expense) and those seated or standing in the back. They are not 
safe or undisturbed onlookers, but temporary captives subject to the whims of the theater troupe.  
 
41Three of the six times Plautus uses this noun in his comedies (Truc. 931; Am. 66, 68; Cur. 449; Capt. 
124; Cist. 732), it means “cage.” In Curculio, the pimp refers to captives taken by a soldier locked up in a 
cage. In Captivi, Hegio threatens to put his lorarius in a cage, and in Cistellaria, Lampadiscus jokes that 
Halisca ought to have put the cistella she’s lost in a cage. In all three cases, the theme of war is evoked, 
since in Captivi the lorarius looks over Hegio’s war captives, who are also in cages, and in Cistellaria, 
Halisca responds to Lampadiscus’ quip that the cistella was no great praeda. As I point out in Chapter 
One, the context of war is relevant to the composition and production of these plays. It is not unlikely that 
some of the spectators would have put people in cages, seen people in cages, or been caged themselves. 
 
42See also Goldberg (2018) and Wiseman (2015). Wiseman proposes that spectators may have been 
literally enclosed (esp. 51-55) contra Richlin and Goldberg. 
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While the elites listened to the puer’s speech, the subaltern spectators might have been 
leering at them like captives in a cage, looking to see guilt and discomfort. The elite citizens may 
have been nervously laughing, but they may also have been sitting stony-faced and angry. In any 
case, citizens whose self-assurance depended on their ability to exert control over and enact 
brutality on others become unwilling, unconsenting objects of the play’s discourse: in the space 
of the theater, their control is shown to have limits. Elites expected to be able to comfortably 
consume public entertainment, but in this scene, Plautus disrupts their ease by bringing them 
forcibly into the play. They were quite aware of their visibility within the theater—a status 
marker, which they sometimes sought to use for their political advantage (O’Bryhim 2015)—but 
Plautus here turns that visibility against them on a point of genuine ethical vulnerability: the 
sexual abuse of frightened children.  
Any elite male who had ever had sex with a little boy—which is to say, raped a little boy—
would have seen the child’s fear and unwillingness. Once the puer addresses them, they no 
longer had the benefit of “safe, passive anonymity” in the cavea, and, as Goldberg suggests, this 
feeling of discomfort and self-awareness would have lingered for the remainder of the play. Like 
Pseudolus and the meretrix Phoenicium,43 the puer uses the means available to him to avoid the 
brutality of his onstage enslaver. In parallel fashion, Plautus uses the puer’s position onstage to 
manipulate elite spectators’ responses by subverting their expectation of being left alone. While 
they might have been able to laugh at Ballio, fancying themselves better than the abusive 
antagonist, Plautus’ decision to break the fourth wall aligns them more closely with the pimp. 
 
43In the play’s first scene, Pseudolus reads out a letter written by Phoenicium asking Calidorus to help her 
avoid being contracted by the mercenary soldier Diabolus. See Hallett (2011) on the letter’s rhetorical 
effectiveness and the ways in which Phoenicium and Pseudolus use language to their own advantage. 
Pseudolus’ rhetorical successes are also examined by Wright (1975), Slater (1985: 118-146), and 
Sharrock (1996). I further discuss Pseudolus’ linguistic control in Chapter Three. 
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Indeed, as I show in Chapter Three, the playwright continues to suggest similarities between elite 
citizen men and the pimp.  
Wiseman proposes that Terence’s “politer style avoided audience participation” and offered 
“little insight into the physical conditions of their performance” (2015: 59), but Plautus goes out 
of his way to call attention to the space of the theater and the audience’s relationship to the 
events on stage (as critically evidenced by Moore 1998). This approach speaks to the goals of his 
comedy. His interest in making elites recognize their own brutality is evident in the kind of 
humor he employs and in the discomfort this humor evokes. The puer’s speech has formal 
elements of wit, and the boy’s use of metaphor and euphemism show him to be sharp, but as 
Roberta Stewart writes, “Jokes do not make content foolish” (Stewart 2012: 103 n.93). Similarly, 
formal wit and humor do not make content funny. In this case, the humor—that is, the puer’s 
obscene gestures, his alliterative wordplay, and his comically ugly mask—instead makes the 
content an object of contemplation. Richlin proposes that the puer would have evoked sympathy 
from spectators, especially those who were themselves vulnerable to abuse and displacement. 
She writes, “The puer is the ugly truth, a standing indictment of Ballio, speaking for all the 
prostitutes in the earlier scene in Pseudolus” (2017: 231). For elite spectators, on the other hand, 
the boy’s suffering is inextricably tied not just to the pimp or the elite citizens on stage, but to 
their own real-life violent sexual practices. It is a standing indictment of them. 
 
Captivi 
Like the puer speech, Captivi shows Plautus’ interest in framing violence with formal 
humor to communicate with the elite members of his audience. The prologue speaker reveals that 
a citizen named Hegio has lost both his sons: one was kidnapped as a toddler many years prior to 
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the events of the play, and the other was recently captured in battle with the Eleans. In hopes of 
arranging a ransom for his captured son, Hegio purchases two Elean captives, the elite citizen 
Philocrates and the enslaved Tyndarus. Philocrates and Tyndarus, however, switch places and 
trick the old man into sending Philocrates (in the guise of Tyndarus) back home to Elis to 
arrange the ransom. Unfortunately for Tyndarus, the trick is uncovered. In a fit of rage Hegio 
shackles him and sends him to be worked to death in the stone quarries. Later, Philocrates returns 
with Hegio’s son and Stalagmus, a man formerly enslaved by Hegio who had stolen his other son 
and run away many years prior. Ultimately, Tyndarus is recognized as Hegio’s other long-lost 
son, so he is recalled from the quarries for reunion with his father and brother. 
Captivi is foremost among the plays that have been taken to demonstrate the Saturnalian 
nature of Plautus’ comedy. Scholars tend to see its humor about torture as an outlet for 
negotiating elite anxieties about enslavement in Rome:44 jokes about brutality assure enslavers of 
their control. Indeed, William Thalmann suggests that the play itself “arises from a deep-seated 
ambivalence about slavery as an institution” (1996: 114). He concludes:  
Captivi negotiates anxieties surrounding slavery and the master-slave relation in order 
finally to exorcise them. In order to do so, it brings together and configures among various 
characters a complex of ideas about slavery, as a slaveholding society saw it, that were 
designed to legitimize it in the eyes of both masters and slaves, and that thereby sustained 
actual practice. (1996: 116)  
 
Thalmann’s argument accords with Roberta Stewart’s suggestion that Plautus’ plays present 
some characters as unmistakably noble and free by nature, while others, like Stalagmus of 
Captivi, appear to be natural criminals who deserve their enslavement (Stewart 2012: 74-78).45 
 
44In addition to Thalmann (2016), see McCarthy (2000: 167-209) and Stewart (2012: 55-79). 
 
45So too McCarthy (2000: 167): “In substance, this play champions a kind of essentialism, a belief that 
personal and moral qualities are defined not by experience or conscious choice but by an unalterable 
divine dispensation.” She argues that Stalagmus “functions as a scapegoat for both Hegio’s harshness and 
Tyndarus’ trickiness, allowing us to forget the possible negative judgments for each of them” (199). 
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Timothy Moore, on the other hand, proposes that Captivi undermines the assumptions of elite 
spectators that enslaved persons are morally inferior (1998: 181), and Amy Richlin similarly 
suggests that the play questions the very basis of slavery (2017: 401). I expand on the arguments 
of Moore and Richlin to show that Plautus directly engages the elite spectators of Captivi not to 
affirm their perspectives, but to challenge their self-image and to confront them with their own 
brutality. The unusual elements of the plot and the way in which the enslaved characters talk 
about violence highlight the inherent moral contradictions of the system itself, but also the moral 
failures of enslavers. Ultimately, Captivi constitutes a subversive subaltern perspective. 
From the beginning, Plautus draws attention to social stratifications within his audience. 
When the prologue speaker enters, the two captives—Philocrates and Tyndarus—are shackled on 
stage, and he gestures toward them while directly addressing the spectators: “These guys whom 
you see standing here, the two captives, are both standing and not sitting because those people 
are standing up. You are my witnesses and I’m telling the truth.” (hos quos uidetis stare hic 
captiuos duos, / illi quia astant, hi stant ambo, non sedent; / hoc uos mihi testes estis me uerum 
loqui, 1-2). Moore argues that these lines make “an explicit connection between both the 
characters and actors onstage and those who stand in the back of the theatre”: many of the people 
standing, like the captives and actors on stage, would have been enslaved or members of the 
lower classes (1994/5: 118). He suggests that by calling upon those seated at the front to witness 
this connection, Plautus is acknowledging the classes of people usually ignored in the theater: an 
appropriate gesture considering the content of the play (1994/5: 118). Moore’s work opens room 
for further consideration of this prologue: why does Plautus make such an emphatic 
acknowledgement of the subaltern in the space of the theater? What function do these lines 
serve? And in what specific ways are they relevant to the content of the play? 
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Like Euclio’s address in Aulularia and the puer’s speech in Pseudolus, the prologue 
speaker’s address troubles elite spectators’ easy enjoyment of theater. By calling on those 
viewers to recognize both the presence of subaltern spectators around them and the similarities 
between those spectators, the actors, and the enslaved characters in the play, the prologue 
unsettles their perspective: Captivi was not made with only their enjoyment in mind. The 
acknowledgement of the subaltern perspective shows that the elite view of the world is neither 
dominant nor universally true. It is noteworthy, too, that the speaker calls upon the spectators not 
simply to recognize the presence of subalterns, but to acknowledge their truth: to remember. In 
her discussion of memory in the plays, Amy Richlin points out a recurring theme where “the 
powerless hope to make [a mark] upon those with power over them: a kind of vengeance” (2017: 
397). Two instances of this pattern occur later in Captivi,46 but the prologue speaker’s call to 
witness may be the earliest example. Plautus seeks to mark his elite spectators by impressing 
upon them that the truths they witness in the play also apply to people in the real world: to some 
of the people seated around them. 
The speaker reaffirms Plautus’ desire to communicate with elite viewers when he singles out 
a member of the audience. After explaining that Tyndarus is enslaved by his own father and that 
Hegio has lost his other son in battle, the speaker again addresses the audience: 
…iam hoc tenetis? optumest. 
negat hercle ille ultumus. accedito.  
si non ubi sedeas locus est, est ubi ambules,  
 
46See Richlin (2017: 397): The parasite Ergasilus, hoping to be rewarded, hurries to tell Hegio that his son 
has returned, threatening anyone who blocks his path: “I’ll make sure he remembers this day and this 
place and me forever. Whoever stops me on my way, I’ll make sure that he immediately stops his own 
life” (faciam ut huius diei locique meique semper meminerit. / qui mihi in cursu [opstiterit], faxo uitae is 
extemplo opstiterit suae, 800-801). Additionally, when Hegio orders Tyndarus to be sent to the stone 
quarries, Tyndarus claims that he will be remembered for his good deeds even in death (at erit mi hoc 
factum mortuo memorabile, 684), and a few lines later adds, “He who dies by virtus, does not die” (qui 
per uirtutem periit, at non interit, 690). In the second example, the audience is aware that Hegio has just 
sent his own son to die, and, as Richlin suggests, “it is their job to remember.” 
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quando histrionem cogis mendicarier.  
ego me tua caussa, ne erres, non rupturu’ sum. 
uos qui potestis ope uestra censerier,  
accipite relicuom: alieno uti nil moror. (11-15) 
 
…Now do you understand this? Great. 
But that guy at the very back says no. Come here. 
If there’s no place for you to sit, there is for you to walk, 
since you’re forcing an actor to go begging. 
Don’t be mistaken, I won’t crack my voice on your account. 
You who can be assessed because of your wealth, 
take the rest. I don’t want to be indebted to anyone. 
 
This series of jokes bolsters the importance of social status within the theater (Moore 1994/5: 
119). The speaker humorously reaffirms class differences between those seated and those 
standing,47 but he also makes an unfriendly joke at the expense of the wealthy citizens by 
explicitly aligning them with creditors: people who, at the time of the play’s production, had 
contributed to a debt crisis that made the Roman poor all the more vulnerable (Richlin 2017: 
185).48 Combined with the speaker’s apparent willingness to call out individual members of the 
audience,49 this joke contributes to the anxiety of the elite spectators. As in Pseudolus, they are 
alerted to the fact that they have become (and will continue to be) part of the play’s discourse. 
The discomfort produced by this kind of visibility will linger in their minds. Indeed, Captivi will 
repeatedly show what sort of suffering is wrought by assidui like themselves, whether through 
 
47Moore (1994/5: 119) elaborates: “This need not imply a rigid restriction of the seating section. It is, after 
all, a joke, and does not require literal accuracy to achieve its effect. Nevertheless, it does take for granted 
that social status rather than time of arrival distinguished sitters from standers.” 
 
48Moore (ibid.) suggests that Plautus may be punning on assidui: "those wealthy enough to be assessed by 
the census,” but also “those sitting down.” For more on Plautus’ engagements with contemporary 
economic crisis, see Feeney (2010), who considers uses of “credit” in Pseudolus. 
 
49Richlin suggests the audience member would have been planted by the troupe for the purpose of the 
joke, but the feeling produced would have been the same regardless. 
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the jokes Ergasilus tells about his own starvation or through emphatic attention to Hegio’s rage 
and his brutal abuse of Tyndarus. 
A few lines later, the prologue speaker reaffirms the difference between the seated elites and 
the subaltern actors and characters. Explaining the plight of Tyndarus, he interjects, “Come to 
think of it, how much is the little guy worth! These matters are real for us, for you they are a 
play” (homunculi quanti sunt, quom recogito! / haec res agetur nobis, uobis fabula, 51-52).50 
The diminutive homunculi emphasizes his pity for the young man enslaved by his own father,51 
while the juxtaposition of nobis and vobis grammatically underscores his point about the events 
of the play: they hold meanings significant to the enslaved and the subaltern, whose perspective 
is devalued by the elite. As Richlin writes, “This is the player’s story; this is what war means to 
them” (2017: 141). It is, too, the story of the non-elite theatergoers: a story emphatically not of 
and for the elite, but one giving voice to those who suffer most in war—the people whom the 
elites routinely traffic, abuse, and marginalize. Ultimately, these moments in the prologue are 
both a statement of defiance against elite narratives of enslavement and a claim to serious and 
important subject matter—subject matter that ought to be remembered. Plautus suggests with 
haec res agetur nobis that his jokes about brutality and starvation are not mere jokes, nor simple 
fodder for elite laughter, but real problems with real consequences: a truth to be acknowledged. 
Moreover, vobis fabula constitutes a challenge to the elites in the audience. By suggesting that 
his Captivi is not something they would understand, Plautus dares them to pay attention. 
 
50Moore’s reading (1998: 196) emphasizes the undertones of civic status: “‘To you free spectators,’ he 
says, ‘this is only a fiction, but we (the slave actors and the previously-mentioned slave spectators) know 
the reality of slavery.’” 
 
51As Richlin points out, Plautus’ audience may well have understood this comment as an expression of 
pity for vernae: children born from the enslaver’s rape of enslaved women and therefore children 
enslaved by their own father. See Richlin (2017: 140-141). 
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The prologue is followed by the entrance of the parasite Ergasilus, whose diatribes on his 
hunger provide comic relief. His first speech serves no important narrative function for the story 
of the citizen family and repeats information that the audience already knows: Hegio’s son—the 
parasite’s patron and best source of food—was recently lost (nam postquam meu’ rex est potitus 
hostium, 92) and the old man has taken up slave-trafficking to recover him. This repetition of 
plot points is neither sloppy composition nor comic excess, but rather an opportunity for Plautus 
to re-emphasize the subaltern perspective on citizen brutality.52 Before Hegio can make any 
moral declarations about his decision to traffic enslaved persons, Ergasilus calls this undertaking 
“disgraceful and extremely unsuitable to his character” (inhonestum et maxume alienum ingenio 
suo, 99). The multiple elisions of this line are striking. They draw greater attention to the ethical 
problems with Hegio’s behavior and indicate Ergasilus’ outrage. 
A few lines later, the parasite claims that Hegio’s son was a young man with old-fashioned 
manners (ill’ demum antiquis est adulescens moribus, 105) and asserts that Hegio is equally 
dignified (condigne pater est eius moratus moribus, 107). The emphatic repetition of moribus 
alongside the cognate verb est…moratus heightens the audience’s attention to issues of moral 
integrity. Ergasilus has made contradictory claims: on the one hand, he says Hegio is properly 
endowed with the moral nature of a Roman citizen, but on the other hand, he calls the senex’s 
behavior shameful and implies that it is degrading.53 Hegio will later claim that purchasing 
 
52Katerina Philippides (2014: 102) suggests that such repetition results from the juxtaposition of two plays 
within the play: the stories of Ergasilus and Tyndarus have symmetrical prologues and scenes. She writes, 
“The twofold dramatic structure of the Captivi, ingenious and consistent, is intended to produce a bitter–
sweet double effect.” 
 




captives en masse was justified and necessary, but Ergasilus’ monologue prevents the audience 
from accepting this view as a simple truth. 
In addition to undermining Hegio’s moral decision-making, Ergasilus’ monologue clearly 
states his personal concerns: namely, how the outcome of Hegio’s search will affect him. Near 
the end of his monologue, he declares “For unless he finds [his son], there’ll be nowhere for me 
to find myself” (nam ni illum recipit, nihil est quo me recipiam, 103). The family’s reunion 
matters only insofar as it will get him a meal and prevent him from starving. Plautus’ choice to 
stage these concerns in the play’s first scene significantly delays the progress of the family’s 
narrative arc and thus postpones the recognition of Tyndarus. In fact, Ergasilus remains on stage 
in the following scene to make disingenuous laments to Hegio about his lost patron. Plautus thus 
keeps the two chained citizens—Philocrates and Tyndarus—standing silently on stage for nearly 
thirty minutes (Barrios-Lech 2017: 255). This striking visual might have produced a feeling of 
unease or anxiety in the elite members of the audience, especially considering the rarity of seeing 
anyone bound on stage, let alone a citizen.54 Indeed, Hegio has not only shackled Tyndarus and 
Philocrates but has forced them to wear yokes (hoc quidem hau molestumst iam, quod collus 
collari caret, 357)55—the only scene in the extant genre to show someone wearing an instrument 
 
54The only other characters to appear bound onstage are Chrysalus of Bacchides, Epidicus of Epidicus, 
and two enslaved women in Truculentus. Chrysalus has his hands bound by his enslaver Nicobulus as 
punishment, but convinces him to unbind them in the very next scene (Bacc. 799-862). In the final scene 
of Epidicus, the eponymous enslaved character purposely goads his enslaver into binding his hands and 
then forbids them to be unbound until he has been promised his freedom (680-733). In Truculentus, two 
chained enslaved women are led onstage by Callicles, who has tortured them and now interrogates them 
about a child born to his daughter after she was raped. The women are unbound at the end of the scene 
when an adulescens intervenes to take responsibility for the assault and asks to marry Callicles’ daughter 
(775-840). Tyndarus stands in stark contrast to these other examples, in which none of the affected 
characters are lost citizen children. 
 
55Tyndarus here expresses relief that Hegio has ordered his and Philocrates’ collars be temporarily 
removed. Plautus—true to form—takes the opportunity to emphasize the violent bondage with the phrase 
collus collari caret. Alliteration and the juxtaposition of cognate words draw greater attention to the 
physical abuse Hegio had visited upon his captive son. 
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of torture. Like the elite audience, Philocrates and Tyndarus are held captive while the subaltern 
speaks: they become a visual representation of Plautus’ revenge fantasy. The playwright cannot 
literally chain up his elite viewers, but he can confront them with the plight of the subaltern 
while they are seated in the cavea.  
Ergasilus’ additional speeches cause greater delay in the resolution of the family’s dramatic 
arc. His second monologue spans thirty-seven lines and does not relate to the plot in any way.56 
Yet more critical is his third and final entrance. After Hegio has sent Tyndarus to be worked to 
death in the quarries, Ergasilus excitedly emerges after having seen his patron arrive at the 
harbor. He gives a short monologue (768-780) and then finds Hegio, with whom he chats for 
another 120 lines (781-900). He reveals that Philocrates has returned with both the lost 
adulescens and the long-gone Stalagmus—information that will be repeated a few scenes later—
and Hegio rewards him with a meal. Ergasilus celebrates his prize in another short monologue 
(901-908), then a puer enters to narrate the hilarious chaos he causes in the kitchen (909-921). 
Altogether these scenes constitute a 154-line delay in Tyndarus’ recognition and rescue. Unlike 
the earlier scene, in which the audience could see Tyndarus shackled but safe on stage, for these 
twenty minutes he is out of sight, bound in chains so strong they require a blacksmith to put on 
and take off (1027-1028), and, presumably, being subjected to extreme brutality in the quarries. 
It would likely have been impossible for the audience to forget the fact of Tyndarus’ 
suffering even during the humorous speeches of the parasite, for Plautus ensures that they will 
remember. Usually the lost child of a Roman comedy is a citizen female and it is made 
 
56He remarks on the plight of parasites—using a dramatic tricolon to emphasize their misery (miser homo 




excessively clear that she has not been in any way touched or abused.57 Yet in Captivi, Plautus 
repeatedly draws attention to the fact that Tyndarus is chained (Moore 1998: 186). In his first 
utterance of the entire play, Tyndarus says that the chains are shameful (at nos pudet, quia cum 
catenis sumus, 203), heightening awareness of his mistaken identity: pudor is an emotion to be 
felt not by the enslaved, but by citizens (Barrios-Lech 2017: 255).58 Through the remainder of 
the play, he is rechained multiple times and Plautus constantly repeats words for chains and 
binding, often with alliterative emphasis (uinclis, 254; uinclis eximis, 356; uinclis, 413; uinciri 
uolo…uinciatur…uinciatur, 607-609; compedes, 651; manicas, 659; uinctus est, 702; 
crassas…compedes, 722; uinctus, 729; crassas compedis, 734; uinclis 766; catenas, 767; 
compeditum condidi, 944; compedibus, 1025; compedis, 1027). It is unsurprising, then, that he 
postpones Tyndarus’ recognition with the parasite’s lengthy speeches on starvation and the plight 
 
57The Poenulus prologue, for example, alerts the audience that no harm has or will come to the kidnapped 
citizen girls: “[Agorastocles], the ignorant fool, has no idea that she’s his relative and has never touched 
her, so much does the pimp harm him. Nor has he ever committed any stuprum with her” (suam sibi 
cognatam, inprudens, nec scit quae siet / neque eam umquam tetigit, ita eum leno macerat; / nec 
quicquam cum ea fecit etiamnum stupri, 97-99). Similarly, the prologue speaker says of Casina: “She’ll 
be discovered to be both chaste and free, a freeborn Athenian, and she will certainly be guilty of no 
stuprum in this comedy” (ea invenietur et pudica et libera, / ingenua Atheniensis, neque quicquam stupri 
/ faciet profecto in hac quidem comoedia, 81-83). The only other two boys to have been lost or stolen in 
Roman comedy—Menaechmus of Menaechmi and Agorastocles of Poenulus—were ultimately adopted 
by wealthy bachelors and led comfortable lives as citizens (Men. 57-67; Poen. 59-77). By contrast, 
Tyndarus’ enslavement and subjection to shackles on stage is abnormal. 
 
58Both Tyndarus’ speech and appearance contributed to the audience’s continued awareness of mistaken 
identity. Barrios-Lech (2017: 255-257) points out that he often uses a high register of speech, while 
Philocrates speaks like a typical servus callidus. Philocrates and Tyndarus may also have exchanged 
clothes, but it is unclear what kinds of masks they would have been wearing. Leigh (2004: 84 and n.101) 
suggests that while changing clothes, they would also have changed masks such that Tyndarus wore the 
mask of a citizen and Philocrates wore the mask of an enslaved person. Marshall (2006: 151), on the other 
hand, proposes that both would have worn citizen masks: “The audience enjoys a position of superiority 
over all the onstage characters because of the information provided by the prologue, and this knowledge 
is reinforced by the masks.” I agree with Marshall’s suggestion that both would have worn citizen masks 
and that knowing their true identities would initially have been a pleasing form of dramatic irony for the 
audience. Yet the viewers’ expectation that the citizen child would be saved makes it more likely that they 
would have been bothered by his treatment. That is, the sense of security and superiority afforded them by 
the masks ultimately backfires. They assume that Tyndarus’ true identity will be discovered before 
anything bad happens to him, but that is not the case in Captivi. 
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of the subaltern. Plautus delights in the discomfort of the citizen viewers as he reminds them how 
shameful it is for Tyndarus to be chained and then repeatedly shows him in chains. In fact, 
because the final set of bonds Hegio has put on him are so strong, he remains bound onstage 
even when he is finally recognized. 
Staging the prolonged abuse of Tyndarus is itself an act of defiance: Plautus denies citizen 
viewers the comfort of knowing that citizens on stage will be safe. His prologue calls on them to 
witness, but it is unlikely that they expect to witness a citizen tortured in the quarries before 
being recognized by his father. Nor do they expect to see a character like Stalagmus, an angry 
enslaved man who unrepentantly takes revenge on his enslaver. Prior to the events of the play, 
Stalagmus had stolen Hegio’s young son and sold him to Philocrates’ father. While many other 
Greek and Roman comedies feature children kidnapped by pirates or pimps, Stalagmus is the 
only enslaved person to have stolen a child to take revenge on his enslaver. William Thalmann 
suggests that he represents the “inherently evil slave” while Tyndarus represents “the faithful 
slave,” archetypes Romans used to justify enslavement as inevitable. Thus, he argues, “far from 
challenging the social order, [Captivi] gives back to the slave-owning society for which it was 
staged the image of itself it would like to see” (1996: 118). It is worth reconsidering whether this 
argument holds true for Stalagmus.59 Does Captivi simply present him as “the inherently evil 
slave”—a prop to justify enslavement—or is he depicted as having stolen Tyndarus for some 
reason other than natural inferiority? 
Amy Richlin argues that “although Stalagmus fills the slot held in other plays by pimps—
who are clearly the butt of the joke, the villain—the ending of Captivi is not so clear” (2017: 
401). She points out that Stalagmus is the only Plautine kidnapper with a motive: Hegio had used 
 
59In Appendix One, I briefly discuss Hegio’s interaction with the lorarius to consider what his behavior 
communicates to elite viewers about the logic of enslavement. 
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him as a puer. His name, likely given by Hegio, literally means “Dangle” and upon his arrival, 
Hegio calls him “my charming slave” (lepidum mancupium meum, 954)60 and claims he was an 
obedient puer (bene morigerus fuit puer, 966)—gestures and behaviors of “mastery.” The 
revelation of Stalagmus’ background complicates the clear-cut moral narrative proposed by 
Thalmann. Richlin suggests that the news “adds a sour taste to the final scene of Captivi; after 
all, Hegio is no saint in this play, and is criticized from the outset for slave-trading” (2017: 110). 
Indeed, the trafficking of young children is marked as especially cruel by characters who 
repeatedly remark upon how small Tyndarus was when he was taken (quadrimum puerum, 8; 
puerum quadrimum, 760; quadrimum puerum filiolum tuom, 876; tibi quadrimulum / tuo’ pater 
peculiarem paruolum puero dedit, 981-982; quadrimum, 1011). If Stalagmus’ crime reflects his 
inherently evil nature, what is the audience to make of Hegio, who also trafficked and enslaved a 
young boy? 
I follow Richlin’s argument and propose that Stalagmus is not meant to show the inherently 
evil nature of enslaved persons. Plautus does not imply that he commits these crimes because of 
any inborn quality, but instead because of his treatment by Hegio: his kidnapping is a form of 
revenge. If Plautus had intended to make Stalagmus inherently evil—a proof that some people 
deserve their enslavement—why portray him as having been a puer? And, more specifically, 
why portray him as having been the puer of a man like Hegio, whose propensity toward rage 
leads him to unwittingly torture his own son? It is unlikely that elite viewers would have 
sympathized with Stalagmus, but Hegio, too, is flawed. He does not meet the moral standard 
propounded by Ergasilus. Interpreting Hegio’s moral standing becomes yet more complex when 
one considers how his interactions with Stalagmus might have been staged. If the actor playing 
 
60Stalagmus agrees that he was “handsome and charming” (fui ego bellus, lepidus, 956). 
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Hegio were to gesture toward Stalagmus in a suggestive way or use certain tones of voice while 
commenting on his appearance, the audience’s awareness of his sexual abuse of him as a puer 
would have been heightened. If Stalagmus were to push him off or perform disgust, the 
motivations for kidnapping Tyndarus would be made clearer: an eye for an eye.  
Tyndarus’ return from the stone quarries further emphasizes Stalagmus’ suffering. 
Recounting the horrors he has endured, he makes a peculiar comment:  
nam ubi illo adueni, quasi patriciis pueris aut monerulae 
aut anites aut coturnices dantur, quicum lusitent, 
itidem haec mihi aduenienti upupa qui me delectem datast. (1002-1004) 
 
For when I arrived there, just as elite boys are given either 
jackdaws or ducks or quails to play with, 
in the same way, upon my arrival a crowbar was given to me so I could amuse myself. 
 
The pun on upupa, which means both “hoopoe” and “crowbar,” highlights the stark differences 
between elite and subaltern experiences of childhood. At the same time, the use of the phrase 
patricii pueri directly communicates to the Roman upper class that they ought to pay attention 
(Moore 1998: 195). In fact, Tyndarus’ short but dramatic return monologue—like the puer’s 
speech—is spoken rather than sung, and is therefore all the more striking. Plautus invites the 
elite spectators to notice this comment and to think about the vulnerability of trafficked and 
enslaved young boys: he invites them to make the connection between Tyndarus’ suffering in the 
past and his suffering in the present—between Stalagmus’ suffering in the past and his crimes in 
the present. When one considers the brutality Stalagmus was subjected to as a boy, his choice to 
rename Hegio’s son Paegnium (literally, “plaything”) is less surprising. As Richlin suggests, this 
name “constitutes a repayment in kind” (2017: 81-82).61  
 
61On the renaming, see also Leigh (2004), 90-91. 
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Ultimately, the end of Captivi presents a complex moral dynamic. Stalagmus is indeed 
shown to be corrupt, but he is no born criminal. His actions are both a horrific crime and also a 
product of the abuse visited upon him by Hegio. For Stalagmus, the choice to run away and steal 
Tyndarus is an insistence on his own personhood—a refusal to remain loyal to his enslaver. He is 
intent on robbing Hegio of his power to exert control through fear: he knows that his actions 
could potentially cost him his life, but he does not care. Even upon his return, Stalagmus persists 
in his refusal to fear his abuser. He neither apologizes to Hegio in hopes of clemency, nor pleads 
when threatened with the whip: 
HE. age tu illuc procede, bone uir, lepidum mancupium meum. 
ST. quid me oportet facere, ubi tu talis uir falsum autumas? 
fui ego bellus, lepidus: bonu’ uir numquam, neque frugi bonae, 
neque ero umquam: ne spem ponas me bonae frugi fore. 
HE. propemodum ubi loci fortunae tuae sint facile intellegis. 
si eris uerax, tua ex re facies—ex mala meliusculam. 
recte et uera loquere, sed neque <tu> uere neque recte adhuc 
fecisti umquam. ST. quod ego fatear, credin pudeat quom autumes? 
HE. at ego faciam ut pudeat, nam in ruborem te totum dabo. 
ST. heia, credo ego inperito plagas minitaris mihi. 
tandem istaec aufer, dic quid fers, ut feras hinc quod petis. (954-964) 
 
HE. Come on now, come here, you good man, my charming slave.  
ST. Why should I do that when you—a man such as you are—tell lies?  
I was not handsome, nor charming, never a good man nor of good worth, 
nor will I ever be; don’t put any hope in me being of good worth to you. 
HE. You must surely understand what place your fortunes are in. 
If you’re truthful, you’ll turn your situation from bad to a little better. 
Tell it correctly and truthfully, even though you’ve never acted truthfully or correctly 
before. ST. I already admit it! Do you think I’m ashamed when you to say it?  
HE. Oh, I'll make you ashamed when I turn you red all over.  
ST. Ha, I think you’re threatening me like someone unaccustomed to being lashed. 
Off with all that. Cut to the chase so you can get what you want. 
 
By calling Stalagmus “good” and commenting on his appearance, Hegio attempts to define him 
as a “good slave” and remind him of his subservience. He seeks to manipulate Stalagmus into 
compliance. Yet Stalagmus rejects the suggestion that he was ever good and calls Hegio a liar. 
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He thus denies his putative enslaver the opportunity to reassert his power and control the 
narrative.62 When Hegio makes promises of leniency and confirms that Stalagmus has never 
acted “correctly,” Stalagmus counters that Hegio cannot make him feel shame for what he has 
done. Like Tyndarus, he brings up the citizen emotion pudor, but unlike Tyndarus, he rejects 
identification with such an emotion. For Stalagmus, identification with citizen morality is not 
liberating, but oppressive. His rejection of pudor frees him from fear of his enslaver—from 
citizen conceptions of proper and improper behavior, which allowed Hegio to objectify and 
sexually abuse him. Hegio’s threat to make him feel shame by whipping him is another attempt 
to reassert the matrix of citizen morality, but Stalagmus again denies Hegio any power over him. 
Like Leonida of Asinaria, Stalagmus claims that his past experiences of torture have made him 
more capable of resisting his enslaver’s orders. There is no longer anything Hegio can do to 
force his compliance.63  
Even if Captivi does not call for the abolition of slavery outright, it demonstrates that the use 
of fear and brutality to dehumanize enslaved persons is limited in its effects: it subverts the 
expectations of elite citizens in the audience by showing that enslaved persons maintain their 
 
62This passage shares themes with a scene in Aimé Césaire’s And the Dogs Were Silent. In The Wretched 
of the Earth, Frantz Fanon (2004: 44-47) excerpts Césaire in his discussion on violence. The Rebel—the 
central character of Césaire’s drama on the horrors of enslavement and colonialism—recounts killing his 
enslaver: “The master’s bedroom was wide open. The master’s bedroom was brilliantly lit, and the master 
was there, very calm….and all of us stopped…he was the master….I entered. It’s you, he said, very 
calmly….It was me, it was indeed me, I told him, the good slave, the faithful slave, the slave slave, and 
suddenly my eyes were two cockroaches frightened on a rainy day….I struck, the blood spurted: it is the 
only baptism that today I remember.” The Rebel here recounts the ways in which his enslaver had sought 
to define him as “a good slave,” “a faithful slave.” Like the enslaver’s calmness in the face of rebellion, 
these names constitute tactics of domination: the enslaver attempts to forestall disobedience through 
constant psychological manipulation. Ultimately, though, his brutality becomes too much to bear and 
these tactics fail. As Fanon writes, “It is understandable how in such an atmosphere everyday life 
becomes impossible…The violence of the colonial regime and the counterviolence of the colonized 
balance each other and respond to each other in an extraordinary reciprocal homogeneity” (46). 
 
63Here I read contra McCarthy (2000: 172), who writes that Stalagmus’ “unrepentant back talk is more a 
sign of moral laziness than of any more imaginative evildoing.” 
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humanity and their ability to resist. Moreover, Captivi shows that rather than bringing order, 
enslavement can make people brutal. Plautus introduces Stalagmus to serve as a counterexample 
to Tyndarus.64 Whereas Tyndarus embodies the elite fantasy of a “faithful” enslaved person, 
Stalagmus suggests the implausibility of such loyalty and virtuous submission. Tyndarus is said 
to have been brought up almost in the manner of a citizen (990-992), but Stalagmus’ comments 
show the true fate of an enslaved puer. He was repeatedly beaten and sexually abused by his 
enslaver. Unlike Tyndarus, who sacrifices his own chance at freedom to guarantee Philocrates’ 
safe return home, Stalagmus betrays Hegio by running away and kidnapping his son. Stalagmus’ 
appearance, therefore, presents a more realistic alternative to the play’s “happy ending.” 
Enslaved pueri do not get miraculous reunions with their fathers, nor do people who are beaten 
and sexually abused want to make personal sacrifices for their abusers except through force of 
fear.  
Plautus uses the character of Stalagmus to undermine the fantasy of enslaved persons as 
happy and loyal, but also to lay bare citizen anxieties about the contradictions of enslavement. 
Elites like Hegio sexually abused and tortured the very same people who lived in their homes—
who spent time around their children. They were aware that, despite their treatment of enslaved 
people as chattel, they could never fully dehumanize them. Indeed, as evidenced by later Roman 
law, they were also aware that the experience of being treated like chattel might provoke 
enslaved people to commit acts of violence against them and their family members.65 Stalagmus 
 
64See McCarthy (2000: 200) and Konstan (1983: 70) who both suggest that Stalagmus is a foil for 
Tyndarus, albeit with a different function than what I propose here.  
 
65Tacitus records the implementation of a particularly brutal law known as the Senatus Consultum 
Silanianum, which was originally passed in 10 CE (Annals 14.42-45). When the former consul and city-
prefect Pedanius Secundus was murdered by one of the enslaved persons in his household in 61 CE, the 
law required that about 400 other enslaved persons in the household be interrogated under torture and 
then executed. The collective application of this legal responsibility both discouraged enslaved persons 
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is a physical manifestation of their fear—a means for Plautus to confront them with it. This fear, 
in fact, is attested elsewhere in ancient Greek and Roman literature. Stalagmus may be the only 
example of such a character in Greek or Roman New Comedy, but both the Phoenician woman 
of Odyssey 15 and Trimalchio of the Satyricon show a longstanding awareness in slaveholding 
societies of enslaved persons’ resentment toward their dehumanization and the cruelty to which 
it compels them.  
In Odyssey 15, Eumaeus reveals how he came to be enslaved. His nurse, a wealthy 
Phoenician woman kidnapped and purchased by his father, a king, had kidnapped him and run 
away (Od. 15.415-484). In the epic narrative, the Phoenician woman is a foil to Eumaeus and 
Eurycleia, who remain loyal to Odysseus during his long absence. She also looks forward to the 
enslaved handmaidens who betray his family: her miraculous death at the hands of Artemis 
foreshadows their brutal hanging by Odysseus and Telemachus (De Boer Simons 2016: 40-45). 
More broadly, though, she represents elite fears and anxieties about the resentment produced by 
enslavement. Like Stalagmus, the Phoenician woman was trafficked in her youth. She was likely 
beaten and raped by Eumaeus’ father (as well as by others on her way to being sold), and thus 
took the first available opportunity to escape. She does not, like Eumaeus and Eurycleia, accept 
her fate, but fights back. The decision to kidnap Eumaeus constitutes an act of revenge against 
her enslaver. She and Stalagmus recognize that targeting the son of a rich man is the best way to 
get back at him, for these children are essential to elite men’s legacy and, therefore, their 
 
from committing violence against their enslavers and also encouraged them to report any dissidence 
among fellow enslaved persons. Indeed, Tacitus recreates the speech of a jurist named Cassius, who 
argues in the Senate that the exemplary punishment of those enslaved by Pedanius Secundus would be 
beneficial to the state: the enslaved population posed a serious threat and needed to be kept in line by 
these public performances of brutality and terror. For discussion of this law and the corresponding Tacitus 
passage see Lenski (2016: 286-287) and Hunt (2018: 153-154). 
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identity. For the Phoenician woman, to see her family again is to assert her personhood and 
remember her identity. To kidnap the son of her enslaver is a means to rob him of his. 
Trimalchio of the Satyricon does not take revenge on his enslaver but he, too, was trafficked 
as a child. The wall paintings in his home depict him as a puer capillatus (29). It is noteworthy, 
then, that he enslaves several pueri of his own whom he verbally abuses, violently threatens, and 
rapes.66 Trimalchio’s propensity for degrading his pueri is explained when his wife Fortunata 
objects to his kissing a puer. Upset that she has questioned him, Trimalchio assaults her and 
angrily rants about his own history: “Nevertheless, I played the woman for my owner’s pleasure 
for fourteen years. There’s nothing disgraceful about doing what your owner orders” (tamen ad 
delicias femina ipsimi domini annos quattuordecim fui. nec turpe est, quod dominus iubet, 75).67 
Trimalchio here links sexual exploitation by his enslaver with his current success, suggesting that 
it allowed him to curry favor and amass power. Yet his rush to deny feelings of shame and to 
justify this abuse through his success indicates that he does feel shame. There is no reason for 
him to mention his own history as a puer, so the fact that he brings it up reveals an underlying 
anxious obsession—a need to explain away the shame. As is also evidenced by his near-constant 
brutal threats to persons within his household, Trimalchio continuously reproduces the traumatic 
events of his own enslavement to re-establish a sense of control over himself and others. His 
tendencies toward excessive brutality and his neurotic obsession with control show the 
 
66In one scene, in fact, Encolpius claims that the pueri in the household are so degraded that Trimalchio 
wipes his hands on the head of a puer after using the chamber pot: “Once he relieved his bladder, he 
asked for some water for his hands, put a little bit on his fingers and then wiped them on the head of the 
boy” (exonerata ille vescia aquam poposcit ad manus, digitosque paululum adspersos in capite pueri 
tersit, 27). 
 
67All text of Satyricon from: Petronius, Seneca. 2020. Satyricon. Apocolocyntosis. Ed. and trans. Gareth 
Schmeling. Loeb Classical Library 15. Cambridge.  
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psychological effects of enslavement. Like Stalagmus and the Phoenician woman, he repeats 
what was done to him to assert his own personhood and control. 
These examples, though temporally distant from Plautus’ Captivi, show the persistent 
anxiety in slave-owning societies over the psychological and moral effect of enslavement on 
human beings. There is consistent awareness that the trauma of torture and abuse compels 
enslaved persons themselves to commit acts of violence—to take revenge on their enslavers or 
perpetuate cycles of excessive brutality. Still, Plautus’ presentation of this fear is unique insofar 
as it occupies a focal point at the end of his play. Where the elite audience might have hoped to 
see a reconciliation between father and son, Stalagmus returns and vocalizes his resentments. 
Whereas the motives for the Phoenician woman’s kidnapping of Eumaeus and Trimalchio’s 
repetitive compulsions must be gleaned through close examination of their words and actions, 
Stalagmus clearly states his motivations. He does not excuse his behavior as morally right, but 
explicitly says that he is a bad person who feels ill-will toward Hegio. 
Stalagmus’ appearance does not, as Thalmann suggests, show elites the image of a slave-
owning society that they would like to see. In fact, Stalagmus lays bare the faulty logic of Roman 
enslavement. If enslaved persons were inherently evil or morally inferior, Roman elites would 
not have allowed them inside their homes where they had access to their children and other 
family members. Perhaps Hegio and the elite spectators believed enslaved persons to be morally 
inferior; perhaps they believed Tyndarus’ persistent nobility to be an outgrowth of his inherent 
superiority. Plautus shows through Stalagmus, however, that neither of these beliefs are 
grounded in reality. Stalagmus’ crimes are directly related to his treatment by Hegio, while 
Tyndarus’ backstory is shown to be implausible. Stalagmus undercuts Tyndarus not only as a 
character, but also as a character type. No such children—noble by birth, miraculously unharmed 
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through twenty years of enslavement, and virtuously faithful to their enslavers—actually exist. 
Children stolen and enslaved by enslavers like Hegio, who see themselves as noble and 
restrained, are profoundly changed by excessive brutality.68 As Matthew Leigh asks, “[I]f the 
crimes of Stalagmus are enough to make him a natural slave and see him clapped in chains, what 
of the master who taught him how to sin?” (2004: 92). Torture and abuse, rather than compelling 
submission and instilling loyalty, are the very motivation for the continued disobedience and 
violence of enslaved persons. Plautus’ decision to show this subaltern point of view is 
subversive. As Amy Richlin puts it, “onstage declaration that the process has failed is a radical 
move” (2017: 32). 
Radical too, then, is the repeated staging in Captivi of revenge fantasy, whether the escape 
of Stalagmus, the emphatic chaining of elite characters on stage, or the refusal of the enslaved to 
submit to fear. The reunion of the citizen family is persistently delayed so that the subaltern can 
speak, and, in the end, it is not Hegio or Tyndarus who gets the last word, but Stalagmus. When 
Hegio suggests that he will fetch the blacksmith to give Tyndarus’ fetters to Stalagmus (eamus 
intro, ut arcessatur faber, ut istas compedis / tibi adimam, huic dem, 1027-1028), Stalagmus 
makes a joke of his enslaver’s words: “You’re right to give to someone who has no possessions 
of his own” (quoi peculi nihil est, recte feceris, 1028). Still Hegio’s threats have no power over 
him, and with this final show of Stalagmus’ personhood, the comic troupe commands the 
audience to applaud for the play’s virtuous morals (pudicos mores, 1029).  
The troupe’s second emphatic reference to pudicitia in the play’s final line (1036) compels 
the viewers to reflect on Captivi’s morals, but more specifically morals related to shame and 
 
68Stalagmus may have been abused by Hegio for years or even decades. The play does not tell us how old 
he was at the time of his enslavement, but he was not born in Hegio’s household: the senex mentions that 
he was taken from Sicily as a youth (Capt. 887-889). By the time he ran away, he must have been a teen 
or young adult to reasonably transport the four-year-old Tyndarus (see p. 62 above). 
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sexual ethics. The actors reintroduce the complex ethical matrix produced by the play’s earlier 
uses of pudor: while Tyndarus feels shame at being put in chains (203), Stalagmus refuses to feel 
shame for betraying Hegio (961); while Tyndarus was raised chastely (pudice, 992), Stalagmus 
was sexually violated, probably repeatedly, at a very young age. That Captivi’s chaste morals are 
not easily defined is purposeful. Plautus continually creates discomfort in his elite viewers and 
reminds them one final time that they cannot walk away having peacefully enjoyed a story about 
a virtuous citizen family reunited. As the prologue speaker says of the play, “there are no 
obscene lines in this play unworthy of mention” (neque spurcidici insunt uorsus inmemorabiles, 








CHAPTER THREE: ENSLAVERS TALK ABOUT BRUTALITY 
 
 
 In this chapter, I focus on instances of elite comic citizens talking about the brutality they 
inflict on enslaved persons. Plautus’ enslavers do not tend to joke about torture, but, in formally 
humorous conversations, they express their views on enslavement, the class of enslaved persons, 
and the usefulness of torture. Occasionally, their attitudes toward their own brutality become a 
topic of contemplation on stage (e.g. Agorastocles of Poenulus, below). Plautus’ attention to the 
psychological underpinnings of citizen brutality is a hallmark of his comedy. So, too, is the 
intervention of the subaltern perspective: when citizens speak about enslavement and torture, 
enslaved and subaltern characters talk back. They do not allow their enslavers to shape the 
narrative about brutality. 
 As I argue here, Plautus derives humor from staging citizen brutality as an anxious, 
obsessive, and instinctive response to the disobedience of enslaved persons. To the enslavers in 
the plays, such disobedience signifies that they have failed to demonstrate “natural mastery,” so 
they threaten and beat enslaved persons to re-establish feelings of dominance. Nevertheless, their 
violence does not induce submission from enslaved tricksters.1 Instead, enslavers misjudge the 
 
1The same is not always true of non-tricksters. For example, in Miles Gloriosus, the protagonists fool 
Sceledrus (enslaved to a soldier) into thinking that he will face trouble should he reveal what he has seen. 
He chooses to keep quiet for fear of the soldier’s brutality (305-310). Nevertheless, the presence of bold 
servi callidi permits non-compliance: they model for enslaved and non-elite persons in the audience what 
resistance looks like. In Asinaria, the operation of this model is exemplified through Libanus. He is 
initially afraid of being punished by his enslaver (esp. 249-324) but nonetheless follows Leonida’s lead. 
By the time they collaborate to embarrass Argyrippus, the adulescens, Libanus not only gives a long 
speech about how bravely he and his comrade have withstood torture (see discussion of 545-555 in 
Chapter Two), but is the first to mock the young man by brazenly propositioning his beloved for sex 
(624). He remarks no further on his fear and seems, instead, to enjoy misbehaving. 
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extent of their control over subalterns, sometimes with grave consequences. As Amy Richlin 
writes, “[s]lave-owners…do not come out of these plays looking good” (2014: 221). I follow 
Richlin and propose that this persistent fact suggests that the plays have more subversive aims 
than have previously been recognized. 
 In Chapter Two, I argued that by showcasing the enslaved perspective on enslavement and 
brutality, Plautus critiques the logic of enslavement and of citizen self-definition in 
unprecedented ways. When Leonida and Libanus joke about the brutality inflicted upon them, 
they reject the notion that their enslaver can instill fear and engender submission through 
violence. Their carefully crafted jokes, like the puer’s speech about sex with citizen men, make 
the brutal practices of citizens an object of contemplation: they bring elite spectators forcibly into 
the play’s discourse. In this chapter, I consider how Plautus stages enslavers’ perspectives on 
brutality. I suggest that enslaved characters interrupt the elite moral narrative. When they outwit 
their enslavers in conversations about brutality and enslavement, they demonstrate to the elite 
spectators that the play’s discourse cannot be fully shaped by the perspectives of enslavers. 
Instead, the plays undercut and disrupt the authority of such perspectives.2 
 In Plautus’s comedies, subalterns get to establish their own set of moral stakes. While elites 
present brutality as a norm and a necessity, enslaved persons point out the moral hypocrisies and 
injustices that underpin the system of enslavement. Rather than making light of abuse and 
torture, then, Plautus’ humorous representations of brutal enslavers show that brutality is a 
weakness rather than a strength: to dehumanize others is to dehumanize oneself in the process. 
 
2As Richlin (2017: 250) proposes, “Slaves onstage are principal beneficiaries of the plays’ action; the 
plays lower owners and raise up slaves. Slaves onstage get to say all the things a slave could never say in 
real life – slaves tell their owners off, face to face.” See especially her Chapter Four, “Getting Even” 
(2017: 203-251), which examines the pervasive disrespect shown to enslavers in Plautus and considers 




Elites who resort to violence do so not because they have intrinsic power and control, but 
because they must reproduce the existing structures of power and control: to establish their worth 
as citizens, they must perform their control for themselves and others. By comically staging these 
mechanisms of power consolidation and reinforcement of elite identity, Plautus calls into 
question the moral foundation of elite power. All the while, he strikes a careful balance between 
troubling the elite audience’s consumption of theater, on the one hand, and, on the other, moving 
the plot quickly so as not to dwell excessively on torture. Too much talk of torture would have 
undermined the fun.3  
 
Poenulus 
 Poenulus pays constant attention to the circumstances that cause enslavement and the 
brutality of citizens toward enslaved and subaltern persons. Milphio helps his enslaver 
Agorastocles steal the (pseudo-)meretrix Adelphasium from the pimp Lycus by way of a trick: 
they send a disguised vilicus—an enslaved farm manager —into Lycus’ house and then accuse 
the pimp of hiding him. The clueless pimp denies harboring the vilicus, but Agorastocles has 
arranged witnesses in advance and calls Lycus to court for lying. After the trick has succeeded, a 
man enslaved by Lycus reveals that Adelphasium and her sister Anterastilis are long-lost 
Carthaginian citizens. Before long, their father Hanno, a cousin of Agorastocles’ father, shows 
up looking for them. The nurse stolen with the girls immediately recognizes her former enslaver, 
and the play ends with Hanno recovering his daughters from the brothel.  
 It is striking how much enslaved people speak for themselves in this play. It is normal for an 
enslaved protagonist to speak at length, but the variety of enslaved and formerly enslaved 
 
3“Fun” was also important to subalterns, for whom the theatrical space and performance would have been 
a rare and precious break. 
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persons who give voice to their own experiences is exceptional. The girls enslaved by the pimp 
are unusually talkative for enslaved citizen daughters and enslaved meretrices in this genre:4 they 
speak for about 160 lines. The freed advocati also present their views, as does Syncerastus, one 
of the men enslaved by Lycus.5 As in Captivi, the subalterns can speak back to the brutality of 
their enslavers while the reunion of the citizen family is significantly delayed.6 
 The prologue of Poenulus makes an early demonstration of Plautus’ interest in class 
difference and brutality. As I discussed in Chapter One, the prologue speaker remarks on the 
presence of enslaved persons at Roman comic performances: 
serui ne opsideant, liberis ut sit locus, 
uel aes pro capite dent; si id facere non queunt, 
domum abeant, uitent ancipiti infortunio,  
ne et hic uarientur uirgis et loris domi,  
si minu’ curassint, quom eri reueniant domum. (23-27) 
 
Don't let the slaves sit down, so that there can be room for the free people, 
or let them pay for their places; if they can’t do that,  
let them go back home so they can escape a twofold punishment,  
lest they be scarred both here with rods and with leather straps at home, 
if they haven’t taken care of things when their owners return home. 
 
 
4Cf. the enslaved meretrices in Pseudolus, who give no verbal response to Ballio’s threats (133-229). 
Similarly, the enslaved daughter Planesium of Curculio speaks very little (approx. 20 lines). Only 
Palaestra of Rudens, who speaks about 100 lines, compares to the enslaved citizen daughters of Poenulus. 
The eponymous ancilla of Casina neither speaks nor appears onstage, but the ancilla Pardalisca (not a 
citizen daughter) speaks for her and other ancillae, on which see Chapter Four.  
 
5The advocati, freedmen whom Agorastocles has called upon for assistance with the trick, lambast the 
young citizen for treating them in a way inappropriate to their social class. When he criticizes them for 
being too slow, they mock him for his self-importance and remind him that he cannot exert control over 
them (504-577). For his part, Syncerastus gives a short monologue about how terrible it is to be enslaved 
to a pimp (823-838). For example, he says “I’d rather spend my life in the quarries or the mill, with my 
sides shackled in strong iron, than to spend my time in servitude with a pimp” (uel in lautumiis uel in 
pistrino mauelim / agere aetatem praepeditus latere forti ferreo, / quam apud lenonem hunc seruitutem 
colere, 826-829) 
 
6In Chapter Four, I discuss another factor which delays the familial reunion in Poenulus: the soldier 
Antamoenides emerges to make brutal threats toward Anterastilis. 
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As in the prologue of Captivi, the speaker directly addresses the viewers in order to draw 
attention to social stratifications within the audience. Enslaved people are expected to stand 
while free people are entitled to a seat; enslaved people are vulnerable to brutal beatings while 
their enslavers are entitled to give those beatings. Plautus, true to form, emphasizes one of the 
tools of citizen brutality—the rods (virgis)—with alliteration. He also repeats forms of domum in 
three consecutive lines.7 Like the prologue speaker of Captivi, who asks the viewers to 
acknowledge the truth, this speaker prompts them to see the events of the theater as intimately 
connected to what happens in their homes. They are asked to think simultaneously about what 
they will see on stage and what kinds of things will happen when they return home—what kinds 
of people will be there and how they relate to those people.  
 Indeed, the prologue speaker’s hic in line 26 is purposely vague. He may mean that enslaved 
persons will be beaten “here” in the theater or “here” on stage during the events of the play. Just 
as the prologue speaker of Captivi notes similarities between enslaved people on stage and in the 
audience, the prologue speaker of Poenulus blurs fiction and reality. Before explaining the plot 
in greater detail, he also asks the spectators to remember what he has said: “These commands, 
which I’ve given on behalf of the actor’s authority, it’s proper for everyone to remember for 
themselves” (haec imperata quae sunt pro imperio histrico, / bonum hercle factum pro se 
quisque ut meminerit, 44-45).8 The subaltern actors seek to make a mark upon the minds of the 
spectators. 
 
7This word appears especially frequently at lines 21-35, where it is repeated four additional times for a 
total of seven uses in 15 lines (domi, 21; domi, 29; domum, 34; domi, 35). 
 




 Plautus ensures lasting memory of the prologue speaker’s words—a catalogue of subaltern 
experiences—by writing in the first scene a dialogue, between Milphio and Agorastocles, that 
prominently features those experiences. Interactions between enslaved characters and enslavers 
appear frequently in Plautus’ opening scenes (e.g. Asin., Aul., Curc., Merc., and Pseud.). In the 
plays that lack expository prologues, such scenes reveal details of the plot (Curc., Pseud., and 
Asin.). They also establish character types and comic dynamics: enslaved characters, including 
Milphio of Poenulus, quickly show themselves to be witty comic protagonists, while 
adulescentes complain of their troubles in love (Curc., Merc., Pseud.) and senes betray miserly 
attitudes or immoral motivations (Aul., Asin.). The conversation between Agorastocles and 
Milphio, however, stands apart for its attention to the undeserved brutality visited upon enslaved 
people by their enslavers. While plays with similar opening scenes often include jokes about or 
make passing reference to torture of enslaved persons,9 in Poenulus, Plautus makes citizen 
brutality a topic of prolonged contemplation. The opening meditation on violence sets a 
disconcerting tone.  
 When Agorastocles enters, he commends Milphio for his loyalty and dutiful service. 
Nevertheless, Milphio meets his enslaver’s alliterative and extravagant speech with protest: 
AG. saepe ego res multas tibi mandaui, Milphio, 
dubias, egenas, inopiosas consili,         130 
quas tu sapienter, docte et cordate et cate 
mihi reddidisti opiparas opera tua. 
quibu’ pro benefactis fateor deberi tibi 
et libertatem et multas gratas gratias.  
MI. scitumst, per tempus si obuiamst, uerbum uetus.     135 
nam tuae blanditiae mihi sunt, quod dici solet, 
gerrae germanae, αἱ δὲ κολλῦραι λύραι. 
nunc mihi blandidicus es: heri in tergo meo 
tris facile corios contriuisti bubulos. 
AG. amans per amorem si quid feci[t], Milphio,      140 
 
9See Chapter Two, p. 27 n.2. 
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ignoscere id te mi aequom est. MI. haud uidi magis. 
em, nunc ego amore pereo. sine te uerberem, 
item ut tu mihi fecisti, ob nullam noxiam: 
postid locorum tu mihi amanti ignoscito. 
AG. si tibi lubido est aut uoluptati, sino:        145 
suspende, uinci, uerbera; auctor sum, sino. 
MI. si auctoritatem postea defugeris, 
ubi dissolutus tu sies, ego pendeam. 
AG. egone istuc ausim facere, praesertim tibi? 
quin si feriri uideo te, extemplo dolet.        150 
MI. mihi quidem hercle. AG. immo mihi. MI. istuc mauelim. 
sed quid nunc tibi uis? AG. qur ego apud te mentiar? 
amo inmodeste. MI. meae istuc scapulae sentiunt. 
 
AG. I’ve often entrusted many of my affairs to you, Milphio, 
those in doubt, those that are necessary, and those needing good counsel, 130 
which you, wisely, skillfully, and prudently and cleverly 
completed splendidly for me with your help. 
In return for your services I admit that you are owed 
both your freedom and many thankful thanks.  
MI. An old saying is clever if it’s used at the right time.    135 
But the flattery you’re used to giving me 
is absolute nonsense, so it goes “loaves are lyres” 
You’re flattering me now, but yesterday you didn’t hesitate 
to rip up my back with three leather oxhides. 
AG. If I did something because I’m a lover in love, Milphio,   140 
it’s only right that you forgive me for it. MI. I couldn’t think of  
anything more just. Oh, I’m dying from love now too. Let me 
whip you like you did to me: for no reason at all! 
After that you’ll have to forgive me for being in love. 
AG. If that’s pleasing or pleasurable to you, I’ll allow it:    145 
Hang me up, bind me, whip me; I’m authorizing it, I’ll allow it. 
MI. If you were to forget your authorization after 
I’ve let you go, then I’d be the one hanging. 
AG. Would I dare to do that to you of all people? 
Not at all. If I see you being brutalized, I immediately feel pain.   150 
MI. Certainly it’s painful to me. AG. No, to me. MI. That I’d prefer. 
But what do you want now? AG. Why would I lie to you? 
I’m unrestrained in my love. MI. My shoulder blades feel that. 
 
As the first dialogue in the play, this conversation forcefully directs the audience’s attention to 
citizen brutality and to the elite citizen’s disingenuous attempts to absolve himself. Within the 
first few lines, Milphio alliteratively names the tools of torture (corios contriuisti bubulos, 139). 
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Agorastocles quickly turns to flattery and expressions of false (or fleeting) gratitude, but Milphio 
shows the true consequences of his enslaver’s amatory endeavors: he is not thanked for his 
service, but brutally beaten with an oxhide lash. In fact, his enslaver beats him repeatedly (tris) 
and readily (facile). While undercutting Agorastocles’ disingenuous praise, he simultaneously 
emphasizes his own physical pain from the previous day’s beatings. His defiant speech indicates 
that he will not be mollified by his enslaver’s words, for he knows that there is a fundamental 
difference between Agorastocles’ supposed emotional pain and the physical pain that will 
permanently mark his own body. 
 To challenge Agorastocles’ insincerity, Milphio repeatedly rephrases and reuses his words 
(e.g. 140-141 and 144; 146 and 147). He also emphatically uses the second person to limit 
Agorastocles’ ability to distance himself from acts of brutality (contriuisti, tu mihi fecisti). It is 
unusual for an enslaver to be accused of inflicting violence by his own hand. Leonida and 
Libanus of Asinaria say they have been ordered to inflict punishments on one another. They also 
seem to imply that the atriensis—the enslaved household overseer—was accustomed to hitting 
them.10 In other plays, lorarii—enslaved persons charged with inflicting punishment—are 
present to apply chains or give beatings.11 But when Agorastocles claims to be a mere observer, 
pained by the use of violence (quin si feriri uideo te, extemplo dolet, 150), Milphio’s response 
refuses him the ability to construe beatings at a remove. Whether or not Agorastocles has given 
 
10At Asin. 371-372, Leonida warns Libanus: “If I strike your cheek with a fist while I’m pretending to be 
Saurea, don’t get upset about it” (pugno malam si tibi percussero,/ mox cum Sauream imitabor, caueto ne 
suscenseas). 
 
11In Captivi, a lorarius charged with guarding the captives has a comic exchange with the senex Hegio, as 
I discuss briefly in Appendix One. Later in the same play, a few lorarii are named when Hegio orders 
them to bring out leather straps for punishing Tyndarus (657). See also Men. 1015; Mil. 1424; Rud. 657, 
798, 807; Bacch. 799, 832. Duckworth (1938) suggests that the enslaved persons at Pseud. 159 and Merc. 
282 are lorarii. He points out a few additional places where lorarii may appear on stage without speaking.  
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those beatings himself, he is responsible for having ordered them.12 Milphio’s emphatic mihi 
quidem hercle (151) is a striking reminder of his personhood and pain. Indeed, Agorastocles’s 
own use of mihi (“No, it is painful to me,” immo mihi, 151) is an implicit recognition that his 
perspective is being challenged, for he is attempting to reassert linguistic control. Yet Milphio 
turns even these words into a joke: “That I’d prefer” (151).13 Enslavers in the audience must 
watch these acts of linguistic defiance, which amount to persistent affirmation of Milphio’s 
personhood. Plautus does not allow Agorastocles’ elite logic—a logic that positions him as the 
harmed party of any violent acts—to go unchallenged. 
 Agorastocles’ use of torture as a metaphor for his emotional suffering is one example of a 
recurrent trope in New Comedy, particularly in Plautus’ theater: the adulescens remarks on his 
metaphorical pain in front of an enslaved person who experiences actual torture and pain. Plautus 
uses this trope to emphasize the ignorance of these young men and make them more effective 
laughingstocks. For example, in Asinaria, when Argyrippus whines to Philaenium that he wishes 
to die because he cannot have her, Leonida mockingly remarks, “Oh, Libanus, how wretched is 
the man who loves” (o Libane, uti miser est homo qui amat, 616) and Libanus replies “But surely 
he who hangs is much more miserable” (immo hercle vero, qui pendet multo est miserior, 616-
617). Similarly, in Pseudolus, when the young citizen Calidorus sees his beloved Phoenicium 
threatened by Ballio, he exclaims that he is the one being tortured (crucior, 236). The irony is 
 
12See Chapter Two p. 32 n.8 and p. 34 n.13 on how citizens represent themselves regarding the infliction 
of punishment. They seem to have viewed both inflicting torture and rageful brutalization of enslaved 
persons as morally degrading. It is likely that they themselves inflicted beatings and other kinds of torture 
on enslaved persons some of the time, but there was public infrastructure in place to ensure that they did 
not have to. There were also enslaved persons within some households who were specifically tasked with 
the torture of fellow enslaved persons (see Chapter One p. 4-5). 
 
13This is not the only point in the play at which Milphio verbally outwits Agorastocles. See Moodie 




palpable: Ballio is thrashing a whip on stage and the enslaved trickster becomes increasingly 
enraged at the pimp’s brutality. While Calidorus whines (not that his girlfriend will be beaten, 
but that she might be sold for sex to another man, 231), Pseudolus takes a more serious moral 
stance by openly critiquing young citizen men who ignore the pimp’s violent behavior so long as 
he provides women (esp. 202-206).14  
 Such behavior is typical of Plautine adulescentes. In fact, W.S. Anderson suggests that the 
stock adulescens of Plautus demonstrates artful deconstruction of Menander’s stock characters 
(1993: esp. 5-21). In Bacchides, for example, Plautus reshapes the adulescens of Menander’s Dis 
Expaton by substituting a melodramatic speech with one of “uneven linguistic texture” and by 
prolonging a misunderstanding he has with a friend. Anderson suggests that Plautus’ goals are to 
invite the audience to laugh at Menander’s complexity, to ridicule the adulescens (1993: 11-12), 
and to “deconstruct the sentimental scene and the audience’s sympathetic identification with the 
characters and the situation” (1993: 20). This deconstruction ultimately serves a shift in focus 
away from “family reconciliation to one of irresponsible anarchy in the pursuit of pleasure” 
(1993: 24). Anderson’s conclusions about Plautus’ reimagining of the adulescens can be 
expanded to include the trope of the self-proclaimed suffering enslaver. By staging the 
complaining elite young man beside an enslaved person who mocks him or undercuts his 
emotion, Plautus diverts sympathetic identification from the adulescens while uplifting the 
enslaved as comic protagonist.  
 It is significant, then, that the appearance of the suffering enslaver trope in Poenulus 
coincides with the prolonged discussion of Agorastocles’ brutality. The juxtaposition of elite and 
enslaved perspectives here suggests that the deflated seriousness of the adulescens may not be 
 
14See my discussion of Pseudolus’ remark in Chapter Four. 
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simple anarchical comedy in the pursuit of pleasure, as Anderson proposes. Rather, Plautus 
undercuts the dominance of elite perspectives by presenting a young citizen complaining of his 
helplessness alongside an enslaved person remarking upon his brutality and moral fragility. Elite 
viewers see in real time how their social positions prevent them from having to face their own 
moral flaws: they see what subalterns think about them. Usually, they are able to distance 
themselves from the violence they visit upon enslaved persons and their social inferiors, but the 
conversation between Agorastocles and Milphio acts as a mirror to their own lives—a mirror into 
which Plautus asks them to gaze. 
 Agorastocles’ unique family situation is critical for understanding what this play 
communicates to its audience about citizen behavior and identity. He is young, but the prologue 
speaker reveals that his adoptive father has died: “The one who stole the boy brought him to 
Calydon and sold him here to a certain rich old man as a master…and [the old man] adopted the 
boy as his own son and made him his heir when he died” (ill’ qui surrupuit puerum Calydonem 
auehit, / uendit eum domino hic diuiti quoidam seni…eumque adoptat sibi pro filio / eumque 
heredem fecit quom ipse obit diem, 72-77). He, therefore, is the wealthy head of his own 
household. His spineless and whiny behavior is typical of the adulescens hemmed in by patria 
potestas (or, in the case of Argyrippus, his wealthy mother’s refusal to waste money), but 
Agorastocles has no father to keep him from wasting his inheritance on his beloved. His status as 
sui iuris may be a dramatic necessity (for he must be able to reunite with his lost family at play’s 
end), but it also critically undermines his claims to helplessness. He could purchase Adelphasium 
any time, but neglects to do so. As she later points out, despite his claim to wealth and repeated 
promises to free her from enslavement, he has not followed through on purchasing her (“You 
promised to free me, not once but a hundred times. While I wait for you, I’ve never gotten any 
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other help for myself, nor has yours ever appeared. So now I’m no less a slave,” liberare 
iurauisti me hau semel sed centiens: / dum te exspecto, neque ego usquam aliam mihi paraui 
copiam / neque istuc usquam apparet; ita nunc seruio nihilo minus, 361-363).15 He is also solely 
responsible for deciding Milphio’s punishments. He is no powerless bystander: his inactivity is a 
choice. 
 These inconsistencies in character make Agorastocles at once the young man in love and the 
durus pater. Over the course of the play, the audience watches him negotiate these two identities. 
He attempts to establish himself as a proper citizen male by exercising his power through 
brutality and by withholding money and freedom from enslaved persons. He wants a meretrix 
girlfriend, but does not want to pay for her; he fawns over and flatters Milphio, but also 
brutalizes him; he dangles the idea of freedom at both Milphio and Adelphasium, but never 
actually offers it (cf. 133-134; 361-363). Plautus’ dramatization of Agorastocles’ development 
from adulescens into adult citizen highlights the centrality of violence to citizen identity.16 
Whichever position Agorastocles takes, Milphio suffers his ire and brutality.17 He adopts cruel 
 
15In fact, the plan to trick Lycus comes about only when Milphio asks Agorastocles if he would like to 
make Adelphasium his freedwoman at no personal cost (uin tu illam hodie sine dispendio tuo tuam 
libertam facere?, 163-164). Agorastocles replies, “I do want that, Milphio” (cupio, Milphio, 164). His 
refusal to pay for Adelphasium underscores his irresponsibility and his attitude toward subalterns: they 
are disposable, only valuable insofar as they can be used for his pleasure. 
 
16The dramatization of Agorastocles’ development into a fully independent adult male culminates when 
he arranges with Hanno a marriage to Adelphasium: “Do you hear me, uncle? I’m asking you not to deny 
what’s been said: Promise me your older daughter in marriage.” “You have my word.” “You promise her 
then?” “I do.” (AG. audin tu, patrue? dico, ne dictum neges: / tuam míhi maiorem filiam despondeas. / 
HA. pactam rem habeto. AG. spondesne igitur? HA. spondeo, 1155-1157). Such a deal was usually made 
between two fathers, but could also be carried out by the bride or groom themselves should they be sui 
iuris (Hersch 2010: 21-22). Agorastocles also stakes a claim to full adulthood when he, like Hanno, 
addresses the soldier Antamoenides as an adulescens (1315). 
 
17It is unusual in Plautus for the adulescens to brutalize his enslaved confidante (especially onstage, as 
Agorastocles does later). Young male citizens are more likely to entrust themselves to the care of the servi 
callidi and beg for their help (see n.18 below). For example, in Pseudolus, Calidorus never strikes the 
eponymous trickster and is never said to have done so. It is, instead, Simo (the durus pater) who delights 
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and brutal behaviors to establish dominance because he feels like a citizen only inasmuch as he 
can control other people without having to make any personal sacrifices. In fact, as I discuss 
below, Milphio’s acts of defiance make Agorastocles question his worth as a citizen: if he cannot 
control the enslaved through fear, what good is his elite status? 
 For his part, Milphio uses Agorastocles’ unique status within his household to a rhetorical 
advantage. By making subtle but repetitive allusions to Agorastocles’ power, he undercuts his 
enslaver’s early attempts to justify brutal behavior. Agorastocles wants continually to blur the 
line between adulescens and paterfamilias so that he can have his cake and eat it too. He wants 
to behave recklessly while also violently exercising control over his household. Milphio’s 
repetitive interjections, however, reinforce the point that the enslaved unfairly suffer for citizens’ 
recklessness. He reminds the audience that Agorastocles creates his own emotional turmoil and 
then takes it out on the people he enslaves. The young man’s brutal treatment of subalterns is not 
the misbehavior of a lovesick adulescens. 
 In the opening scene, then, elite spectators must watch as an elite character with every 
resource available to him and without parental control is criticized by an enslaved person for 
ethical failures. Beyond mere criticism, Milphio jokes about brutalizing his enslaver in 
retaliation, while Agorastocles willingly claims that he would give Milphio the auctoritas to do 
so (see 145-148 above). This moment serves a twofold purpose. First, it is a subtle reminder that 
enslaved people fantasize about revenge on their enslavers. Second, it is a comic display of 
 
in the idea of torturing Pseudolus and repeatedly threatens to send him to the mill, as I discuss below. 
Additionally, in Mostellaria, Philolaches refrains from brutalizing or threatening Tranio, while 
Theopropides, his miserly father, must be dissuaded from doing so (1041-1181). Cf. also Bacchides. On 
occasion, the adulescentes make fleeting threats to enslaved characters when they are being mocked or 
information is being withheld, but they never follow through. For example, Charinus of Mercator says to 
Acanthio: “You’ll certainly be beaten unless you talk now or get away from here” (hercle uero uapulabis, 
nisi iam loquere aut hinc abis, 168). 
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Agorastocles’ self-proclaimed weakness. He disingenuously offers the potestas reserved for the 
durus pater to a man he enslaves.18 As Milphio points out, Agorastocles is the only person with 
any auctoritas and he will not give it up. He is making the choice to be violent because he enjoys 
the ability to brutalize others with impunity, but he resists confronting the moral and ethical 
consequences of such violent behavior. Milphio, however, lets neither him nor the audience 
forget. His linguistic and moral superiority make him one of the play’s comic protagonists.19   
 In the scene that follows, Milphio’s indignation cements his place as a comic hero. 
Adelphasium and her sister Anterastilis, Carthaginian girls trafficked by the pimp Lycus, enter 
the stage en route to the Aphrodisia festival. Agorastocles is enamored by Adelphasium’s disgust 
at fellow enslaved persons—to his mind, a demonstration of her noble character—and attempts 
to flirt with her. She, nevertheless, rejects him. Frustrated at his continued sexual failure, he 
coerces Milphio, by threat of force, into flattering the girl: 
AG. iam hercle tu periisti, nisi illam mihi tam tranquillam facis 
quam mare olimst quom ibi alcedo pullos educit suos. 
MI. quid faciam? AG. exora, blandire, expalpa. MI. faciam sedulo. 
sed uide sis ne tu oratorem hunc pugnis pectas postea. 
AG. non faciam… (355-359) 
 
AG. I swear you’re dead meat unless you make her as gentle to me 
as the sea is when a halcyon is bringing up her hatchlings there. 
MI. What should I do? AG. Entreat her, flatter her, coax her. MI. I’ll do it right away. 
But see to it that you don’t give this orator a thrashing thereafter. 
AG. I won’t do it… 
 
 
18Moodie (2015: 107) points out “Many Plautine adulescentes allow their slaves to have patria potestas 
(complete control over their person, which normally belongs to Roman fathers).” As a point of 
comparison, she offers Mostellaria, in which Philolaches, the adulescens, tells the servus callidus: “Into 
your care do I entrust both myself and my hopes, Tranio” (in tuam custodelam meque et meas spes trado, 
Tranio, 407). See also on this topic Segal (1968: 112-113). 
 
19Hanno, the Carthaginian father of Adelphasium and Anterastilis, is generally thought to be the play’s 
comic hero, for he carries out the final deception of the pimp. On his role, see Franko (1996) and Starks 
(2000). The would-be senex, however, does not arrive for about 900 lines. Milphio thus comically 
dominates the early part of the play in the role of servus callidus. On his role see Moodie (2018).  
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Agorastocles here attempts to soften his threats with a metaphor about sea birds, but Milphio 
understands the brutal consequences for disobedience. Indeed, he not only notes the possibility 
of a beating out loud, but also emphasizes his enslaver’s violence with the alliterative phrase 
pugnis pectas postea. In performance, this phrase suggests an opportunity for gesture: it 
onomatopoetically represents the sound of hitting (pow! pow! pow!). Agorastocles’ brutal nature 
is thus emphasized immediately before this exact sort of violence is made manifest on stage. 
 In his flatteries of Adelphasium, Milphio uses novel diminutives and parodies his enslaver’s 
use of oversentimental nicknames (mea uoluptas, mea delicia…meus ocellus, meum 
labellum…mea colustra, meu’ molliculus caesus, 365-367).20 Agorastocles, despite having 
ordered him to flatter the girl, is none too pleased to see the scene unfold. Turning to the 
audience, he again resorts to self-pity and violent fantasy: “Am I to suffer these things being said 
in my presence? I’m so horribly tortured unless I order him to be swiftly whisked away to the 
executioner on a chariot” (mene ego illaec patiar praesente dici? discrucior miser, / nisi ego 
illum iubeo quadrigis cursim ad carnuficem rapi, 368-369). The alliterative and punchy first line 
emphasizes Agorastocles’ view of himself as a passive victim. As in the play’s opening dialogue 
where he claimed to be tortured in love and to feel pain when he beat Milphio, he here 
conveniently forgets that this is a situation of his own making. In the second line, he abruptly 
(but not surprisingly) shifts from lamenting his own “torture” to considering how he might 
leverage his power to punish Milphio. 
 
20In the opening scene of Pseudolus, the eponymous trickster mocks Calidorus’ meretrix beloved, who 
uses similar diminutives in a letter asking the adulescens to save her from being sold by Ballio 
(morsiunculae, 67; iunculae…oppressiunculae, 67-68). When Calidorus asks why Pseudolus is not 
moved by her pleas, he responds “I have eyes made of pumice stone, I can’t make them pour out even a 
single tear…our family was always dry-eyed” (pumiceos oculos habeo: non queo / lacrumam exorare ut 
expuant unam modo/...genus nostrum semper siccoculum fuit, 75-77). 
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 It is significant that as he turns toward the elites seated in the front rows of the theater, 
Agorastocles’ instinct is to talk about torture. He does not directly address them in the second 
person, as does Euclio in Aulularia, but the fact that he speaks about Milphio in the third person 
indicates that he is addressing the spectators. The wording of line 369, then, is worth further 
consideration. Alliterative references to the public executioner highlight Agorastocles’ comically 
overblown response to Milphio’s flattery. Also central to understanding this line is the use of the 
word quadrigis. The quadriga was a team of four horses used in Roman triumphs—a symbol of 
victory and prestige for elite citizens who had carried out successful military campaigns against 
Rome’s enemies.21 The word is used a handful of times in Plautine comedies (Amph. 422, 450; 
Asin. 279; Aul. 600; Men. 935; Stich. 291) and may be read in some of these occurrences as a 
simple alternative to the word equus or a reference to especially fast horses. Yet given the 
historical context of the 3rd and 2nd centuries B.C.E.—when Roman elites were frequently 
parading enslaved persons home from war in their triumphal parades—the word sometimes 
carries substantial rhetorical weight. 
 The date of Poenulus is uncertain, but most scholars agree that it was produced sometime 
after Pseudolus, between 191 and 187 B.C.E.22. At this time, the Romans were particularly 
 
21Sumi (2005: 1) considers the quadriga one of the special accoutrements Romans would expect to see 
during a triumph. He provides a broad overview of the elements of triumphal ceremony in the Republic 
and early Empire and suggests that these public ceremonies put political power on display: “the elite 
attempted to justify its privileged status as political leaders and the people confirmed this status or 
wrested it away.” 
 
22Welsh (2009), who points out a possible verbal reference to Pseudolus at Poenulus 200-202, records 
some suggested production dates for this play (97 n.17): Buck (1940: 92-95) proposes 191 BCE; Schutter 
(1952: 119-125) either 189 or 188 BCE; and Starks (2000: 182-185) late 190 or early 189 BCE. 




celebratory,23 having staged dozens of triumphs during the Punic and Macedonian Wars of the 
preceding decades. From 191-187 B.C.E. alone, the Fasti Triumphales records one ovatio from 
Spain, two triumphs over the Gauls, and four triumphs related to contemporary wars with 
Antiochus III of Syria and the Aetolians (see Appendix Two). The spectators at Plautus’ 
comedies would have seen many triumphal processions in their lifetime, or at least been aware of 
what such celebrations entailed. Some spectators may even have participated in triumphs 
themselves or have been trafficked to Rome as enslaved persons on public display. 
 It is not surprising, then, that Plautus recognizes connections between quadrigae and 
triumph in both Asinaria and Stichus. Leonida, in an aside to the audience, claims that if he and 
Libanus do not act quickly, they will not be able to seize the opportunity for a trick again, even 
“with four white horses” (quadrigis albis, Asin. 279). What might otherwise appear to be a 
reference to swiftness, comes only a few lines after Leonida has claimed he will “bring the 
greatest spoils and triumph with his arrival” (maximam praedam et triumphum eis adfero 
adventu meo, 269). In Stichus, the enslaved Pinacium claims that his mistress ought to give him 
golden gifts and allow him to ride on a quadriga because of the good news he brings her 
(aequiust eram mihi esse supplicem / atque oratores mittere ad me donaque ex auro et 
quadrigas, / qui uehar, nam pedibus ire non queo, 290-292)—an allusion to the golden spoils of 
the triumphator. These examples, among other allusions to the quadriga in Plautus’ comedies,24 
 
23Gruen (2014: 610-611) writes of the triumphal atmosphere in the Roman Republic: “Increasing number 
of victories on the battlefield sparked more intensive competition among conquering generals to claim 
showy triumphs at home. And their efforts in turn provoked reaction among rival political and military 
leaders to challenge those claims through principled or questionable means. Debates over what 
constituted legitimate requests for triumphs grew more heated.”  
 
24In Aulularia, Strobilus, who is enslaved by an adulescens, says that if enslaved persons wish to avoid 
being tortured, they should follow the orders of their enslavers more swiftly than the swiftest quadrigis 
(600-602). This remark reflects the brutal domination of enslavers over both wild animals and human 
beings: like the war chariot, enslaved enemies are conspicuous display of the triumphator’s prestige and 
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point to complex negotiations of power between the enslaver and the enslaved. As I argue in 
Chapter Two, the enslaved use military metaphors to undercut the power of their enslavers, stake 
a claim to their own version of virtus, and expand the military atmosphere in which they are 
virtually indistinguishable from free citizens.25 The use of such a metaphor by an enslaver, 
however, has a different effect. 
 Agorastocles’ allusion to the quadriga is an attempt to reassert his dominance, which he 
feels is threatened by the Milphio’s flirtations with Adelphasium. The triumphal chariot recalls 
how Milphio may have been trafficked into slavery as a war prize—a person dominated by elite 
citizens. Agorastocles’ readiness to invoke this image, as well as his immediate escalation to the 
threat of the carnufex, speaks simultaneously to his enjoyment of Milphio’s pain, his intrinsic 
urge to inflict torture, and his desire to perform his power as spectacle. This reminder of his 
status is comical, however, because his power has been in no way meaningfully threatened. To 
use such a phrase in an aside to the viewers—in a moment where they are directly engaged with 
the speaker—may have given them pause. This flashy war chariot had contemporary relevance 
as a tool used by elites to perform mastery over enslaved persons. It was a public display of their 
innate nobility and a means by which they literally elevated themselves over their conquered 
 
power. Strobilus stands apart from other tricksters for his professed obedience to his enslaver, yet, as he 
demonstrates later, he is more interested in self-preservation and attaining freedom than in simply helping 
his enslaver succeed (see esp. 806 and following, where he expresses hope that his praeda—a stolen pot 
of gold—will help him achieve manumission). Ultimately, his remarks reflect the fact that as an enslaved 
person, he must constantly navigate complex social dynamics to find the safest course of action. In 
Menaechmi, an allusion to the quadriga reflects a power struggle between citizens. A senex complains 
that his son-in-law has threatened to run him over with a quadriga (tu istic, qui mihi / etiam me iunctis 
quadrigis minitatu's prosternere, 934-935)–a reference to an earlier scene in which his son-in-law’s long 
lost twin brother had threatened to run him over with iunctos equos…in currum (862-863). The foreign 
Menaechmus’ aggression toward the old man is a result of his confusion: he does not understand why this 
stranger is approaching him to talk about a mistreated wife. By threatening to trample the senex with this 
mark of power and prestige, Menaechmus forcefully reasserts his social position: he implies that the old 
man has insulted him and ought to be more careful about crossing the line. 
 
25See Chapter Two, p. 34-39. 
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subjects. Here, by contrast, the quadriga articulates Agorastocles’ anxiety over (rather than 
confidence about) his social dominance. In this moment, he is fully aware that he cannot 
engender complete obedience from Milphio and his awareness of this fact causes him to lose 
control. Indeed, his invocation of the carnufex, an extreme form of public torture, shows that he 
is fundamentally and instinctively inclined toward cruelty. Plautus holds up a mirror to the elite 
spectators, but does not reflect the image of themselves they would like to see. 
 Milphio, undeterred by his enslaver’s outburst, asks Adelphasium to lend her delicate ears 
and give him a kiss (sine te exorem, eine prehendam auriculis, sine dem sauium, 375). His 
flirtation fits into a distinct pattern in Plautus’ comedies where the enslaved cross the line—both 
verbally and physically—in dealings with their enslavers’ beloveds. Pseudolus, for example, 
mocks a letter from the meretrix Phoenicium, whose words he claims “are seeking to make 
children” (quaerunt litterae hae sibi liberos, 24) and “are mounting one another” (alia aliam 
scandit, 25). Libanus and Leonida of Asinaria flirt with Philaenium while embarrassing the 
adulescens Argyrippus. Libanus wishes to have a night alone with her (noctem tuam et uini 
cadum uelim, 624), but when his enslaver gets angry with him, he claims he had only said it on 
the young man’s behalf (tibi equidem, non mihi opto, 625). Leonida similarly orders Philaenium 
to call him pet names and asks for a kiss: “Tell me then that I’m your little sparrow, your hen, 
your quail, your little lamb, say that I’m your little kid or your calf, take me by the ear and touch 
your lips to mine” (dic me igitur tuom passerculum, gallinam, coturnicem, / agnellum, haedillum 
me tuom dic esse uel uitellum, / prehende auriculis, compara labella cum labellis, 666-668). In 
each case, Argyrippus, angry at having been sexually threatened by enslaved men, calls them 
“whipworthy” (uerbero, 669), 
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 By mocking the young citizens’ relationships and seeking sexual favors from meretrices, 
Plautus’ enslaved characters defy citizen control and assert their own right to erotic pleasure.26 
Mahalia Way (2000) argues that Plautus simultaneously demonstrates the elite view of the 
enslaved as conduits for violence—stand-ins for the suffering meant for their enslavers—and 
also as fully recognized human beings. These flirtation scenes perform that very function. Rather 
than acting as simple mouth pieces for their enslavers (or oratores, in Milphio’s formulation), 
Pseudolus, Libanus, Leonida, and Milphio take opportunities to embarrass the adulescentes and 
assert their physical and verbal dominance. Plautus thus shows elite spectators in his audience 
that enslaved persons are not extensions of their enslavers’ wills, but rather autonomous human 
beings. Even threats to send them to the carnufex do not work. Nor does Argyrippus’ use of the 
epithet uerbero, which constitutes another attempt to remind enslaved persons of their “rightful” 
place. Libanus and Leonida, of course, persist in humiliating him for their own amusement. They 
refuse to be frightened by his reminders of their vulnerability. So, too, does Milphio. 
 Even as Milphio claims to fear the whip, he resists Agorastocles’ brutality by turning his 
threats into a playful joke: “I’ll certainly make him a little weepy, if I don’t make you well-
disposed, and I’m really afraid he’ll make me a little whippy, if I don’t appease you. I know the 
bad morals of that bad-tempered guy” (iam hercle ego faciam ploratillum, nisi te facio 
propitiam, / atque hic ne me uerberetillum faciat, nisi te propitio, / male formido: noui ego 
huiius mores morosi malos, 378-379). Both ploratillum and verberetillum appear only in 
Plautus,27 who here juxtaposes them to emphasize the difference between the supposed pain of 
 
26See also my discussion of Pseudolus’ triumphal party below and Richlin (2017: 237-250) on enslaved 
persons “Claiming Good Things.” 
 
27See Moodie (2015: 125) for translations offered by other scholars, including “sob-lime” for ploratillum 
and “wound-erful” for verberetillum. 
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young citizens and the real pain of the enslaved. Agorastocles will be upset, but Milphio will be 
brutally beaten. Diminutive language typical of the adulescens thus becomes a tool for the 
enslaved to mock his enslaver while also demonstrating the true nature of the young citizen in 
love: he is not a sympathetic character, but one who lacks self-control and channels his rage into 
brutality.28 The comic tears of the adulescens mean, in reality, a severe lashing for the people his 
family enslaves. By manipulating this language for his own comic ends, Milphio resists being 
objectified. He will not be a mere conduit for his enslaver’s suffering. 
 Again, Agorastocles’ rage intensifies. In the lines that follow, the young citizen beats 
Milphio on stage—an unusual representation of violence being visited upon an enslaved person 
by the adulescens himself.29 Agorastocles not only calls Milphio whipworthy, but claims he has 
no worth himself if he does not brutally torture him: “I’m not a man worth a trifle unless I tear 
out the eyes and teeth of that whip-scoundrel. There’s some delight for you! There’s your honey! 
A heart! A little lip! A greeting! A kiss!” (non ego homo trioboli sum, nisi ego illi mastigiae / 
exturbo oculous atque dentes. em uoluptatem tibi! / em mel, em cor, em labellum, em salutem, 
em sauium! 381-383). His use of trioboli constitutes another attempt to establish his superiority. 
It also implicitly shows his anxiety over his own status. He must threaten and brutalize the 
enslaved to re-establish and perform the dominance of elite manhood. Failure to do so would be 
failure to act in a way appropriate to his social class and result in a loss of status. In that vein, 
Agorastocles’ use of mastigiae, like Argyrippus’ use of uerbero, is an attempt to remind both 
 
28This use of unusual diminutives also recalls the way Milphio had insulted Adelphasium. In each 
conversation, he re-employs the language of elites to his own advantage. 
 
29As I discuss in Chapter Four, Ballio—the especially brutal pimp of Pseudolus—is another exception to 
this rule. So, too, is Euclio, the senex of Aulularia, who strikes two enslaved persons on stage (40-66, 
631-633). It is more usual for elites in the plays to order their lorarii to inflict punishment on their behalf. 
Euclio does not appear to have a lorarius. See n.11 above on lorarii. 
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himself and Milphio of the rightful place of the enslaved, to re-establish dominance through 
violence. When he feels his control over Milphio and his chances with Adelphasium are 
threatened, he must reassert his claims to elite manhood through brutality. Agorastocles also 
seeks to reassert verbal dominance, striking Milphio while borrowing words he had used to 
flatter Adelphasium in the preceding lines (cf. 365-367, 375, 380)30 and repeatedly referring to 
him as a whip-scoundrel (390-390a).  
 Still undeterred by the beating, Milphio insults Adelphasium by selectively reinterpreting his 
enslaver’s instructions. Agorastocles had ordered him to flatter her with nicknames like huiius 
uoluptas rather than mea uoluptas (388-391). He turns to her again: “I’m really begging you, his 
delight and my hatred, his breasty babe, my enemy and ill-wisher but his eye, my eye sore, his 
honey, my bile!” (opsecro hercle te, uoluptas huiius atque odium meum, / huiius amica 
mammeata, mea inimica et maleuola / oculus huiius, lippitudo mea, mel huiius, fel meum, 392-
394). This comic reshaping of Agarostocles’ orders demonstrates that the beating has not 
worked. Milphio still refuses to be fully obedient. He continues to mock their relationship and 
further suggests that Adelphasium hang herself: “Don’t be angry with him, and if that’s not 
possible, take a rope and hang yourself along with your owner and your whole household” (ut tu 
huic irata ne sis aut, si id fieri non potest, / capias restim ac te suspendas cum ero et uostra 
familia, 395-396). These acts of linguistic defiance show his indominable personhood: they are 
acts of revenge against his enslaver for brutalizing him. Indeed, his wish for Adelphasium to 
meet a brutal end serves the double purpose of making her upset—the exact opposite of what 
Agorastocles wanted—and giving him an outlet for the anger he feels toward his enslaver.31  
 
30In performance, Agorastocles would strike Milphio with each use of em. 
 
31Milphio may also genuinely wish for Adelphasium to meet a brutal end, for she had earlier made an 
enemy of him by enthusiastically insulting enslaved persons. See Poen. 265-274.   
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 A few lines later, Milphio emphasizes the source of his frustrations: “I’m already rough as 
an oyster shell, bearing a back full of scars because of your love” (itaque iam quasi ostreatum 
tergum ulceribus gestito / propter amorem uostrum, 398-399). His body will bear permanent 
scars because of Agorastocles’ love for Adelphasium. His metaphor is purposefully striking: in 
return for the marks on his body, he marks his enslaver and the elite spectators of the play with 
these constant, linguistic reminders of his personhood and autonomy. No matter how often 
Agorastocles has tried to reframe his own violence as inconsequential or to reassert his 
dominance, Milphio has shown that the adulescens lacks self-control. Instead of displaying the 
traits of natural mastery, Agorastocles proves himself an incompetent young man who is 
overcome by his emotions in dealings with enslaved persons. His instinct is always to hit—to 
exert power through punishment—but Milphio repeatedly defies him. In fact, the enslaved 
protagonist’s resistance is so successful that Agorastocles resorts to flattering him like a beloved: 
“My little Milphio, my advantage, my deliverance, make sure you do what you promised me…” 
(mi Milphidisce, mea commoditas, mea salus, / fac quod facturum te esse promisti mihi, 421-
422). Milphio does not allow the citizen perspective on brutality to stand alone. He shows the 
spectators that he cannot be beaten into submission. Instead, his enslaver must flatter him 




32It is noteworthy that Hanno—an elite citizen male—eventually asserts linguistic superiority over (or at 
least presents as a linguistic match for) Milphio. Yet Hanno’s status and role are different than that of the 
typical citizen male. He appears only at the end of the play and presents some characteristics of the servus 
callidus (Franko 1996). He is also a native Carthaginian and gives a long speech in Punic on stage. Such 
details would not have been lost on members of Plautus’ audience, for Hannibal had not long since been 
on the Italian peninsula. For scholarly discussion of the relationship between Milphio and Hanno, as well 




 Apart from the puer’s formally comic speech, enslaved persons in Pseudolus do not οften 
speak about the conditions of their enslavement. Pseudolus gives several monologues33 and talks 
to other enslaved persons without citizens present (including Harpax and Simia), but there is 
little talk of citizen brutality or torture. At times, enslaved characters use insulting epithets that 
invoke their vulnerability to violence. Pseudolus calls Simia, his co-conspirator, “a statue 
deserving of a whip” (uerbeream statuam, 911), while Simia later calls him “whipworthy” 
(uerbero, 1046). Yet they do not joke with the same frequency as Leonida and Libanus of 
Asinaria, who tease each other about the torture they have endured. Instead, in Pseudolus, 
enslavers do most of the talking about brutality.  
 The play’s primary citizen family is the durus pater Simo and his son Calidorus, a typical 
fawning adulescens still constrained by patria potestas. Calidorus relies on Pseudolus as a 
confidante and potential savior for his beloved. Yet, unlike Agorastocles, he never threatens to 
beat the trickster and is never represented as having done so. His father, on the other hand, 
repeatedly expresses a desire to send Pseudolus to the mill (pistrinum)—a place in which 
enslaved persons were subjected to prolonged physical suffering.34 I propose below that Simo’s 
 
33As Moore (1998: 94) puts it, “The eponymous character fulfills and then exceeds all the possible 
expectations of the servus callidus. He is one of Plautus’ most audacious deceivers. He delivers stellar 
examples of all the monologues that might be expected of a servus callidus: two ‘I don’t know what to 
do’ monologues (394-405, 562-73a), two ‘I do know what to do’ monologues (574-91, 759-66), a 
philosophizing monologue (667-87), a monologue of anxiety (1017-36), and a song of triumph (1246-
84).” Frequent monologues are a typical feature of Plautus: more than one-sixth of his corpus is made up 
of monologues and some plays are as much as one-fourth monologue (Moore 1998: 8). 
 
34Lenski (2016: 283) writes that forced labor at mines and bakeries was abuse “meted out in a mundane 
and blasé fashion, calibrated to exploit the labor of the slave while slowly grinding his or her body into 
oblivion.” Cf. Lucius’ description of enslaved persons suffering at the mill in Apuleius’ Metamorphoses: 
“Good gods in heaven! What pathetic creatures were there! Skin completely crisscrossed in livid welts 
raised by the lash; their beaten, battered backs more clouded than clothed by the patchwork of rag and 
rents they wore; not a few covered only their crotch with a fig leaf on an apron; still, all of them were so 
attired as to be visible through their tatters. Slave-brands on their foreheads, shaved half-bald, shackles 
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brutal fantasies are noteworthy because they are, in the first place, instinctive. Like Agorastocles 
he demonstrates that he cannot help but turn to violence in his dealings with Pseudolus. Second, 
when he talks about punishment, he distinguishes himself from his neighbor Callipho—a senex 
lepidus in whom Plautus shows little interest—while demonstrating similarities to the pimp 
Ballio. It is worth asking: Why does Plautus make the senex of this play so obsessed with 
punishing Pseudolus? How does Pseudolus respond to his enslaver’s threats? And what is the 
significance of Simo’s connection to Ballio? 
 Simo first appears on stage after Calidorus and Pseudolus have watched the pimp threaten 
the enslaved persons in his household. I briefly discuss Ballio’s canticum in Chapter Four, but 
here it will suffice to say that his brutal threats to the enslaved persons are appalling to the 
onlooking Pseudolus, who becomes increasingly angry. After a confrontation that ends with the 
trickster vowing to lay siege to Ballio (hoc ego oppidum admoenire ut hodie capiatur uolo, 384) 
and become a poet to invent twenty minae (nunc ego poeta fiam: uiginti minas…inueniam 
tamen, 404-405), Simo enters with his neighbor Callipho. In their discussion about Calidorus’ 
rumored love affair, Simo announces his frustration at his son’s wasteful behavior. His neighbor, 
however, reminds him that such behavior is typical of youths, especially in their contemporary 
moral climate (ut nunc most est, 433). He also suggests that Simo had done the same thing in his 
adolescence: “But you’re objecting in vain, or else you shouldn’t have done such things when 
you were his age. It’s only right for a father to be upstanding if he expects his son to be more 
upstanding than he was,” (at enim nequiquam neuis; / uel tu ne faceres tale in adulescentia. / 
 
around their ankles, so bloodless as to seem no longer human, their eyelids scorched by the black clouds 
of smoke in the hot darkness, barely equipped with eyes to see with, and like boxers, who cover 
themselves in dust before a fight, they were squalidly dressed in white, covered in a fine powder of flour” 
(9.12 [trans. Relihan 2007: 185]). 
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probum patrem esse oportet qui gnatum suom / esse probiorem quam ipsus fuerit postulet, 436-
439).  
 Rather than respond to his neighbor’s charge of hypocrisy, Simo directs his attention to the 
approaching Pseudolus: “This is the guy who corrupts my son, the absolute villain. He’s the 
leader, he’s the boy’s teacher, he’s the one I want to torture,” (hic mihi corrumpit filium, 
scelerum caput; / hic dux, hic illist paedagogus, hunc ego / cupio excruciari, 446-448). Like 
Agorastocles, Simo has an instinctive penchant for brutality. His anger over his son’s behavior is 
immediately projected onto Pseudolus—a more convenient target for his rage. By blaming the 
trickster for his troubles, the senex avoids having to consider how his own moral failures have 
shaped his son. This pivot away from introspection reflects an elite anxiety back to the audience. 
When elite men feel they have lost control over their households—even (and especially) when 
that loss of control is their own fault—they use violence, or the threat of violence, against the 
enslaved as a tool to re-establish their own feelings of authority and their status among fellow 
citizens. Indeed, Simo is not yet making direct threats to Pseudolus to instill fear, but is 
performing his will to torture for citizens on stage and in the audience.  
 When Callipho hears Simo’s reaction, he proposes that it is foolish to show anger openly 
(iam istaec insipientiast, / iram in propromptu gerere, 448-449), that Simo should instead 
approach Pseudolus speaking pleasantly (blandis uerbis, 450).35 This stance reflects the vision 
Roman citizens might have wanted to see of themselves as enslavers: beneficent and moderate in 
their anger (Thalmann 1996: 116-118; Fitzgerald 2000: 34-36).36 It also more firmly establishes 
 
35Cf. Agorastocles’ kind words to Milphio (blanditiae, Poen. 136; blandidcus, Poen. 138). He, like 
Callipho, is primarily concerned with the appearance of kindness and moderation. While it is the enslaved 
protagonist who initially reveals that Agorastocles’ words are disingenuous, in Pseudolus, the enslaver 
reveals his own brutality by repeatedly talking about torture. 
 
36See Chapter Two, p. 32 n.8. 
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Callipho as a foil to Simo. In Chapter Two, I argued that Tyndarus and Stalagmus of Captivi are 
foils. When Tyndarus talks about brutality, he presents the image of an inherently noble citizen 
who dutifully serves his enslaver. Stalagmus, on the other hand, arrives in the final scene to 
subvert this narrative: he presents a more realistic image of how enslavement affects people and 
how an enslaved person might feel about their enslaver. In Pseudolus, Callipho and Simo have a 
similar dynamic. Callipho is the noble and moderate citizen who “gives back to the slave-owning 
society…the image of itself it would like to see” (Thalmann 1996: 118). Simo, on the other hand, 
presents a more realistic image of enslavers as people made brutal to their core by the institution 
of enslavement. His violent threats take dramatic precedence over Callipho’s advice.  
 Simo agrees to be more restrained—to give the appearance of a proper citizen—but his 
gentle approach is short-lived. Almost immediately, he mocks Pseudolus for putting on airs and 
speaking cleverly: “He’ll now wear you out with his words such that you’ll think you’re 
speaking not with Pseudolus, but with Socrates,” (conficiet iam te hic uerbis ut tu censeas / non 
Pseudolum, sed Socratem tecum loqui, 464-465). He cannot help but insult and demean the 
trickster. In response, Pseudolus rejects his enslaver’s characterization: “You want me to be 
worthless: nevertheless, I’ll be a person of good worth” (cupi’ me esse nequam: tamen ero frugi 
bonae, 468). The verb cupis suggests Simo’s persisting desire to dehumanize. It is not simply the 
case that Pseudolus is ill-behaved. His enslaver actively wants to make him out to be a villain, to 
claim he is worthless such that punishing him appears warranted. Nevertheless, Pseudolus, like 
Stalagmus in Captivi, asserts the right to define his own worth and speak in his own interest.  
 Indeed, Pseudolus continues to reject his enslaver’s attempts to define and control him. 
When Simo insists that he shut up and listen, Pseudolus talks back:   
SI. fac sis uociuas, Pseudole, aedis aurium,  
mea ut migrare dicta possint quo uolo 
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PS. age loquere quiduis, tam etsi tibi suscenseo 
SI. mihin domino seruos tu suscenses? PS. tam tibi 
mirum id uidetur? SI. hercle qui, ut tu praedicas, 
cauendumst mihi aps te irato; atque alio tu modo 
me uerberare atque ego te soleo cogitas… (469-475) 
 
SI. Make sure, Pseudolus, that you empty the halls in your ears  
so that my words can move in where they wish 
PS. Go on and say what you want, but I’m furious at you. 
SI. At me—your master—you’re furious? PS. That’s right, at you. 
Is that so hard to believe? SI. My goodness, if it’s as you say, 
then I need to beware of you when you’re angry; and you’re thinking of 
beating me in some other way than I’m accustomed to beat you… 
 
Simo’s diction is significant because it demonstrates his ideal image of enslavement: the 
enslaved ought to become an extension of their enslaver, an empty vessel for receiving the will 
of citizens.37 Pseudolus’ claim to anger, then, constitutes a radical rejection of his enslaver’s 
attempts to objectify him. Rather than acting as a mere vessel for his enslaver’s feelings, 
Pseudolus stakes a claim to personhood. His responses demonstrate that he has words and 
feelings that cannot be subsumed or displaced by Simo’s will. In response, Simo seeks to remind 
him of his place. The chiastic phrase mihin domino seruos tu emphasizes the enslaver’s ideal 
power dynamic between them: “I the master, you the slave.” Still, Pseudolus refuses to be 
overcome. By asking whether his anger is surprising, he reaffirms his right to be angry and 
implies that the anger of enslaved persons at their enslavers is a regular occurrence—an 
occurrence which enslavers ignore or fail to notice.  
 Simo’s remarks about beating in lines 473-475 may be read as a sarcastic expression of fear, 
but they are telling of his psychological state when met with resistance. In the preceding lines, 
 
37This is not unlike a remark made by the senex of Captivi. When Tyndarus asks why Hegio is so upset 
with him for lying about his identity, Hegio responds: “Because you were more loyal to [your old master] 
than you were to me” (quia illi fuisti quam mihi fidelior, 716). While Tyndarus thinks it noble to have 
remained loyal to his previous enslaver, Hegio asserts that once sold or captured an enslaved person ought 
to abandon all previous loyalties to become an extension of their new enslaver.  
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Pseudolus has made a strong assertion of personhood—an assertion contradictory to the Roman 
conception of enslaved persons as instrumenta vocalia (“tools with a voice”).38 Simo had 
attempted to take Pseudolus’ voice away—to supplant it with his own—but Pseudolus rejects his 
enslaver’s orders and gives voice to his own feelings. Simo’s turn to threats reveals yet more 
anxiety lingering behind his mockery, for Pseudolus’ defiance and persistent selfhood are a 
threat to his power. His fixation on beating is a means to restore that power through fear. 
Verberare is, on the one hand, a verbal joke (“I beat you physically, you ‘beat’ me by stealing 
my money”),39 but on the other hand, a warning. Such language reminds Pseudolus that his 
enslaver’s anger may be accompanied by physical punishment—as if he needs a reminder.  
 On the heels of this subtle threat, Simo inquires as to his son’s exploits with the meretrix 
next door. Pseudolus confesses that he wishes to defraud the senex of twenty minae, but also 
defends himself for keeping Calidorus’ secrets. At first, he claims he did not want to 
“incriminate one owner before the other” (erum ut (suo’) seruos criminaret apud erum, 493), 
prompting Simo to turn to Callipho: “You’d order him to be dragged to the mill straightaway!” 
(iuberes hunc praecipitem in pistrinum trahi, 494). Again displaying his own moderation, 
 
38This epithet comes from Varro’s De Re Rustica, where he writes: “Now I’ll talk about how land is 
cultivated. Some people divide these methods into two parts—that is, into men and the assistants to men 
without which they cannot cultivate. Others divide them into three parts, the sort of tools with a voice, the 
sort that are semivocal, and the sort that are silent: the vocal are the slaves, the semivocal are the cattle, 
and the silent are the wagons” (nunc dicam, agri quibus rebus colantur. Quas res alii dividunt in duas 
partes, in homines et adminicula hominum, sine quibus rebus colere non possunt; alii in tres partes, 
instrumenti genus vocale et semivocale et mutum, vocale, in quo sunt servi, semivocale, in quo sunt boves, 
mutum, in quo sunt plaustra, 1.17.1). Such phrasing betrays the contradictory nature of Roman thought 
about enslaved persons: they are viewed by their enslavers as property—as mere objects to be used—but 
they also persistently demonstrate that they are human beings with their own thoughts, feelings, and 
desires. Plautus frequently makes comedy of this contradiction. See Way (2000), who argues that the 
juxtaposition of enslaved characters who insist upon their own humanity and enslavers who treat the 
enslaved as objects produces humorous cognitive shifts. 
 
39As Christenson (2020: 208) writes, “‘to whip me’ (figuratively), an apropos choice of verb vis-à-vis the 
usual slave/master dynamic.” 
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Callipho suggests nothing wrong has yet been done (numquid, Simo, peccatum est?, 495), but 
Pseudolus interjects: 
PS. desiste, recte ego meam rem sapio, Callipho; 
peccata mea sunt. animum aduorte nunciam 
quapropter te expertem amoris nati habuerim: 
pistrinum in mundo scibam, si dixem, mihi. 
SI. non a me scibas pistrinum in mundo tibi, 
quom ea mussitabas? PS. scibam. SI. quin dictumst mihi? 
PS. quia illud malum aderat, istuc aberat longius; 
illud erat praesens, huic erant dieculae. (496-503) 
 
PS. Let it go, I can handle my own affairs, Callipho. 
The mistakes are mine. Now pay attention to 
why I left you out of the loop on your son’s love affair: 
I knew that if I were to say something, the mill would be in my future. 
SI. Didn’t you know that I would have the mill in your future 
when you were speaking in whispers? PS. I knew. SI. But why I wasn’t told? 
PS. Because one was an impending punishment, and one was far off. 
That one was present, this one would buy me some time.  
 
Pseudolus’ rebuttal disrupts the citizen logic presented by Callipho—a logic more covert in its 
perpetuation of violence than Simo’s. The neighbor has, up to this point, suggested that the 
enslaved not be tortured before having committed any transgressions. He does not morally object 
to torture, but believes that punishment is “deserved” only after an offense has been committed. 
By positing that there are more humane ways to deal with enslaved persons, this stance implicitly 
suggests that the condition of enslavement—the state of dehumanization—is not a punishment in 
itself. Pseudolus’ rebuttal offers a different perspective. He, by contrast, insinuates that this logic 
fails because enslavers manufacture offenses to make the enslaved “deserving” of punishment. 
That is, the goalposts for appropriate behavior are constantly moved by enslavers to excuse their 
arbitrary abuse. Regardless of what his enslaver claims to have wanted, Pseudolus insists that his 
actions would have been deemed offensive: he would have been tortured either way.  
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 Callipho’s initial appeal to moderation is an attempt to maintain the elite pose of self-control 
that allows citizens to position themselves as rightful “masters” over the enslaved. Yet by 
allowing Pseudolus to respond to this appeal directly, Plautus confronts elite spectators with an 
enslaved person’s view of this logic: it is hypocritical and faulty. Indeed, Simo proves this 
proposition true when he confirms that he is always ready and willing to send Pseudolus to be 
tortured at the mill. The trickster then explicates his personal perspective further. In his view, 
there is no point in trying to avoid punishment when he will be beaten regardless of what he 
does. It is in the interest of the enslaved to “misbehave” if their misbehavior will forestall their 
punishment.  
 Callipho offers little more of substance as the conversation proceeds, though he does express 
enjoyment of the trickster’s way with words and excitement for the trick (ted ausculto lubens, 
523; lubidost ludos tuos spectare, 552). His concerns about elite moderation take a back seat as 
Pseudolus becomes increasingly bold in the face of Simo’s threats. Indeed, when his enslaver 
asks what will happen if he fails to steal the money, Pseudolus replies: “Strike me with rods” 
(uirgis caedito, 513). He also promises to take down the pimp in an unusual double deception, 
but Simo expresses doubt: 
SI. siquidem istaec opera, ut praedicas, perfeceris, 
uirtute regi Agathocli antecesseris. 
sed si non faxis, numquid causaest, ilico 
quin te in pistrinum condam? PS. non unum in diem, 
uerum hercle in omnis quantumst… (531-535) 
 
SI. If you accomplish these tasks as you predict, 
your virtue will surpass that of King Agathocles. 
But if you don’t do it, there won’t be any reason for me  
not to throw you to the mill, will there? PS. Not for a single day, 




The senex’s readiness to torture is again evident as he brings up the mill for the third time. Yet 
Pseudolus commits to his tricks and offers himself up to be tortured should he fail. When Simo 
proposes that Ballio and Pseudolus may be teaming up against him, Pseudolus shoots back: “If 
we’ve made an agreement or entered into any plan, or if we ever came together over this matter, 
then just like when letters are written in a book with a reed, you can write all over my whole 
body with elm-wood pens” (si sumu’ compecti seu consilium umquam iniimus / aut si de istac re 
umquam inter nos conuenimus, / quasi in libro quom scribuntur calamo litterae / stilis me totum 
usque ulmeis conscribitio, 543-545). 
 Pseudolus’ apparent willingness to undergo brutal punishments is a refusal to be afraid. 
Simo’s consistent threats will no longer intimidate him into compliance. As Pseudolus has 
already suggested, there is no reason to behave properly when he is met with brutality either 
way. By repeatedly offering himself up to be beaten, he takes the power from his enslaver’s 
words. Especially noteworthy is his aestheticized description of Simo writing on his body with 
“elm-wood pens” (that is, whipping his body with elm rods until he resembles a marked tablet). 
Pseudolus had earlier compared himself to a poet, who would invent a way to defraud his 
enslaver (nunc ego poeta fiam: uiginti minas…inueniam tamen, 404-405). Here instead he 
characterizes his enslaver as the writer—as the one whose ability to “inscribe” makes him 
powerful. Yet these lines are facetious and, in fact, solidify Pseudolus’ place as the superior 
wordsmith.  
 The likening of the enslaved body to a tablet has special significance in this play. As I 
discuss in Chapter Four, Ballio’s threats against the enslaved women in his household associate 
their bodies with luxury items—the sort of luxury items used at festivals and occasions like the 
one at which this play was performed. Pseudolus here uses the same technique to imagine his 
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own body being whipped by his enslaver. Although the tablet is not a luxury item, it is a 
meaningful choice: tablets are not associated with most enslaved persons, who were kept 
illiterate by their enslavers.40 Yet, in Pseudolus, the enslaved have a significant command over 
language. In the first scene of the play, Pseudolus reads a letter written on a tablet by the 
meretrix Phoenicium—a letter that, despite looking like ‘chicken scratch’ (nam has quidem 
gallina scripsit, 30), sets the play into action. Plautus thus establishes early not only that the 
enslaved protagonist is himself literate, but also that the words of the enslaved can have power 
over elites.41 Pseudolus re-emphasizes this idea later when he represents himself as “poet.”  
 Like Phoenicium’s letter, Pseudolus’ brutal tablet metaphor suggests the linguistic power of 
enslaved persons. Pseudolus and the spectators know that he will triumph as the “poet” of the 
play’s schemes and that Simo’s assumptions about his relationship to Ballio are false. In fact, he 
ultimately outdoes the pimp by presenting a stolen letter—another manipulation of language for 
his own ends. When Pseudolus alludes to the tablet in this scene, he therefore signals to the 
audience that it will be the enslaved who manipulate words to control elites. Even if Simo can 
brutalize him, he can overcome with words. He can make clever jokes about the torture he 
 
40A small number of enslaved persons, freedpersons, and members of other low status groups were trained 
as professional scribes. See Harris (1989: 149-174) and McDonnell (1996) on the availability and use of 
trained scribes in the ancient Roman world.  
 
41Christenson (2020: 19-23) briefly compares this play’s opening scene to a fragment of a Menander play 
from which it appears to draw inspiration. The enslaved character of Menander pleads with his enslaver to 
take him on as an advisor, for he wishes to prove his worth—to demonstrate the “free” nature of his mind. 
Pseudolus, by contrast, “dispenses with any such pleading…to explain (naturalistically) why a master 
might prudently heed a slave’s advice” (20). He exhibits a “markedly unromantic world-view” and 




endures. Indeed, the joke here is that while seemingly acknowledging his enslaver’s power “to 
write,” he is, in fact, “writing” Simo’s failure.42 
 Simo himself had alluded to the threat posed by Pseudolus’ speech a few lines earlier: 
“Didn’t you know that I would have the mill in your future when you were speaking in 
whispers? (non a me scibas pistrinum in mundo tibi, / cum ea mussitabas?, 500-501). Amy 
Richlin describes “grumbling” or “whispering” as a form of speech associated with enslaved and 
subaltern persons—an action that frequently provokes enslavers to threaten punishment (2017: 
331-340). Such threats are an attempt by elites to reassert control, since the secrets of enslaved 
persons make them more well-informed than their enslavers and thus more capable of deception. 
To threaten violence against “grumbling” subalterns is to attempt to gain access to information 
by instilling fear.43 Pseudolus, however, robs Simo of his power by imagining the threat of 
violence himself. The elm-rod metaphor demonstrates that he is well aware of what might be 
done to him and he is choosing to defy his enslaver anyway. The threat of violence is no longer 
effective. 
 It is worth noting that Simo’s insistence on sending Pseudolus to the pistrinum sets him 
apart from other comic enslavers: no other citizen talks about torture at the mill so repetitively. 
In Bacchides, Nicobolus uses it as a one-off threat to Chrysalus (ferratusque in pistrino aetatem 
 
42Stewart (2012: 167) writes of Pseudolus’ control of language: “Pseudolus repeatedly exploits the range 
of meaning of words or conflates concrete and abstract meanings in order to get the upper hand in his 
interactions with his master. … Language thus becomes a vehicle with which the slave challenges the 
master's authority to define empirical reality, even as the master presumes to control the slave's reality and 
indeed his very definition as "chattel" or thing.” 
 
43See DuBois (1991) for in-depth discussion of the relationship between torture and truth in the ancient 
Greek and Roman context. She writes that “the slave’s truth is the master’s truth; it is in the body of the 
slave that the master’s truth lies, and it is in torture that his truth is revealed” (65 [digital version]). Simo 
here uses torture in order to extract information for his benefit, yet DuBois points out that the 
entanglement of torture and truth could also be used against enslavers in legal contexts: enslaved persons 
knew their enslavers’ secrets and could be tortured for information in a court of law.  
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conteras, 781). Stratippocles of Epidicus tells a friend that he will send Epidicus to the baker 
with lashes (plagis pistori dabo, 121) and then directly threatens to send Epidicus to the mill (tu 
te in pistrinum..., 145).44 Simo, however, brings up the mill three separate times in a single 
conversation (494, 500, 534)45 and once again later in the play, as I note below. His obsession 
with the mill is most significant, however, because it becomes a verbal link between him and 
Ballio.  
 After Pseudolus has successfully stolen Phoenicium from the brothel, Ballio enters to 
deliver a monologue. Unaware that he has just been outdone by the enslaved trickster, who had 
exited proclaiming his own triumph (ite hac, triumphe! ad cantharum recta via, 1051), Ballio 
laughs as he imagines Pseudolus being tortured at the mill: 
hahae! nunc demum mi animus in tuto locost,  
postquam iste hinc abiit atque abduxit mulierem.  
iube nunc uenire Pseudolum, scelerum caput,  
et abducere a me mulierem fallaciis.      1055 
conceptis hercle uerbis, sati’ certo scio,  
ego peiiurare me mauellem miliens  
quam mihi illum uerba per deridiculum dare.  
nunc deridebo hercle hominem, si conuenero;  
uerum in pistrino credo, ut conuenit, fore.    1060 
nunc ego Simonem mi obuiam ueniat uelim,  
ut mea laetitia laetus promiscam siet. 
 
44Pistrinum also appears at Most. 17, Poen. 827, and Pers. 420. Similar formulations include ad pistores 
dabo at Asin. 709, ad molas at Poen. 1152, and apud molas at Pers. 22 (more like the phrase used by 
Simo at Pseud. 1100). In some of these examples, the mill constitutes a threat or an insult (Most. 17, Pers. 
420, Poen. 1152, Asin. 709). At Pers. 22, Sagaristo jokes that Toxilus has not seen him for a while 
because he was an iron-clad tribune at the mill (fui praeferratus apud molas tribunus). At Poen. 827, 
Syncerastus claims he would rather suffer torture at the mill than be enslaved to a pimp (in pistrino 
mavelim / agere aetatem praepeditus latere forti ferreo, / quam apud lenonem hunc seruitutem colere). In 
Captivi, the hungry parasite Ergasilus repeatedly mentions pistores (and the stench of the pistrinum [808]) 
during his diatribes on and jokes about food and hunger. The mill does not seem to carry the same 
connotations of torture in this play. Indeed, when Hegio sends Tyndarus off to be tortured, he orders him 
not to the mill, but to the stone quarries. Unlike Simo, Hegio does not talk about this place obsessively 
beforehand. His interest, rather, is keeping enslaved persons in chains and cages, which Plautus 
emphasizes repeatedly (See Chapter Two, pg. 60). 
 
45His first use of this word is preceded by an earlier mention of generalized torture (cupio excruciari, 448) 




Haha! Now my mind is finally at ease,  
ever since that guy left and took the woman away.  
I’d now order Pseudolus to come, the absolute villain,  
and take the woman away from me through deceit.   1055 
On my own word, I know well enough,  
I’d rather perjure myself a thousand times 
than have him deceive me by making a laughingstock of me.  
Now certainly I’ll laugh at that man, if I meet him;  
Really I think he’ll be at the mill, as he deserves.   1060 
Now I’d like for Simo to come and meet me,   
so that he can be happy in happiness the same as my own. 
 
The appearance of the pistrinum at 1060 recalls Simo’s earlier wishes to torture Pseudolus. So, 
too, does Ballio’s description of the trickster as scelerum caput, a phrase used by the senex early 
in his conversation with Callipho (hic mihi corrumpit filium, scelerum caput; / hic dux, hic illi est 
paedagogus, hunc ego / cupio excruciari, 446-448). These verbal connections demonstrate that 
Ballio and Simo have a shared interest. Indeed, the pimp wishes for them to meet so that they can 
delight in Pseudolus’ punishment together, a connection that Plautus emphasizes in line 1062: 
the juxtaposition of laetitia and laetus—implying shared happiness—is strengthened by the 
adverb promiscam (from the verb miscere, to mix). 
 As if to accentuate their similarity, Simo enters at line 1063 making a joke at Pseudolus’ 
expense: “I’m going to see what my Ulysses has done, whether he has the standard from the 
Ballionian citadel” (uisso quid rerum meus Ulixes egerit, / iamne habeat signum ex arce 
Ballionia, 1063-1064).46 Like Ballio, who hopes to laugh at Pseudolus’ demise (deridebo, 1059), 
Simo mocks the trickster as a false Ulysses. When Ballio reveals that Phoenicium has been taken 
away by the Macedonian soldier, the senex continues to gloat, wondering aloud why he hesitates 
 
46Cf. Simo’s earlier suggestion that if Pseudolus should accomplish his tricks, he would surpass the virtue 
of King Agathocles (531-532). Like this comparison to Ulysses, the earlier remark amounts to taunting. 
Simo believes (and, perhaps, hopes) that the more likely outcome is a failure for Pseudolus and 
subsequent torture at the mill (533-534). For lengthier examination of allusions to kings in the comedies 
see Richlin (2017: 434-451).  
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to make Pseudolus “lend his name to a colony at the mill” (quid ego cesso Pseudolum / facere ut 
det nomen ad Molas coloniam?, 1099-1100). The timing of their shared fantasy of torture is 
significant. Pseudolus has already accomplished his “siege” through trickery. At the very 
moment that their failure is sealed, Ballio and Simo become more closely linked by their 
brutality.47  
 In the following scene, Simo and Ballio continue to gloat, unaware that Pseudolus has 
already undertaken his triumphal march. Their shared joy would have been an unusual sight for 
elite spectators. In Plautus’ corpus (as in the rest of the comic genre), it is rare for a leno to speak 
with the paterfamilias at all, let alone talk to him about sharing spoils.48 In fact, the durus pater 
tends to be outraged at any and all subalterns who enable his son’s extravagant spending (e.g. 
Nicobulus of Bacchides; Periphanes of Epidicus; Theopropides of Mostellaria). The audience 
would likely have expected Simo to be at odds with Ballio, especially considering that, up to this 
point in the play, they have not spoken at all. Yet suddenly they seem familiar with and even 
similar to one another. 
 This unusual relationship between the senex and the leno signals to elite spectators that 
citizen enslavers are not as distinct from pimps as they would like to imagine.49 Although Simo 
 
47Their uses of praeda in the lines that follow emphasize their connection. When they run into Harpax, 
Ballio mentions plunder and plundering twice (1124; 1138), while Simo reminds him to share the spoils 
(1164-1165). This shared desire for praeda indicates a shared goal: as they face Pseudolus in ‘battle,’ they 
intend to treat his defeat with violence. 
 
48The only other plays in which an elite father interacts with a pimp are Poenulus and Rudens. In 
Poenulus, Hanno plays an important role in bringing about the downfall of the pimp Lycus, who had 
purchased and enslaved Anterastilis and Adelphasium. In Rudens, the senex Daemones recovers his lost 
daughter from the pimp Labrax. Their initial conversations are tense, but they reconcile during the play’s 
final scene when a dispute arises over money Labrax has promised to the enslaved Gripus. To avoid 
further conflict, Daemones strikes a deal with the pimp (at Gripus’ expense) and invites him in for a meal. 
 
49Indeed, Marshall (2015: 124) points out that “a slave woman’s situation may change at the master’s 
whim. At any time she may be sent to provide sexual favors to a houseguest as a gift, for money, or with 
an eye to a sale.” In Mercator, the ancilla Pasicompsa is sold to the adulescens by someone he calls a 
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initially appears onstage with Callipho, he ignores much of his friend’s advice and demonstrates 
through their conversation that he cannot control his brutal fantasies. Thereafter Callipho 
disappears from the play entirely50 and when Simo re-emerges, his obsession with the pistrinum 
links him closely with the pimp—a universally maligned character in the genre and a particularly 
violent character in this play. This shift in the senex’s primary relationship speaks to the kind of 
citizen Plautus is most interested in portraying: not a moderate noble with whom the elite 
spectators can positively identify, but a person who succumbs to his most violent urges and 
associates with an infamis. Simo, then, embodies Plautus’ critique of the elite logic of 
enslavement. His behavior shows that elite claims to superiority and self-control are a posture. In 
reality, when elites deal with enslaved persons, their emotions get the best of them. 
 Also critical to understanding Simo’s characterization is the manufacture of the double trick. 
The narrative does not require that Pseudolus make a bet with his enslaver for twenty minae, 
since he steals what is needed for Phoenicium’s purchase from Harpax. The double defeat, then, 
is a means by which the enslaved can triumph over the enslaver who wanted so badly to torture 
him. Indeed, with the meretrix rescued and the pimp embarrassed by both the cook and the 
trickster, Calidorus is free to be with his beloved. The play’s purported problem is resolved. 
 
hospes (Merc. 97-105). Marshall (ibid: 138 n.9) suggests on this basis that the citizen family may be 
friendly with a pimp: “this transaction technically makes the hospes a leno, even if he had no intention of 
selling Pasicompsa when he sent her to Charinus,” James (2010: 40 n.1) offers a different perspective: 
“Charinus says the hospes was willing to take Pasicompsa back if she was found to be unsuitable…No 
comic pimp offers a return policy on female goods…Such traffic in women suggests that casual resale of 
what Marshall rightly designates “sex slaves,” might not have raised many eyebrows in citizen society. 
Demipho’s spurious fear that Pasicompsa’s presence would raise charges of lenocinium may further 
suggest that citizens might conduct such traffic.” In either case, Plautus stages a citizen family who has 
close associations with an actual pimp or who engages in the same kinds of behavior as a pimp. 
 
50Plautus seems to have been less interested in sentimental and ethically satisfying elite male friendships 
than his comic predecessors. See Anderson (1993: 34-46) for discussion of how Plautus alters 
relationships between friends in his adaptions of Philemon. He suggests that “Plautus found his comic 
sense increasingly alienated by such ‘tear-jerking’ situations” (40). 
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Nevertheless, Plautus writes a final scene dedicated to the embarrassment of Simo: he makes the 
elites in the audience watch Pseudolus practice radical freedom of movement in his triumphus ad 
cantharum.51 
 As Ballio and Harpax exit, Simo turns to the audience to speak in monologue about the 
enslaved trickster: 
bene ego illum tetigi, bene autem seruos inimicum suom. 
nunc mi certum est alio pacto Pseudolo insidias dare 
quam in aliis comoediis fit, ubi cum stimulis aut flagris 
insidiantur: at ego iam intus promam uiginti minas 
quas promisi si ecfecisset; obuiam ei ultro deferam. 
nimis illic mortalis doctus, nimis’ uorsutus, nimi’ malus; 
superauit dolum Troianum atque Vlixem Pseudolus. 
nunc ibo intro, argentum promam, Pseudolo insidias dabo. (1238-1245)  
 
I've managed him well, and even my slave managed his enemy well.  
Now I’ll have to ambush Pseudolus in some other way 
than it’s done in other comedies, where slaves are ambushed with goads  
and whips. Once inside I’ll produce the twenty minae  
which I promised if he should bring this about. I'll voluntarily carry them to him.  
That man is too clever, too crafty, too mischievous.  
He has overcome the Trojan trick and Ulysses, that Pseudolus.  
Now I'll go inside, take out the money, and ambush Pseudolus. 
 
His resolution not to resort to goads and whips ironically draws attention to his desire to inflict 
torture. Even if he will not punish Pseudolus, he cannot help but mention the possibility. Indeed, 
he understands it as a common practice among comic enslavers—a practice to which he is 
entitled.52 By repeating words related to ambush (insidias dare, insidiantur, insidias dabo), he 
 
51As Richlin (2017:187) points out, it is striking that Simo feels compelled to hand over this money on 
stage, for “big money very rarely comes into slaves’ possession in the plays.” It is doubly striking, then, 
that Pseudolus never remarks that he will use the extra cash to buy his freedom (Cf. Strobilus of Aulularia 
[816-817]; Gripus of Rudens [927-929]; Paegnium of Persa [284-286]; Phoenicium of Pseudolus [225-
226]). If that were the case, the double trick would serve to guarantee his freedom. Instead, it seems to 
drive primarily toward the embarrassment of the senex. 
 
52As M.M. Wilcock points out, “Slaves in other plays…are indeed lain in wait for.” See Epid. 666ff. and 
Most. 1064 for enslavers who lie in wait to punish enslaved persons.  
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seeks to re-establish his dominance. He is determined to figure out a way to take revenge on 
Pseudolus. Yet at the same time, he cannot help but admire the trickster’s handiwork. His 
admission that “Pseudolus has overcome the Trojan trick and Ulysses” constitutes a renunciation 
of his earlier mockery. In fact, he describes the trickster as uorsutum, the same word used in the 
first line of Livius Andronicus’ Odyssia (uirum mihi, Camena, insece uersutum) to translate the 
Homeric πολύτροπον (Od. 1.1). Pseudolus has not only infiltrated the Ballionian citadel, as Simo 
called it, but has proven himself the clever hero of the play. 
 After Simo’s speech, a drunken Pseudolus stumbles onto the stage to perform a celebratory 
canticum about the effects of wine, his time spent partying with Calidorus, and his talent for 
dancing (1246-1284). It is unusual to see an enslaved person’s celebration described at such 
length,53 but even more so to hear that Pseudolus himself was allowed to recline with a meretrix: 
“I left them reclining and drinking, the lovers with their girls, and my own girl in the same 
place… I was giving myself to my girlfriend, so she’d caress me” (illos accubantis, potantis, 
amantis / cum scortis reliqui, et meum scortum ibidem…amicae dabam me meae, / ut me amaret, 
1271-1277). These details mark the ending of the play as particularly Saturnalian. Pseudolus 
carries himself as if he were one of the adulescentes—as if he were already free. Indeed, he tells 
the audience that he has come home to remind Simo of their “treaty” (uenio foedus 
commemoratum, 1283). The war has been waged and now his enslaver must make peace by 
paying up. 
 In the conversation that follows, Pseudolus unabashedly parades his victory over Simo, 
especially delighting in the limited forms of physical humiliation he can inflict: 
 
53Enslaved men occasionally mention attending parties with adulescentes, but their remarks are brief. See 
Bacch. 646 and Most. 36-37. The final scenes of Stichus stage two enslaved men partying with their 
enslaved amica on a day off, but their party is a reunion rather than a celebration of victory over a shared 
enemy (Stich. 641-775). 
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…SI. quid tu, malum, in os igitur mi ebrius inructas?  
PS. molliter sis tene me, caue ne cadam: non uides me  
ut madide madeam?  
SI. quae istaec audaciast te sic interdius  
cum corolla ebrium ingrediri? PS. lubet.  
SI. quid, lubet? pergin ructare in os mihi?  
PS. suauis ructus mihi est. sic sine, Simo. (1295-1301) 
 
…SI. Why then, you scoundrel, are you drunkenly burping in my face? 
PS. Hold me up gently, make sure I don’t fall. Don’t you see 
that I’m drippingly drunk? 
SI. What insolence is this that you go about like this 
drunk during the day with a garland? PS. It’s pleasing.  
SI. Why pleasing? Will you continue to burp in my face?  
PS. The burp is sweet to me. Allow it, Simo.  
 
The staging of the scene would only have emphasized the Saturnalian aspects of the exchange. 
The drunken Pseudolus looks directly into the face of his enslaver, falling into his arms, and 
belching up the remnants of his celebration. The sheer number of times words for burping are 
repeated, as well as the attention drawn to the wetness and the smell of Pseudolus’ breath, show 
how Plautus is luxuriating in this comical moment. Simo must withstand this violation of his 
boundaries, but so, too, must the elite spectators. They are confronted with an enslaved person 
who experiences unadulterated joy in a triumph over his weakened enslaver. His casual use of 
lubere adds insult to injury. Amy Richlin suggests that this verb plays a central role “[i]n the 
language in which slave characters lay claim to power”—it “expresses free will, the unfettered 
volition that belongs to a free person” (2017: 233, 234). Pseudolus, thus, relegates his enslaver to 
the realm of the subaltern while staking his own claim to freedom. 
 In fact, he continues to relish his momentary power over Simo. Preparing to take the bag of 
money, he exclaims: 
PS. onera hunc hominem ac me consequere hac. SI. egone istum onerem? PS. onerabi’, scio. 
SI. quid ego huic homini faciam? satin ultro et argentum aufert et me inridet? 
PS. uae uictis! SI. uorte ergo umerum. 
PS. em! SI. hoc ego numquam ratu’ sum 
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fore me ut tibi fierem supplex. 
heu heu heu! PS. desine. SI. doleo. PS. ni dolores tu, ego dolerem. 
SI. quid? hoc auferen, Pseudole mi, aps tuo ero? PS. lubentissumo corde atque animo.  
         (1315-1321)  
 
PS. Load this man up and follow me this way. SI. I should load that? PS. You’ll certainly 
load it up. 
SI. What should I do to this guy? Doesn’t he unduly take my money and laugh at me too? 
PS. Woe to the conquered! SI. Turn your shoulder then. 
PS. Right there! SI. I never supposed that this would turn out 
so that I became a suppliant to you. 
Ah ah ah! PS. Quit it. SI. It hurts. PS. If you weren’t hurting, I’d be hurting. 
SI. What? Are you going to take this, my Pseudolus, from your owner? PS. With a most 
pleased heart and mind.  
 
M.M. Willcock compares lines 1315-1318 to Argyrippus’ embarrassment in Asinaria: Leonida 
and Libanus argue with the desperate adulescens about who is to carry the bag of money (657-
660) and then ride him like a donkey. Forcing Simo to load the bag onto Pseudolus’ shoulder is 
“an additional humiliation for the old man” (1991: 138). Indeed, Pseudolus is laughing at him 
and in response to his complaints offers the famous last words of Brennus the Gaul: vae victis 
(Willcock 1991: 138; Leigh 2004: 52). Richlin asks what the use of such a phrase would mean to 
an audience member who had come to Rome as part of the spoils—how the enslaved spectators 
might feel watching Pseudolus’ victory (2017: 40). It is also worth considering what these words 
would have meant to elites who had brought enslaved persons to Rome as part of the spoils: How 
would enslavers’ have felt watching Pseudolus so boldly reject Simo’s control?54 
 Simo’s angry response to the proclamation is instructive. Despite having repeatedly 
mentioned that he cannot or will not beat Pseudolus, Simo now orders him to present his 
 
54Considering Pseudolus’ earlier use of foedus, the brazen proclamation of uae uictis could constitute a 
reimagining of Roman victory over foreign enemies. In the world of the theater—the world created by the 
subaltern actors—an alternate reality can be imagined. It is impossible to know whether elites in the 
audience would have recognized these words as those of the Gallic chieftain, as it was some 200 years 
earlier, but they would certainly have understood their martial implications. Coming from Pseudolus, who 
is described as having red hair (rufus quidam, 1218), uae uictis is a loaded term. 
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shoulder. This command has a double meaning: “turn your shoulder so that I can load it with the 
money” and “turn your shoulder for a beating.”55 Indeed, in lines 1315 and 1316, Simo had 
addressed the audience as if looking for authorization to break the comic illusion and beat 
Pseudolus. At the same time, he reminded them that the enslaved make humor at the expense of 
enslavers: Pseudolus is not only taking his money, but is laughing at him (me inridet). The 
response vae victis, then, comes at a critical moment. By directly addressing the audience, Simo 
has disrupted their enjoyment and brought them into the events of the play. In this moment, vae 
victis constitutes both ridicule of Simo’s loss and revenge fantasy of enslaved over enslaver, 
foreigner over Roman. Pseudolus signals to elite spectators that the enemies they have 
defeated—the people they have enslaved—have not forgotten their cruelty.  
 When Simo orders Pseudolus to turn his shoulder at line 1317, he demonstrates his belief 
that he can restore his dominance through subtle reminders of his power to torture. With the 
audience still captivated by Simo’s direct address, the trickster shows that he is unmoved by such 
a threat. The senex resorts to whining, to proclaiming that he is pained by having to supplicate 
the man he enslaves, but he is again met with resistance. Like Milphio, Pseudolus prevents his 
enslaver from being able to define “pain”—from being able to use such terms for his own ends. 
Real pain, he reminds the spectators, is what he endures when Simo beats him. He underscores 
the point a few lines later: “You’ll never be a penny richer from my winnings, nor would you 
have felt bad for my back if I hadn’t accomplished this today” (…nam hinc numquam eri’ 
nummo diuitior, / neque te mei tergi misereret, hoc sei non hodie efecissem, 1323-1324). His 
enslaver’s pleas for mercy are disingenuous, as Pseudolus knows he would not have been shown 
 
55Enslavers commonly whipped enslaved persons on the shoulder. Cf. Asin 315-316, Asin. 547, Pers. 32, 
and Poen. 153. 
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mercy if the roles had been reversed. Giving Simo this taste of his own medicine, if only for a 
moment, is to Pseudolus the greatest joy (lubentissumo). 
 Recognizing that he has failed to sway Pseudolus, Simo makes a final threat: “There will be 
time for me to get revenge on you, as long as I live” (erit ubi te ulciscar, sei uiuo, 1325). Not 
missing a breath, Pseudolus shoots back: “Why are you making threats? I have a back” (quid 
minitare? habeo tergum, 1325). This rhetorical move denies the enslaver his ability to maintain 
power through fear. Pseudolus reframes his back as a shield against his enslaver’s brutality, 
separate from the rest of his body—the only part of him to which his enslaver can bring any 
harm.56 Enslaved persons in Plautus’ comedies make such comments about their body parts 
frequently (cf. Asin. 276; Bac. 365; Capt. 650; Epid. 348; Men. 275; Mos. 991-992; Poen. 138-
139; Tri. 463-465). Erin Moodie suggests that one such example “represents…comic slaves’ 
‘splitting of the self into the teller and the object of the joke’ when they claim not to care about 
physical punishment” (2015: 106-107). 
 This splitting of the self from the body is a radical defiance of a primary dehumanizing 
technique used by enslavers. To elites like Simo, the enslaved are property rather than human 
beings: they are bodies to be owned, objects to be abused. To rid enslaved persons of their 
 
56His statement also notably refutes a remark made by Ballio during his canticum. To a group of enslaved 
men seemingly unphased by his threats, the pimp shouts: “Surely you’re thinking this way: your 
toughness will overcome both this whip and me. Now look how they’re doing otherwise! Mind this, pay 
close attention, you listen here while I’m speaking, you lash-bearing race of men. Never, I mean never 
will your back be stronger than this hide of mine” (nempe ita animati esti’ uos: uinciti’ duritia hoc atque 
me. / hoc sis uide, ut alias res agunt! hoc agite, hoc animum aduortite, / huc adhibete auris quae ego 
loquor, plagigera genera hominum. / numquam edepol uostrum durius tergum erit quam terginum hoc 
meum, 151-154). Ballio implicitly recognizes that there is a point at which enslaved persons will not 
respond to threats of lashing because they are no longer afraid. By reminding them of their vulnerability 
while holding a whip, he attempts to re-instill the fear that makes them obedient. At the end of the play, 
however, Pseudolus demonstrates in his own canticum that the brutality of enslavers has failed. He 
reframes his back not as a source of weakness, but a source of protection: a shield between his enslaver 
and his essential self. 
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identities, Roman elites forcibly alienated them from their homelands, gave them new names 
(Richlin 2017: 72-84), and forced them to learn a new language. The express purpose of such 
practices was to destroy any sense of self, making it more difficult for the enslaved to fight back 
(Hunt 2018: 19, 89-91).57 Yet in Plautus’ comedies, the enslaved use the alienation of self from 
body as a means to resist their enslavers’ brutality. By questioning the efficacy of Simo’s threats 
because he “has a back,” Pseudolus implies that his enslavers’ objectification of him has had the 
opposite of the desired effect: “You have treated my body like an object, and now that it is one, 
you cannot hurt me anymore.” The body can be brutalized, but the essential self—the will to live 
autonomously—cannot be destroyed.  
 Pseudolus’ powerful refusal of fear is enough to temporarily quiet Simo, who replies “All 
right then, go ahead” (age sane igitur, 1326). In the lines that follow, the trickster offers trivial 
appeasement—a return of some money should Simo obey him—but continues to dictate his 
enslaver’s movements. As Niall Slater puts it, “Theater is Pseudolus’ own game, and he cannot 
be beaten at it…He is moving Simo about in this last scene, manipulating Simo like an actor in a 
play” (1985: 143). Indeed, the self-proclaimed poeta has shown that he can direct his “actors” 
successfully—that he really is the character who controls the narrative of the play. 
 That this play ends with such an extended triumph for Pseudolus—a triumph defined not 
only by his wild partying, but also by his ability to physically embarrass his enslaver—is 
significant to understanding whose perspectives on brutality it privileges. Gordon Williams 
 
57The concept of natal alienation as a constituent element of enslavement comes from the influential work 
of Orlando Patterson (1982). Earlier definitions of enslavement had emphasized the relationship between 
enslaved and enslaver as primarily a property relation. Patterson, by contrast, casts enslavement as a 
relationship defined by the violent domination of enslaver over enslaved. Such domination results in 
social death for enslaved persons, who fundamentally lack honor and are purposefully alienated from 
familial ties, familial prestige, and other familial rights normally acquired at birth. For recent critical 
assessments of Patterson’s theory with a view to the ancient world, see Bodel (2017) and Lewis (2017). 
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speculates that in Plautus’ Greek source,58 Callipho would have returned in the final scene as a 
mediator (Williams 1956: 443-444).59 Yet Plautus does away with Callipho. Rather than bringing 
in a character whose posture of self-control makes the status quo seem more natural, he relishes 
in Pseudolus’ victory over Simo. The concerns of the citizen family are also relegated to a one-
line exchange: “Are you at all angry with me or your son for what we did, Simo? “Not at all” 
(PS. numquid iratus es aut mihi aut filio propter has res, Simo? SI. nil profecto, 1330). David 
Christenson writes of this exchange: “Simo proves to be a lenient father…Pseudolus has 
successfully mended the father/son relationship, as well as that with his master (even the most 
irate of P.’s senes typically grant amnesty to their servi callidi…)” (2020: 356). But it seems an 
overstatement to take Simo’s two-word agreement as a sign that he has become a senex lepidus.  
 As I have argued above, Plautus characterizes Simo as a bitter enslaver with a penchant for 
brutality up to line 1325—a mere 10 lines before the play ends. Even if one supposes that the 
spectators would accept nil profecto as a sign of resolution, they had been subjected to watching 
Simo’s threats and instinctive desire to torture for the entirety of his time on stage (in his first 
appearance, in his dealings with Ballio, and in this final scene). Formally speaking, nil profecto 
resolves his anger, but would elite spectators have easily forgotten how emotional he had been? 
Plautus does not lend much effort to making Simo’s forgiveness seem sincere. Indeed, the 
enslaver had only just reminded Pseudolus that he could still beat him tomorrow (erit ubi te 
ulciscar, sei uiuo). 
 
58No Greek source is known for this play, but its opening scene bears resemblance to a fragment of 
Menander. See: Christenson (2020), 19-25. 
 




 Rather than an ending that easily resolves conflict between enslaver and enslaved—an 
ending that would mark a return to the status quo by presenting enslavement as the natural state 
of affairs—Pseudolus has an ending that preserves its implicit critique of enslavers. Simo’s self-
control is a posture, which he can maintain for only moments at a time. For the most part, he 
cannot control his feelings of rage in dealings with the enslaved: he cannot rein in his desire to 
torture. Pseudolus, on the other hand, triumphs in a way that must have been striking. He dances, 
drinks, and parades his enemy across the stage in a nearly Bacchic way. He experiences pleasure 
such as is not given to the enslaved (except perhaps during Saturnalia). He physically 
demonstrates his superiority to Simo. His more significant triumph, however, is mental. To the 
very end of the play, he rejects his enslaver’s fear tactics. This representation of the enslaved 
laughing (and in Pseudolus’ case, burping) in the face of violence ultimately constitutes a radical 









CHAPTER FOUR: THREATS OF BRUTALITY AGAINST ENSLAVED WOMEN 
 
 
 In the preceding chapters, I have argued that jokes and formal humor about the torture of 
enslaved persons in Plautus’ comedies brought elite viewers forcibly into the plays. Plautus 
repeatedly showed these viewers the perspectives of enslaved persons on enslavement—a 
hallmark of his comedy. He thus also confronted them with their own habitual brutality, both 
casual and deliberate. In this chapter, I consider scenes in which gendered violence—namely, the 
rape of enslaved women—becomes part of a play’s humor. Such scenes are significant for 
understanding Plautus’ approach to brutality, for they represent a marked shift away from Greek 
comic and literary engagements with violence against enslaved women. I briefly look to these 
extant Greek sources below to show how Plautus brings the trauma of enslaved women to light 
in a new way. Unlike his predecessors, he not only shows how these women feel about what is 
done to them, but even stages moments of revenge fantasy against their enslavers.  
 Menander’s comedies—from which Plautus drew much comic material1—cast only a 
sideways glance at the abuse of enslaved women. Sharon James proposes that the recurring motif 
of the dispossessed, miraculously virginal citizen daughter “indicates at least [Menander’s] 
awareness that subalterns, particularly slaves, suffered what we call rape, a physical violation 
 
1Plautus seldom mentions Greek sources, but particularly avoids mention of Menander. As Anderson 
(1993: 30-31) points out, even in plays that are clearly adapted from Menander (Cistellaria, Stichus) or 
seem to “bear the Menandrian stamp” (Aulularia), Plautus neglects to name either Menander or a Greek 
source play. The prologue to Bacchides, a play inspired by Menander’s Dis Expaton, has been lost, but 
Anderson thinks it unlikely that Plautus would have named the Greek playwright there. By contrast, 




that occurs between persons rather than between a male person and a piece of property” (James: 
n.d.).2 But even if Menander’s comedies indicate an awareness of brutality against subaltern 
women,3 it is a not a topic much pondered by his characters. As David Konstan writes, “The 
violence implicit in the institution of slavery shows through as part of the backdrop, 
taken for granted, of the social world of Menandrean comedy” (2013: 158). In this vein, 
Menander is similar to his Greek predecessors. Xenophon’s Oeconomicus, Aristophanes’ 
Acharnians, and Lysias 1, for example, make only brief allusions to the rape of enslaved women 
by their enslavers.  
 In the Oeconomicus, Ischomachus remarks that a wife without cosmetics is more attractive 
than an enslaved woman: the wife is willing, while the enslaved woman must be forced (Oec. 
10.12). In Acharnians, Dikaiopolis fantasizes about raping a girl enslaved by his neighbor: “How 
much sweeter by far, o Phales, Phales, to find the blooming slave girl—Strymodorus’ Thracian 
girl—stealing wood from Mount Phelleus, and grab her around the middle, lift her up, throw her 
down, and squeeze the pip out of her grape, o Phales, Phales” (πολλῷ γάρ ἐσθ᾽ ἥδιον, ὦ Φαλῆς 
Φαλῆς, / κλέπτουσαν εὑρόνθ᾽ ὡρικὴν ὑληφόρον / τὴν Στρυμοδώρου Θρᾷτταν ἐκ τοῦ Φελλέως / 
μέσην λαβόντ᾽ ἄραντα καταβαλόντα / καταγιγαρτίσ᾽ ὦ / Φαλῆς Φαλῆς, Ach. 271-276).4 Lysias 
 
2See also Marshall (2013: esp. 188-192). 
 
3In Perikeiromene, for example, a soldier commits an act of violence against Glykera, his pallake—a 
subaltern (but not enslaved) common-law wife. After he hears that she was seen embracing another man, 
he forcefully cuts her hair in retaliation. The audience soon learns that the man she had embraced was her 
brother by birth. Although the enslaved woman Doris remarks that soldiers are lawless (παράνομοι, 186) 
and Glykera’s brutalization was unfair (ἄδικα, 188), Pataikos later clarifies the play’s moral schema: such 
violence is unsuitable or uncustomary (οὐ κατὰ τρόπον) because of Glykera’s status as wife (486-492). 
She is owed certain rights and protections because of her status, but the soldier has carelessly disregarded 
these moral standards. This scenario is unlike the plot of Plautus’ comedy, which problematizes the 
brutalization of subaltern women more broadly. Pardalisca shows repeatedly and emphatically that her 
enslaver’s behavior is immoral not because she and Casina have any rights or protections as ancillae, but 
because they do not want to have sex with him and are fundamentally undeserving of his abuse. 
 
4Translation adapted from James (n.d.). 
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1.12 briefly mentions a similar violent outburst. Euphiletus’ wife forbids him to leave the upper 
level of their home under the pretense that he likes to rape one of their enslaved maids: “‘So that 
you,’ she said, ‘can have a go at the slave girl? The one you earlier dragged around when you 
were drunk?’” (‘ἵνα σύ γε’ ἔφη ‘πειρᾷς ἐνταῦθα τὴν παιδίσκην: καὶ πρότερον δὲ μεθύων εἷλκες 
αὐτήν’). 
 In these texts, the rape of enslaved women by their enslavers is considered so normal that it 
is mentioned only in passing, unworthy of further comment.5 Still, these authors unwittingly 
preserve the truth of enslaved women’s abuse by their enslavers, for their language reveals that 
enslaved women resisted abuse, that these women may even have tried to run away. Indeed, if 
enslaved women submitted willingly to the sexual whims of their enslavers, Ischomachus would 
not have to use force; Dikaiopolis would not have to treat the girl with violence; Euphiletus 
would not have to drag the maid around. These three sources come from very different genres 
(Aristophanic comedy, legal oration, and Socratic dialogue), but are consistent in their 
(under)representation of enslaved women’s lives. The Greek authors refuse to acknowledge how 
physical abuse affects the persons subjected to it. Such an erasure of violence against enslaved 
persons is not surprising in the literature of a slave society, for enslaved women (like all enslaved 
people) were viewed as non-human.  
 By contrast to this literary background, however, Plautus’ approach to brutality seems less 
common. I have argued in Chapters Two and Three that, rather than refuse to confront the brutal 
realities of enslavement, Plautus makes violence against subaltern persons an object of prolonged 
 
5James (n.d.) notes several additional examples. The rape of enslaved women is taken for granted in the 
Homeric texts, where Priam and Menelaus have sons by enslaved women and many soldiers are said to be 
born from citizen fathers and enslaved mothers. In Attic tragedy, Iole, Cassandra, and Andromache are all 




and repeated contemplation, a structure in his theatrical corpus. I argue here that he engages 
similarly with threats of violence against enslaved women and brings these women’s 
perspectives and feelings into full view. As with the puer speech of Pseudolus, Plautus’ comic 
treatment of gendered violence does not make light of citizen brutality against enslaved women. 
Rather, Plautus elevates the enslaved as comic protagonists in order to reveal truths elsewhere 
relegated to the margins, as in the Greek examples cited above. While elite men were a captive 
audience at the ludi, Plautus turned their violence into an uncomfortable subject of comedy: he 
made them think about the feelings of the enslaved women they tortured and raped—feelings 
they would have observed close up whenever they brutalized these women.  
 My primary focus for this chapter will be Casina—a play in which sexual violence against 
enslaved women is not merely on display, but fundamentally structures the plot.6 The contest for 
the eponymous enslaved woman in this play is unique. Unlike other dispossessed daughters in 
Plautus’ corpus, the eponymous Casina is not a meretrix, but an ancilla raised as if she were a 
citizen daughter (educauit magna industria, / quasi si esset ex se nata, 45-46). Her status within 
the household makes it more unusual that she is sought after not by one or two men, but by four: 
both the father and son of the citizen family that enslaves her, as well as the two enslaved men 
who serve as their proxies. The audience is constantly reminded of the sexual threat to Casina 
and the way in which various parties respond to that threat. Additionally, one of the primary 
comic protagonists of this play is the ancilla Pardalisca, who performs a long paratragic 
canticum and embodies the role of the servus callidus by making a fool of her enslaver and 
consistently asserting her personal interest in carrying out her tricks. In my reading of this play, I 
 
6Indeed, McCarthy (2000: 80) writes: “Although sex between masters and slaves is never very far from 
the Plautine stage, usually in the form of slave concubines or pueri delicati, it nowhere else has as central 




will discuss how these structural idiosyncrasies hold up a critical mirror to elite men in the 
audience: how does Plautus confront these men with their own brutality—with the resistance of 
the women they abuse?  
 I then look briefly to scenes from Pseudolus and Poenulus, where free men threaten, in 
highly aestheticized terms, to brutalize enslaved women. The brutes of these plays—the pimp 
Ballio and the soldier Antamoenides, respectively—are not elite. Nevertheless, their threats 
demonstrate how Plautus makes use of a comic frame and of formally humorous language to 
confront his audience with the brutalization of enslaved women. Ostentatious alliteration and 
wordplay in these scenes emphasize the foundational violence of enslavement and the 
objectification of the female body: women are made answerable with their bodies for men’s 
inability to control their emotions. Moreover, men who are enslaved or classed as “other” are 
explicitly feminized by their attackers to make them more “appropriate” targets of brutality. 
These scenes show that intersections of gender and status produce critical differences in the 
relationship between brutalizer and brutalized. Men of many social classes take pleasure in the 
thought of overpowering effeminized others. 
 Casina, Pseudolus, and Poenulus present three different sets of circumstances (a 
family domus, a brothel with no hope of anagnorisis, and a family reunion at a brothel), but in 
each play, Plautus prominently stages enslaved women facing threats of sexual brutalization and 
punishment. Even in plays like Casina and Poenulus, which state from the beginning that certain 
enslaved women will be saved from their brutal fates, Plautus shows that safety is a miraculous 
and unlikely outcome. For all the women who are saved, there are other enslaved persons left to 
lecherous old men, brutal pimps, and abusive soldiers. Yet these brutal realities are accompanied 
by comic joy, especially in the plays with triumphant tricksters. Both Pardalisca and Pseudolus 
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prove their dedication to protecting fellow enslaved persons: they use their wits to save 
threatened women from brutality; they defeat their enemies in comic style. They also turn 
outward to address the spectators. By connecting the violence of the plays to the violence of the 
real world, they implicate the viewers in the brutality visited upon enslaved women on stage. 
They say confidently to free men in the audience, “We dictate the moral standards here. We will 
not stand for such brutality.” 
 
Casina   
 The prominence of women in Casina and the length of their speeches makes the play an 
important case study for the impacts of brutality on enslaved women’s lives. The play begins 
when the matrona Cleostrata learns of her husband Lysidamus’ sexual interest in the enslaved 
girl Casina. He hopes to gain unfettered access to Casina by arranging her marriage to his 
enslaved farm-manager, Olympio. His wife, on the other hand, plans to give the girl to their 
son’s arms-bearer, Chalinus. After heated debate, the couple has Chalinus and Olympio draw lots 
to determine Casina’s fate, a contest that Olympio wins. Unwilling to let her husband succeed, 
Cleostrata joins forces with Pardalisca, whom the family enslaves, and her neighbor Myrrhina. 
Through a series of tricks, the women keep the senex out of the house and arrange a fake 
wedding to Chalinus, whom they have dressed as a bride. When both Olympio and Lysidamus 
attempt to sleep with the false Casina, the women revel in their success. As they celebrate their 
triumph, a brief epilogue reveals that Casina has been recognized as the lost citizen daughter of 
Myrrhina.7 
 
7The prologue speaker of Casina tells the audience that Plautus has adapted his play from Diphilus’ 
Κληρούμενοι (Κληρούμενοι vocatur haec comoedia / graece, latine Sortientes. Diphilus / hanc graece 
scripsit…, 31-33). W. Geoffrey Arnott (2003) examines the relationship between Plautus’ comedy and its 
Greek original—a difficult undertaking when no fragments of Diphilus’ play survive (24). He suggests 
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 From the beginning of the play, the audience is made aware of Casina’s vulnerability. The 
prologue reveals that she is being stalked by four men:8 
postquam ea adoleuit ad ea aetate ut uiris 
placere posset, eam puellam hic senex 
amat efflictim, et item contra filius. 
nunc sibi uterque contra legiones parat,    50 
paterque filiusque, clam alter alterum. 
pater adlegauit uilicum qui posceret 
sibi istanc uxorem; is sperat, si ei sit data, 
sibi fore paratas clam uxorem excubias foris. 
filius is autem armigerum adlegauit suom    55 
qui sibi eam uxorem poscat; scit, si id impetret, 
futurum quod amat intra praesepis suas. 
… 
reuortar ad illam puellam expositiciam    
quam serui summa ui sibi uxorem expetunt.   80 
ea inuenietur et pudica et libera, 
ingenua Atheniensis, neque quicquam stupri 
faciet profecto in hac quiedem comoedia. 
mox hercle uero, post transactam fabulam, 
argentum si quis dederit, ut ego suspicor,    85 
ultro ibit nuptum, non manebit auspices. 
 
After that she ripened to that age at which she’s 
liked by men. This old man loves that girl 
desperately, but, on the other hand, so does his son. 
Now both are preparing legions against each other, 50 
both father and son, each unknown to the other. 
The father has ordered his farm-manager to seek 
her out as a wife for himself; he hopes that if it works, 
 
that Plautus made significant alterations to the final scenes of Κληρούμενοι by reducing the recognition of 
Casina, the homecoming of the adulescens Euthynicus, and the pair’s ultimate betrothal and marriage to a 
six-line epilogue at 1012-1018 (39-44). In place of such scenes, Plautus gives more time to the 
embarrassment of the senex and significantly expands the roles of Cleostrata (the “female plotter”), 
Chalinus (the “counterfeit character”), and the ancilla Pardalisca (28). 
 
8At least part of the prologue to this play seems to have been written for a stage revival after Plautus’ 
death. MacCary and Willcock speculate that the lines composed for the revival are lines 5-22 because the 
speaker here uses the first-person plural (as if speaking for the whole acting troupe), while the remainder 
of the prologue uses the first-person singular. They propose that lines 35-63 (an exposition of the plot) 
were derived from Diphilus’ Greek original, but contain Plautine changes and additions. Lines 1-4, 23-34, 
and 64-88, on the other hand, seem to come from Plautus’ original prologue because they appeal to the 
audience’s good humor, make jokes about the holiday and the play’s relationship to its original, and 
explain significant Plautine plot elements (1976: 97-98). Arnott (2003: 26) briefly suggests the likelihood 
that the expository sections at Cas. 35-63 and 79-83 are drawn from Diphilus’ play. 
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he’ll prepare himself a love nest somewhere secret from his wife. 
The son, however, has ordered his own arms-bearer 55 
to seek her out as a wife; he knows that if he succeeds, 
there will be something for him to love at home. 
… 
I’ll return to that girl who was exposed, whom the slaves  
chase as a wife for themselves with extreme force.  80 
She’ll be found to be both chaste and free, 
a freeborn Athenian, nor will there be any violation  
of modesty—at least in this comedy. 
But certainly I’m sure, once the story’s been told, 
if anyone should give her some silver, as I suspect,  85 
she’ll marry him voluntarily without waiting to see the auspices. 
 
The use of military language is notable because it portends the violence to which the men will 
subject Casina should they succeed. They will have to use force to carry her away as a war prize, 
as Olympio admits later when he calls her praeda (mea praedast illa, 113). Indeed, the language 
of line 57 solidifies her status as object. To the men who chase her, she is a mere thing whose 
feelings do not matter.9 The repetition of clam in lines 51 and 54 adds a significant nuance to the 
men’s feelings. Both father and son suppose they are being discrete—hiding their true intent 
from other members of the household—but their plans for Casina are known to all. That citizens 
desire and use enslaved persons for sex is an open secret in the Roman world, but this play 
makes that desire its very subject. There are no secrets about violence in Plautus’ comedies: the 
 
9As the play progresses, the men continue to fantasize about and objectify Casina. For example, Olympio 
mocks Chalinus and ventriloquizes her: “You’ll be shut up firmly in some hole in the wall, where you can 
listen while I caress her and she says to me, ‘My soul, my Olympio, my life, my little honey, my joy, let 
me kiss your eyes, my love, please let yourself be loved, my festival day, my baby sparrow, my dove, my 
bunny!’" (concludere in fenestram firmiter, / unde auscultare possis quóm ego illam ausculer: / quom mi 
illa dicet 'mi animule, mi Olympio, / mea uita, mea mellilla, mea festiuitas, / sine tuos ocellos deosculer, 
uoluptas mea, / sine amabo ted amari, meus festus dies, / meus pullus passer, mea columba, mi lepus’ 
132-138). The real Casina is nowhere to be seen and never gets the opportunity to voice her own feelings 
about these men, who do not care what she wants. When Lysidamus enters, he too fantasizes about Casina 
and talks about his love using food metaphors (217-228). To him, Casina is an object to be consumed. For 
more on the role of food metaphors and smell in the play, see Connors (1997) and Franko (1999). 
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truth of brutality against enslaved women is brought into full view on stage, albeit in a speedy 
and comic way 
 As the prologue ends, the speaker qualifies the enslaved men’s pursuit of Casina as summa 
vi—an act undertaken with extreme force. Even as he assures the viewers that the girl will not be 
violated, he takes this opportunity to remind them that the contest for her hand is about men’s 
desire to overpower—to conquer through violence. Even if these men do not manage to brutalize 
Casina, they will try. The speaker offers further explication of violent male sexuality at 84-86 
when he remarks that subaltern sex laborers would marry their clients willingly (ultro) if they 
were to be paid. This quip establishes a dichotomy between sex laborers and ancillae: sex 
laborers, on the one hand, might be willing to “marry” (nuptum, 86), but ancillae, on the other, 
are unwilling and thus only “marry” when sought by force (summa ui…uxorem expetunt, 80). 
Attention to the feelings of enslaved persons about rape by their enslavers is a hallmark of this 
play. Pardalisca reintroduces the dichotomy of sex laborers and ancillae in the play’s epilogue, 
as I discuss later, but it is noteworthy that male enslaved persons also express repulsion at the 
sexual advances of the senex amator. 
 Lysidamus is repeatedly shown to be preying upon all of the enslaved members of his 
household. More than once, he sexually harasses Olympio as they plot their capture of Casina. 
Chalinus overhears one such conversation: 
OL. ut tibi ego inventus sum obsequens. quod maxime  
cupiebas, eius copiam feci tibi.        450 
erit hodie tecum quod amas clam uxorem. LY. tace.  
ita me di bene ament, ut ego uix reprimo labra  
ob istanc rem quin te deosculer, uoluptas mea. 
CH. quid, deosculere? quae res? quae uoluptas tua?  
ecfodere hercle hic uolt, credo, uesicam uilico.    455 
OL. ecquid amas nunc me? LY. immo edepol me quam te minus.  
licetne amplecti te? CH. quid, amplecti? OL. licet.  
LY. ut, quia te tango, mel mihi uideor lingere.  
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OL. ultro te, amator, apage te a dorso meo.  
CH. illuc est, illuc, quod hic hunc fecit uilicum:    460 
eidem me pridem, cum ei aduorsum ueneram,  
facere atriensem uoluerat sub ianua. 
 
OL. How obedient I’ve turned out to be to you. Something you  
especially desired, I’ve made abundant for you.    450 
Today what you love will be yours, in secret from your wife. LY. Quiet.  
May the gods bless me so well; I can hardly stop my lips 
from kissing you on account of that, my delight.  
CH. What does he mean kiss? What’s he on about? What’s your delight?  
He really wants to dig out, I think, the farm-manager’s bladder. 455 
OL. Do you love me at all now? LY. In fact, I love myself less than you.  
Can I hug you? CH. What does he mean hug? OL. Alright.  
LY. How, when I touch you, I feel like I am tasting honey.  
OL. Get off, lover boy, away from my back with you.  
CH. That’s it, that’s why he made this guy the farm-manager. 460 
Once when I was coming his way, he wanted to do the same  
to me: make me the steward by the back door. 
 
MacCary and Willcock suggest that, in this scene, Chalinus “comes for a time to the wrong 
conclusion” and that he and Olympio reject the senex due to a “comic misunderstanding of his 
motives” (1976: 151-152). But the enslaved men’s reactions tell a different story. For his part, 
Chalinus reveals that he, too, has been subject to his enslaver’s sexual whims. He views these 
advances as sexual in nature because he has personal experience of his enslaver as a sexual 
predator. His comic quips in lines 455 and 462 make Lysidamus’ sexuality the target of laughter, 
but also establish the violent nature of that sexuality. The senex wants to violently penetrate and 
sexually dominate the men he enslaves.10 
 
10As MacCary (1975: 462) writes elsewhere: “Chalinus himself has been a target of the old lecher (460-
462) and Olympio asks the gods to protect him from such a fate (811-8I4). Lysidamus oppresses all 
members of his household and forces them to yield to his sexual domination: his son must give up the 
bride of his choice; his wife must consent to the rape by her own husband of her favorite maid, a girl she 
has raised as her own daughter; slaves, male and female, are subject to his lust. Plautus uses sexual assault 
as metaphor and example of the social, familial and economic repression which Lysidamus as 
paterfamilias practices on his family.” McCarthy (2000: 102) similarly writes “Lysidamus’ longing for 
Casina can no longer be seen in the rosy light of romantic love, as it was in his entrance monody; it is 
immediately transformed into the act of a man who uses his domestic authority to impose his erotic will 
on his slaves.” 
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 Chalinus’ asides to the audience lend significance to Olympio’s refusal at line 459. While 
Olympio wants to appease Lysidamus, he does not want to have sex with him—something he 
may have been forced to do in the past. This refusal, along with Chalinus’ own revelation of 
sexual abuse by the senex, is a precursor for what is to come later: a strong articulation of 
resistance by the enslaved to sexual abuse by their enslavers.11 When Lysidamus’ advances on 
Olympio are focalized through Chalinus as eavesdropper, the viewers are confronted with an 
enslaved perspective on rape. To both Olympio and Chalinus, Lysidamus’ uncontrolled libido is 
a threat. He cares not about love, as he claims several times in his fantasies of Casina (217-228; 
529; 617-618), but rather about using enslaved persons for his own sexual gratification. Timothy 
Moore argues that eavesdropping characters build greater rapport with the audience and triumph 
as comic agents (1998: 30-40). Chalinus thus builds rapport with the viewers as comic agent 
while simultaneously making Lysidamus an object of ridicule for raping the people he enslaves. 
While the physical and verbal comedy of Chalinus and Olympio’s resistance make them funny, 
Lysidamus’ violent sexuality makes him a laughingstock—the person who is made fun of.  
 Chalinus’ commentary thus sets the tone for Pardalisca’s canticum. As Sharon James writes: 
This play gives unparalleled expression to the resentment of all slaves—male and female 
alike—at sexual exploitation and abuse by their owners. But it goes further, under the 
 
11Olympio, in fact, refuses Lysidamus’ sexual advances in a scene which “would give ample opportunity 
for homosexual suggestions and double entendres” (MacCary and Willcock 1976: 179): “LY. But stay, 
even though you’re disgusted. OL. Ugh, your words stink. LY. What’s wrong? OL. This is what’s wrong. 
Won’t you stop? You’re really laying into me. LY. I’ll give you something big to worry about, I think, 
unless you stay still. OL. Oh…goodness, can’t you get away unless you want me to be sick right now?” 
(LY. mane uero, quamquam fastidis. OL. fui fui! foetet tuo’ míhi sermo. / LY. quae res? OL. haec res. 
etiamne astas? enim uero πράγματά μοι παρέχεις. / LY. dabo tibi / μέγα κακόν, / ut ego opinor, nisi 
resistis. OL. ὦ ... ζεῦ, / potin a me abeas, / nisi me uis / uomere hodie?, 727-732). Lysidamus’ use of μέγα 
κακόν is significant because it is both an allusion to his phallus and also a threat to beat Olympio should 
he not submit. The phrase is a translation of the Latin magnum malum—a common term for beating in 
Plautine comedy. Nevertheless, Olympio repeatedly his expresses his disgust and tries to slip out of his 
enslaver’s reach. It is worth noting that this scene occurs after Pardalisca’s canticum, which makes a 
laughingstock of the senex and also forces him to admit that Casina does not want to have sex with him. 
This scene thus strengthens the thread of enslaved resistance to sexual abuse: it communicates again to 
the elite male viewers that the persons they enslave are disgusted by their sexual advances. 
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protective aegis of Comedy, to voice and enact the terror of female slaves at their 
helplessness, and at the cavalier attitudes of men, citizen and slave alike, toward their 
bodies. By systematically extending sexual vulnerability to male slaves, even of adult ages, 
Casina comically indicts the casual forcible sex practiced by male owners, and makes 
common cause among all parties subject to the nearly limitless privilege of patria potestas 
(forthcoming). 
 
In Casina, the rape of enslaved persons—regarded by enslavers as “casual forcible sex”—is 
repeatedly made a topic of conversation on stage. It is unusual in extant Latin literature to see 
adult male enslaved persons discuss rape by their enslavers.12 The time given to Chalinus’ 
perspective on this topic is therefore critical to understanding how this play communicates with 
elite viewers. As James points out, the indictment of Lysidamus’ desire to rape enslaved persons 
unites all parties in the play against him. One of the comic protagonists mocks the violent 
practices of elite men while directly addressing elite men in the audience. When Pardalisca 
enters to perform her canticum, then, Plautus has already begun to push the bounds of these 
viewers’ comfort. Chalinus’ commentary, like the puer’s speech, brings them forcibly into the 
play as unwilling participants in a discourse on violence. The ancilla’s performance intensifies 
that discourse. 
 Pardalisca’s canticum is one of the longest and most metrically diverse in Plautus’ corpus.13 
Her song commences during one of Lysidamus’ attempts to re-enter his home—a space to which 
he has been denied entry for the first half of the play. Many studies of this play regard the ancilla 
as a mere assistant to the plot of the matrona,14 but I make the case here that her role constitutes 
 
12The freedmen at Trimalchio’s dinner party in the Satyricon are an exception. One talks about having 
been an enslaved puer capillatus to a “dignified and respectable man” (57). Like Trimalchio (see Chapter 
Two, p. 68-69), he links his relationship with his enslaver to his current success. 
 
13For more on the metrics of the canticum, see MacCary and Wilcock (1976), 167-170.  
 
14McCarthy (2000: 79-80, 100-109), for example, regards the matrona as the “trickster-rebel” of this play. 




the play’s most significant communication with its elite viewers. Pardalisca’s intersecting 
identities as both woman15 and enslaved person give her a unique perspective on brutalization. 
Her participation in the trick gives voice to and centers that unique perspective, which is 
elsewhere relegated to the margins. In her canticum and the scenes that follow, Pardalisca shows 
that even if she and Cleostrata have a shared cause, their interests in that cause are different. Her 
joyful defense of a fellow enslaved woman is both a demonstration of solidarity and an 
opportunity to make elite men confront their own brutality. Indeed, Pardalisca’s comic triumph 
in this scene makes her not only an ancilla callida, but, as Gellar-Goad puts it, “Casina’s 
strongest character” and “the strongest ancilla in Roman comedy” (2008).  
 About midway through the play, Lysidamus returns home from a conversation with his 
neighbor Alcesimus. The men had tried to trick their wives into gathering at Lysidamus’ house, 
leaving the neighboring house empty for Lysidamus to assault Casina. Nevertheless, the 
scheming women had outmaneuvered them and Lysidmaus angrily mutters to himself about the 
delay: “What injustice have I ever committed against Venus to have such delay standing in my 
way as a lover?” (quid ego umquam erga Uenerem inique fecerim, / cui sic tot amanti mi obuiam 
eueniant morae?, 617-618). At the same time, Pardalisca emerges from the house uttering vague 
laments couched in tragic language:16 “I am nothing, I am nothing, I am completely, completely 
ruined. My heart has died from fear, my wretched limbs tremble. I don’t know where to get or 
look for any help, protection, or safety for myself, any kind of relief” (nulla sum, nulla sum, tota, 
 
15A few scholarly works have noted Plautus’ attention to gender dynamics in this play. See, for example, 
Andrews (2004) on the gendered control of indoor/outdoor space and the use of paratragedy, James 
(2015) on the circumscription of female speech, and Gold (2020) on the transformations of stock 
character types. 
 




tota occidi, / cor metu mortuomst, membra miserae tremunt, / nescio unde auxili, praesidi, 
perfugi / mi aut opis copiam comparem aut expetam, 621-624). Her performance induces fear in 
Lysidamus, who approaches to get more information. Pardalisca skillfully avoids his questions:  
LY. respice modo ad me. PA. o ere mi—LY. quid tibi est? quid timida es? PA. Perii.  
LY. quid, periisti? PA. perii, et tu periisti. LY. a, perii? quid ita? 
PA. uae tibi. LY. immo, uae tibi sit. PA. ne cadam, amabo, tene me.  
LY. quidquid est, eloquere mihi cito. PA. contine pectus,  
face ventum, amabo, pallio. LY. timeo hoc negoti quid siet,  
nisi haec meraclo se uspiam percussit flore Liberi.  
PA. optine auris, amabo. LY. i in malam a me crucem, 
pectus, auris, caput teque di perduint 
nam nisi ex te scio, quidquid hoc est, cito, hoc 
iam tibi istuc cerebrum dispercutiam, excetra tu, 
ludibrio pessuma adhuc quae me habuisti. (632-645) 
 
LY. Look at me. PA. Oh, owner of mine—LY. What’s wrong? Why are you scared? PA. 
I’m undone.  
LY. What do you mean undone? PA. I’m undone and you’re undone. LY. Undone? What is 
it then? 
PA. Woe to you. LY. Well woe to you, too. PA. Please hold me so I don’t fall.  
LY. Whatever it is tell me quickly. PA. Hold onto my chest,  
please fan me with your cloak. LY. I’m afraid of this business,  
unless she’s been somewhere overwhelming herself with the unmixed flower of Bacchus. 
PA. Take hold of my ears, please. LY. I’ll have you up on a cross. 
To hell with your chest, ears, and head! 
Unless you tell me what I need to know quickly 
I’ll bash your brains right out, you snake, 
you—the worst of all women—who’s been making me a laughingstock. 
 
Here Pardalisca showcases linguistic prowess similar to that of male servi callidi (e.g. Pseudolus 
and Milphio).17 She avoids answering her enslaver’s questions by dramatically repeating the verb 
perire, verbally blocking his access to information while also physically blocking him from 
entering his own home. These tactics momentarily diminish his authority: Pardalisca will be the 
poeta and he the unwilling laughingstock of her play.  
 
17On the linguistic prowess of women in Casina, Barbara Gold writes: “The control of meter by female 
characters…serves to reinforce their power over male characters, not only in words but also in the way 
the surprising and foregrounded rhythms draw attention to the very passages in which women are 
successfully plotting against men or are clearly one-upping them” (2020: 170). Pardalisca is no exception. 
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 The ways in which Pardalisca uses her body are also critical to understanding her dominance 
on stage. While dramatically lamenting her fate—even tragically mourning her “nothingness”—
she falls onto Lysidamus, exhorting him to hold her up lest she fall. Like Pseudolus, who uses 
identical language as he drunkenly triumphs over Simo (Cf. Pseud. 1296: molliter sis tene me, 
caue ne cadam), she violates her enslaver’s boundaries and uses his body as a comic tool. Her 
commands underscore the shifting power dynamic: “support my chest, please fan me with your 
cloak” “take hold of my ears.” While singing these lines, Pardalisca would have fallen onto 
Lysidamus, confidently grabbing his cloak and forcing him to hold her up. Such movements 
comically negate the canticum’s opening line (nulla sum, nulla sum, tota, tota occidi). The 
enslaved are neither mere objects of citizen brutality, nor intstrumenta vocalia. They are human 
beings—embodied subjects with their own motives. 
 Lysidamus’ incredulous reaction to Pardalisca’s words is telling. He can only imagine that 
she would treat him like this if she were drunk, as Pseudolus was when he fell onto Simo and 
belched in his face. Indeed, it is no trivial act for the enslaved to touch their enslavers as if they 
are free. Lysidamus’ response affirms that Pardalisca here stakes a transgressive claim to bodily 
autonomy. She transforms the body usually manipulated and abused by her enslaver into a tool 
for blocking and directing his movement; she transforms the person who usually dictates 
punishment into a laughingstock; she effectively paralyzes him by grabbing him, as enslavers 
often did to the enslaved. Even if he poses a sexual threat to the women in his household—even 
if he legally has the right to objectify and brutalize both her and Casina—in this moment of 
resistance, Pardalisca physically realizes their freedom.  
 Like Simo of Pseudolus, Lysidamus cannot endure such bold challenges to his authority. He 
both mentions crucifixion and also makes a graphic threat to bash her brains out. The double 
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compound verb dispercutiam—a form only found here (MacCary and Wilcock 1976: 171)—
emphasizes his anger. This threat, like those made by Simo of Pseudolus and Agorastocles of 
Poenulus, demonstrates a failure to maintain the elite posture of self-control. While pummeling 
Milphio on stage, Agorastocles had suggested that his citizen status was worthless if he did not 
tear the trickster’s eyes and teeth out (non ego homo trioboli sum, nisi ego illi mastigiae / exturbo 
oculous atque dentes, 381-382).18 Here, too, Lysidamus threatens to perform a gruesome act of 
torture himself and proves vulnerable to his emotions. The elite viewers seated in the front of the 
theater see his outburst juxtaposed with Pardalisca’s cool and comical retort: “My owner—” 
“What do you want, my ancilla?” “You’re too angry” (PA. ere mi— LY. quid uis mea me 
ancilla? PA. nimium saeuis, 646). Like Plautus’ male servi callidi, the ancilla callida is in 
control. She refuses to be intimidated into obedience.  
 Pardalisca eventually tells Lysidamus a false story about what is happening indoors: Casina 
is wielding a sword and threatening to kill any man who attempts to marry or sleep with her 
(657-671). Although Casina never appears on stage to give voice to her own feelings, this story 
exhibits enslaved women’s real fear of being subjected to their owners’ sexual whims (Andrews 
2004; Gellar-Goad 2008; James: forthcoming). Casina does not actually have a sword, but 
perhaps wishes to find some way to defend herself—to fend off the men who stalk her and seek 
to use her for their own sexual gratification. Pardalisca here presents these feelings in such a way 
that N.E. Andrews proposes she “present[s] herself dramatically as identifying completely with 
Casina to the point of being Casina” (2004: 455). Gellar-Goad also suggests that here 
“Pardalisca becomes Casina and wields transgressive dominance over all other characters, just as 
 
18Note the similar use of a compound verb (exturbo) to emphasize the brutality of enslavers—a common 
occurrence in Plautus. See also Cas. 455 (ecfodere…uesciam uilico), Aul. 53 (oculos…ecfodiam tibi), 
Trin. 463 (oculum ego ecfodiam tibi), Poen. 139 (corios contriuisti bubulos). 
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the imaginary Casina in this scene brandishes her two swords at both men and women, both 
masters and slaves” (2008). Indeed, Pardalisca seeks to protect Casina and to represent the girl’s 
feelings on stage, but she also expresses her own vulnerabilities and resentments at being forced 
to have sex with elite men.19 The canticum is a manifestation of both women’s feelings—a 
recognition that their suffering is inextricably linked, but so, too, is their triumph over their 
enslaver. Pardalisca here transforms their pain and fear into a joyful expression of solidarity. 
 The ancilla’s delight in Lysidamus’ fear is evident in the lines that follow. As she finishes 
her explanation of Casina’s threat, she catches her enslaver in a Freudian slip:  
PA. per omnis deos et deas deierauit,  
occisurum eum hac nocte quicum cubaret.  
LY. men occidet? PA. an quippiam ad te attinet? LY. uah!  
PA. quid cum ea negoti tibist? LY. peccaui: illuc dicere, uilicum, uolebam. 
PA. sciens de uia in semitam degredere.  
LY. num quid mihi minatur? PA. tibi infesta solist  
plus quam quoiquam (670-677)  
 
PA. She’s sworn by all the gods and goddesses  
that she’ll kill any man who tries to sleep with her tonight. 
LY. She’ll kill me? PA. What does it matter to you? LY. Agh! 
PA. What business do you have with her? LY. That was a mistake, I meant to say the farm-
manager 
PA. You knew you were going from the straight-and-narrow to a winding road. 
LY. Is she making any threats against me? PA. She hates you especially 
more than anyone else. 
 
 
19Both Pardalisca and Casina bear names that exemplify how their enslaver marked them as erotic objects 
to be used for his pleasure. Connors (1997: 305-309) explains that Casina’s name derives from the 
fragrant spice cassia, which was an exotic export to Rome. She suggests “In pursuing Casina, Lysidamus 
is metaphorically pursuing a pleasing scent such as he sought out at the perfume shops.” Pardalisca is the 
diminutive form of the Greek word for leopard (πάρδαλις). Aristotle and Theophrastus emphasize this 
animal’s sweet-smelling breath, while Aelian links its aroma to an erotic charm. The name Pardalisca, 
then, suggests that the person to whom it is given possesses “attractive feline grace”—that she is 
“alluring, dangerous, and remote from human experience.” See also Franko (1999: 11-13). 
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By catching Lysidamus’ verbal slips, Pardalisca strengthens her rapport with the audience 
(Moore 1998: 174) and takes comic control.20 Her linguistic dominance becomes a source of fun 
as she insists that Lysidamus clarify what he meant. She knows well what he plans to do (as she 
lets on in line 675), but wants to force him to admit it aloud: the marriage is not about love, but 
about forcing Casina to fulfill his own desires. 
 By line 675, Pardalisca’s own hatred for Lysidamus begins to surface. Her remark that he 
has veered from the correct path constitutes a moral judgment (a judgment she will repeat later): 
it is wrong to sexually abuse an ancilla. The missing feminine subject in lines 676-677 might 
have allowed the actors playing Pardalisca to add their own emphasis in performance, 
simultaneously indicating both her own disgust and Casina’s. Pardalisca expresses further 
distaste for her enslaver a few lines later, in an aside to the audience: “LY. Goodness, I’m 
undone, a wretch! PA. It’s what you deserve” (LY. perii hercle ego miser! PA. dignu’s tu, 683). 
Lysidamus here laments that Casina has threatened to kill him, while Pardalisca declares him 
worthy of such a fate. Her persistent asides to the audience carve out a space in which she can 
 
20She maintains this rapport throughout the play. With Chalinus disguised as a bride for the false 
wedding, Pardalisca coaches him: “Lift your feet a little over the threshold, my new bride. Start this 
journey safely so that you’ll always survive for your husband and your prowess will be more powerful 
and you’ll conquer your husband and be a conqueress and your voice and your might will overcome. May 
your husband clothe you while you plunder him. By night and day trick your husband, please remember 
that” (sensim supera tolle limen pedes, mea noua nupta / sospes iter incipe hoc, uti uiro tuo / semper sis 
superstes, / tuaque ut potior pollentia sit uincasque uirum uictrixque sies, / tua uox superet tuomque 
imperium: uir te uestiat, tu uirum despolies. / noctuque et diu ut uiro subdola / opsecro, memento, 815-
825). Like other Plautine servi callidi, she uses alliterative, boisterous language and extensive military 
metaphor to describe a victory over her enslaver. Her military language holds special significance because 
it refutes the male desire to violently triumph over women (as showcased in the play’s prologue and 
opening scene). In Pardalisca’s view, it is women who will overcome. Her short speech ultimately shows 
her prowess as poeta: she is the “director” of this comical play-within-the-play. Later, when Olympio and 
Lysidamus emerge from the house, she mocks them “joyfully and in her usual way” (libens fecero et 
solens, 869). She is accustomed to speaking freely and using her voice as a tool for domination, as she 
instructs the false bride to do. 
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communicate her own perspective. Although she says that the matronae invented the trick, she 
adds her own flare at every turn.21  
 Her uses of ludo and ludere are also significant: 
LY. neque est neque fuit me senex quisquam amator 
adaeque miser. PA. ludo ego hinc facete; 
nam quae facta dixi, omnia huic falsa dixi. 
era atque haec dolum ex proxumo hunc protulerunt: 
ego huc missa sum ludere (684-88) 
 
LY. There is not now and never was an old lover 
as wretched as I am. PA. I’m playing a game with this one; 
everything I’ve said happened was a lie. 
My mistress and the lady from next door invented the trick: 
I was sent here to play him. 
 
While speaking directly to the audience, Pardalisca alludes to the festival context of the 
performance—the ludi. She disrupts the viewers’ enjoyment of the play to inform them that her 
story is a fake, that she is only acting. This remark momentarily reveals the parallels between 
what is happening on stage and what is happening in the space of the theater, for it blurs the line 
between Pardalisca (the character who is acting in the play-within-the-play) and the actor playing 
Pardalisca (the person acting in the real play). It also blurs the line between Lysidamus (the elite 
 
21In a later speech Pardalisca differentiates her own motivations from those of the matronae: “Yet these 
women want to kick the old man out unfed so that they alone can fill their bellies. I know these female 
devourers: they could eat a ship full of food.” (illae autem senem / cupiunt extrudere incenatum ex 
aedibus, / ut ipsae solae uentres distendant suos. / noui ego illas ambestrices: corbitam cibi / comesse 
possunt 775-779). Ambestrices is found in only one other passage in extant Latin literature where it is 
used to describe bears (ursae saevae hominis ambestrices, Amm. 29.3). Here the epithet mocks Cleostrata 
and Myrrhina’s gluttony and aligns them with the ever-hungry senex. It demonstrates that, while 
Pardalisca is temporarily working with these elite women, she does not necessarily trust them, like them, 
or share their perspective. Cleostrata may have invented the trick, but Pardalisca participates for her own 
personal reasons and takes advantage of opportunities to express her own perspective on the senex’s 




man being mocked and critiqued by Pardalisca) and the elite viewers (elite men being mocked 
and critiqued by the actors).22 
 The crucial parallel between the senex amator and elite men in the audience is borne out 
when Pardalisca ups the ante on her trick. Lysidamus asks whether Casina still holds the sword 
and the ancilla responds: “She does, but now it’s two” (habet, sed duos, 692). Still lamenting his 
own ruin, he demands to know why his wife has not intervened, but Pardalisca insists that Casina 
cannot be mollified: 
PA. negat ponere alio modo ullo profecto, 
nisi se sciat uilico non datum iri. 
LY. atqui ingratiis, quia non uolt, nubet hodie.  
nam qur non ego id perpetrem quod coepi,  
ut nubat mihi—illud quidem uolebam,  
nostro uilico. PA. saepicule peccas.  
LY. timor praepedit uerba. (698-704) 
 
PA. She says she certainly won’t put them down for any other reason, 
aside from knowing that she won’t be given to the farm-manager. 
LY. Even if it’s against her will, in fact, because she doesn’t want to, she will marry today.  
Why shouldn’t I get to finish what I started,  
that she marry me—that is, I meant to say  
our farm-manager. PA. You’re making mistakes a little too often. 
LY. My fear is impeding my words. 
 
 
22She mentions the ludi again later: “Neither at Nemea nor at Olympia nor anywhere else do I think the 
festival games have been so pleasing as the festive festival games happening inside at the expense of the 
old man and the farm-manager Olympio” (nec pol ego Nemeae credo neque ego Olympiae / neque 
usquam ludos tam festivos fieri / quam hic intus fiunt ludi ludificabiles / seni nostro et nostro Olympioni 
uilico, 759-762). Ludificabiles is a hapax and probably made up by Plautus (MacCary and Willcock 1976: 
183). This metatheatrical reference to games emphasizes Pardalisca’s joy at triumphing over an elite 
male. Indeed, she twice uses the adverb lepide (“pleasantly,” “splendidly”). It is significant that this is the 
same speech in which she refers to the matronae as ambestrices (see n.21 above). As she again makes the 
viewers aware of the connection between real life and the events of the stage, she simultaneously defines 




Once again, she catches Lysidamus in a Freudian slip. He is so fixated on gaining sexual access 
to Casina that he cannot help but name himself as the beneficiary of the so-called “marriage.”23 
More significant, though, is his admission that Casina does not want to have sex with him. 
Whereas he had earlier spoken of being in love, he has now been forced to confess that he does 
not care how Casina feels. To him, it does not matter what she wants. This dialogue is critical to 
understanding the unique nature of this canticum. Lysidamus’ insistence that Casina will be 
married because she does not want to underscores the point that enslavers rape enslaved people 
with no regard for their feelings or preferences. Moreover, it suggests that enslavers might enjoy 
the opportunity to dominate enslaved persons when they are resisting. Casina’s refusal to submit 
makes Lysidamus angry and his anger fuels greater force against her. For all he speaks of love 
(217-228; 529; 617-618), what he actually wants is power and control, established through rape. 
 Pardalisca and Lysidamus, then, embody two opposing forces: the enslaver’s vicious 
anger—his disregard for enslaved women—and enslaved women’s unwillingness to have sex 
with their enslavers. The story about Casina wielding swords is a strong articulation of “no,” as 
is Pardalisca’s attempt to physically block Lysidamus from entering the house. The clarity of this 
refusal is unparalleled in Greek or Roman literature. It is entirely unlike the Greek sources, in 
which elite men describe in passing women being “dragged around” (εἷλκες, Lysias 1.12) or 
“thrown down” (καταβαλόντα, Acharnians 274). Plautus instead presents an account of 
attempted rape from the perspective of an enslaved woman. There is no understatement of the 
brutality: Pardalisca forces Lysidamus to name it explicitly. At the same time, she vocalizes 
 
23His use of the verb nubere invokes legitimate marriage. This term is contradictory not only because 
Casina and Olympio are enslaved (as the prologue speaker jokes, 68-74), but also because Roman 
marriage required the consent of both the bride and the groom (Hersch 2010: 11, 21-22). In practice, 
many women and girls would have been forced into marriage or coerced into giving their consent (see 
Moses 1993 on coerced conset). Nevertheless, Romans sought to present marriage as consensual. 
Lysidamus’ use of nubere to describe this forced arrangement thus emphasizes his moral failure. 
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enslaved women’s rage and willingness to fight back. She says joyfully, “touch me and I will kill 
you.”  
 Pardalisca’s canticum is a comic triumph over her enslaver, but her centrality to the play’s 
depiction of elite male brutality does not end there. The ancilla significantly develops the 
comedy of the trick on Olympio and Lysidamus by mocking them as they run in terror from their 
false bride (Chalinus dressed in women’s wedding clothes). Her comment on Lysidamus’ nudity 
is of particular interest. When Cleostrata asks what has happened to her husband’s cloak and 
walking stick, Pardalisca chimes in: “In an act of adultery, while he was committing μοιχεία 
against Casina, that’s how I think he lost them” (in adulterio, dum moechissat Casinam, credo 
perdidit, 976).24 Her vocabulary lends important nuance to her view of Lysidamus’ attacks on 
Casina.  
 Both adulterium and moechissat (derived from Greek μοιχεία) indicate morally 
reprehensible extra-marital sex. The Greek loan word is particularly biting, for in Athens, men 
who committed μοιχεία (criminal seduction of citizen women) were thought worse than rapists 
and could be severely punished for their transgressions.25 Adulterium is more difficult to pin 
down, as there is little evidence for how it was defined and treated in the early Republic. It is 
most often used to describe illicit sex with married citizen women (Dixon 2013: 17-26), though 
Plautus seems to use it more colloquially for morally transgressive sexual acts involving one or 
more married persons.26 At the time of the play’s production, cases of adulterium were likely 
 
24With de Melo (2011), I read this line as Pardalisca’s; it is assigned to Myrrhina in Lindsay (1903) and 
MacCary and Willcock (1976). 
 
25See Pretorius (2017) for a detailed discussion on μοιχεία in Greek law and oratory. 
 
26On Plautus’ use of terms denoting sexual improprieties, see Dixon (2013: 135 fig.4, 141-143). She 
points out that the use of adulterium to describe Lysidamus’ attempted rape of Casina is unique: 
“Adulterium is either used here to refer to an unmarried woman, which would be highly unusual when 
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addressed by individual families in private rather than legal settings (Dixon 2013: 27-37). 
Pardalisca’s use of these terms could produce many interesting studies, but most relevant to the 
purpose of this dissertation is the fact that her language recasts Casina as a citizen girl.27  
 The spectators understand that Casina will turn out to be the neighbors’ daughter, but the 
anagnorisis does not happen until after the events of the play have unfolded. Pardalisca does not 
know that Casina will be recognized. In fact, for all intents and purposes, all of the characters in 
the play still believe her to be enslaved. Yet by using these terms, which have no relevance to 
enslaved women who were socially and legally regarded as non-persons, Pardalisca attributes to 
Casina the inviolability afforded to citizen women. In her view, Lysidamus’ attack does 
constitute an act of brutality: her fellow ancilla is a member of her family who deserves to be 
protected. Her strong and specific language reformulates the rape of ancillae as a punishable 
offense, for violence is a discursive practice: its definitions are contextual and those who have 
the power to speak determine against whom it is socially acceptable to use and against whom it 
constitutes a moral offense.28 In Casina, Plautus gives enslaved persons the power to speak and 
 
compared with the use of the term by the other authors, or it is used because Lysidamus is married, which 
would also be an unique use of the term” (142 n.522).  
 
27On the lines that follow, see MacCary (1975), who discusses a reference to the Bacchanalian scandal of 
186 BCE. Pardalisca’s remarks about sexual impropriety are fitting since Romans’ concerns about the 
Bacchanalia were strongly linked to their fear of sexual debauchery (as shown by Livy 39.8-19). 
 
28So Lenksi (2016: 284-285): “At this point, it is appropriate to step back from this catalog of callousness 
and abuse and ask how the Romans could treat their fellow humans with such appalling violence. Such a 
question can only arise in a context assuming that the notions ‘human’ and ‘violence’ are fixed and 
universal categories rather than contingent and complex…[It] Is important to point out that violence, like 
any other human action, is a discursive practice that can only be identified with reference to the status and 
interests of the parties involved. Calling persons or their deeds ‘violent’ makes a claim that is 
automatically negative, for it assumes, first, that the level of force used by an individual exceeds due 
measure and, second, that the motives of that person lack proper justification. In most cases, however, 
what one person calls ‘violence,’ another might term ‘self-defense,’ ‘reasonable force,’ ‘justifiable 
punishment,’ or ‘necessary compulsion.’” 
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with that power Pardalisca redefines enslaved women who have been raped by their enslavers as 
victims of morally outrageous brutality.  
 Indeed, she presents that perspective once more in the play’s epilogue. When the women 
and Chalinus have had their fun with Lysidamus, Pardalisca addresses the spectators:29 
spectatores, quod futurumst intus, id memorabimus. 
haec Casina huius reperietur filia esse ex proxumo 
eaque nubet Euthynico nostro erili filio. 
nunc uos aequomst manibus meritis meritam mercedem dare. 
qui faxit, clam uxorem ducet semper scortum quod uolet: 
verum qui non manibus clare quantum poterit plauserit, 
ei pro scorto supponetur ircus unctus nautea (1012-1018). 
 
Spectators, we’ll recount what will happen inside. 
This Casina will be found to be the daughter of the woman from next door 
and she’ll marry Euthynicus, our owner’s son. 
Now it’s fair for you with your hands to give us deserving actors deserved applause. 
Whoever does it will always have the scortum he wants in secret from his wife: 
trust that whoever doesn’t applaud with his hands clearly, as much as he can, 
in place of a scortum he’ll get stuck with a goat who stinks of bilge-water. 
 
The closing lines create a ring composition with the play’s prologue, in which the speaker had 
stressed the idea of secrecy. Lysidamus and Euthynicus sought after Casina in presumed secrecy 
from one another (clam alter alterum, 51) and Lysidamus carried out his plans in presumed 
secrecy from his wife (clam uxorem. 54).30 Pardalisca uses similar phrasing here when she 
suggests that kindly spectators deserve to keep their love affairs private from their wives (clam 
uxorem, 1016). She combines this hope for secrecy, however, with another theme introduced by 
the prologue: the fundamental difference between ancillae and paid sex laborers. Her wish for 
the spectators to have a secret scortum cleverly redirects the sexual attentions of elite men to a 
 
29With de Melo (2011), I read these lines as Pardalisca’s. Lindsay (1903) and MacCary and Willcock 
(1976) assign them to Chalinus. 
 
30Olympio also believes that he and Lysidamus are carrying out their plans without Cleostrata’s 
knowledge, as he says at line 451: “Today what you love will be yours in secret from your wife” (erit 
hodie tecum quod amas clam uxorem). 
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target she deems more acceptable. The alliterative pairing of semper and scortum underscores the 
point. If these men wish to have extramarital sex, they should always seek out sex laborers and 
leave their ancillae alone.  
 In the closing lines, Pardalisca clarifies that she is talking about sex with scorta to the 
exclusion of other types of girls. Her hope that unsupportive audience members have a stinking 
goat in place of a scortum mirrors the events of the play: the ill-behaved elite male ends up in 
bed with a smelly man instead of the girl he desires. Yet Pardalisca does not leave the kind of 
desirable girl she is talking about up to the imagination of the spectators. She again specifies 
(with an alliterative phrase, scorto supponetur) that the women these men should be lusting after 
are sex laborers. She does not care what men do to their wives, nor does she care what they do 
with scorta (James: forthcoming.). She cares only that they stop visiting brutality upon girls like 
Casina—girls like herself. In these final lines, then, she differentiates her interests from those of 
Cleostrata.31 She does not participate in the trick simply to follow the orders of the matrona, but 
because she rejects outright the premise that ancillae should be raped. Lysidamus must be 
punished for forcing himself upon girls who neither want nor deserve such treatment.32 
 
31The play says little about the matrona’s motivations for the trick—whether she takes for granted that 
Casina must be used sexually by someone or whether she genuinely wants to protect the girl from her 
predatory husband. James (forthcoming) writes: “The play moves so rapidly that viewers have no time to 
pause and ask why Cleostrata would accept the prospect of turning her cherished daughter-substitute into 
the sexual property of her son, via his armiger slave Chalinus, who would also enjoy sexual access to the 
girl.” Indeed, an attempt to discern how Plautus wants his viewers to understand Cleostrata’s motivations 
would merit a dissertation of its own. I am personally hesitant to read her as anything nearing a mother 
figure with genuine concern for Casina. Such characterizations seem too generous, especially when the 
matrona is compared to Pardalisca. 
 
32For a different reading of this play’s ending, see McCarthy (2000: 86, 114, 121). She ultimately 
suggests that “nothing has happened in this play: there has been no change and will be none in the future” 
(121). Such a conclusion accords with her view that Plautine comedy presents “endless rebellion that 
never changes the essential relation [between enslaved and enslaver]” (79). 
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 Pardalisca thus fulfills a critical role in this play. She is no mere assistant to the matrona, but 
a triumphant comic agent with her own unique perspective on brutalization. Her repeated 
subversive speech elevates a point of view elsewhere marginalized: she gets to the heart of what 
it means for ancillae to be raped by their enslavers. In her canticum, she gives Lysidamus a taste 
of his own medicine by making him fear for his bodily autonomy. Just as he terrorizes the people 
he enslaves with his insatiable sexual aggression, she terrorizes him with the thought of being 
penetrated by Casina’s dual swords (something that Chalinus appears to have actually 
accomplished). At the same time, she draws the elite male spectators into the world of the play 
through direct address. By reminding them that she is an actor at the ludi, she blends fiction with 
reality and troubles their easy enjoyment of the play. They, too, become implicated in 
Lysidamus’ acknowledgment that he does not care what Casina wants—that he will rape her. 
What is more, Pardalisca dominates the senex and chides elite male spectators repeatedly and 
joyfully. Her source of pain and fear becomes an opportunity for solidarity, her speech a gateway 
to redefining violence and setting new terms of engagement with ancillae. She, like the male 
servi callidi, performs the persistent selfhood of enslaved persons and she has fun while doing 
so. 
 This play had begun with talk of an enslaved girl who would not appear on stage (let alone 
speak). Yet from beginning to end, Plautus makes implicit that Casina is utterly terrified and 
probably disgusted. She is being stalked by four different men with extreme force (summa vi, 
80); she will be turned violently into these men’s prize (mea praedast illa, 113). Indeed, the 
spectators learn early on that the sexual abuse of enslaved persons is a common occurrence in 
this household. Chalinus tells them directly that Lysidmaus had made sexual advances on him 
and that he did not like it; Olympio repeatedly resists his enslaver’s sexual advances in full view 
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on stage. Pardalisca’s entrance only amplifies these expressions of resistance. While physically 
embarrassing Lysidamus, she ventriloquizes what Casina would want to say. The two enslaved 
women speak as one. To give a voice to Casina—the terrified young girl threatened with rape—
would not be very funny. In her stead, Plautus showcases three separate enslaved persons whose 
refusal forms a unified chorus: every enslaved person in this household hates and resents 




The entrance of the pimp Ballio is the first instance of musically-accompanied verse in 
Pseudolus. His polymetric canticum is lively, emphatic, and demonstrates his inflated sense of 
power and control (Moore 2012: 312-326). While cracking a whip, he demands gifts and money 
for his birthday celebration. He first addresses enslaved men, whose bodies he describes as so 
scarred from beatings that he compares them to animals: “I’ve never ever seen people more like 
asses, your sides are so hardened by lashes” (neque ego homines magis asinos numquam uidi, ita 
plagis costae callent, 136). As he demands their attention and obedience, he not only reminds 
them of their physical vulnerability, but actually whips them on stage: “Never, I mean never will 
your back be stronger than this hide of mine. What now? Does it hurt? That’s what happens 
when a slave slights his master” (numquam edepol uostrum durius tergum erit quam terginum 
hoc meum. / quid nunc? dolente? em sic datur, si quis erum seruos spernit, 154-155). It is 
unusual to see an enslaver with whip in hand on stage, let alone actively using it. Such an 
entrance, especially because it is predicated on the comically inconsequential desire for a flashy 
birthday party, showcases Ballio’s particular brutality. 
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So, too, does the escalation of his violent tirade when he approaches a group of meretrices. 
Like the plot of Casina, this scene foregrounds the brutalization of enslaved women in 
unprecedented ways. Not only does Ballio continue to crack his whip at these women, but he 
singles them out by name and levels highly aestheticized threats against them: 
Aeschrodora, tu quae amicos tibi habes lenonum aemulos 
lanios, qui item ut nos iurando iure malo male quaerunt rem, audi: 
nisi carnaria tria grauida tegoribus onere uberi hodie 
mihi erunt, cras te, quasi Dircam olim ut memorant duo gnati Iouis  
devinxere ad taurum, item ego te destringam ad carnarium; 
id tibi profecto taurus fiet. (196-201) 
 
Aeschrodora, you who have the rivals of pimps for clients—  
butchers, who like us make their living through perjury—listen up:  
unless three meat racks are loaded up for me today with heavy  
hides, tomorrow you, just as they say Jupiter’s two sons once tied 
Dirce to the bull, I’ll tie you up on the meat rack just like that;  
That, indeed, will be your bull. 
 
tu autem, 
Xytilis, fac ut animum aduortas, quoius amatores oliui 
δύναμιν domi habent maxumam. 
si mihi non iam huc culleis  
oleum deportatum erit,  
te ipsam culleo ego cras faciam ut deportere in pergulam. 
ibi tibi adeo lectus dabitur ubi tu hau somnum capias, sed ubi  
usque ad languorem—tenes  
quo se haec tendant quae loquor. (209-217) 
 
And you too, 
Xytilis, make sure that you pay attention, you whose lovers 
have immense amounts of olive oil at home. 
If you don’t bring me oil here 
in leather sacks at once, 
I’ll make sure tomorrow that you yourself are brought in a leather bag to the pergula. 
There you’ll be given a bed where you can hardly get any sleep, but where 
until you’re worn out—well, 
you catch my drift. 
 
tu autem quae pro capite argentum mihi iam iamque semper numeras, 
ea pacisci modo scis, sed quod pacta es non scis soluere, 
Phoenicium, tibi ego loquor, deliciae summatum uirum: 
nisi hodie mi ex fundis tuorum amicorum omne huc penus adfertur,  
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cras Phoenicium poeniceo corio inuises pergulam. (225-229) 
 
And you too, you who is always counting your money on the brink of freedom from me,  
you know only how to make an agreement, but not how to pay what you’ve agreed to, 
Phoenicium, I’m talking to you, you the delight of the summi uiri!  
Unless every provision is brought here to me today from your clients’ estates, 
tomorrow, Phoenicium, with Phoenician purple skin you’ll go to the pergola. 
 
Ballio had earlier shown this degree of cruelty when threatening to beat the enslaved men so 
brutally that they would resemble luxury fabrics: “'l’ll make your sides so thoroughly thrashed 
with leather straps that not even Campanian carpets are embellished as well nor even trimmed 
Alexandrian tapestries adorned with beasts” (ita ego uostra latera loris faciam ut ualide uaria 
sint, / ut ne peristromata quidem aeque picta sint Campanica/ neque Alexandrina beluata 
tonsilia tappetia, 148-150). Detailed descriptions of badly beaten enslaved men are not unusual 
in the Plautine corpus. Milphio of Poenulus, for example, compares his own scarred back to an 
oyster shell: “I’m already rough as an oyster shell, bearing a back full of scars because of your 
love” (itaque iam quasi ostreatum tergum ulceribus gestito / propter amorem uostrum, 398-399). 
These disturbing descriptions of brutalization make the violence of the enslaving classes an 
object of prolonged contemplation on stage: the colors, textures, and mental images conjured up 
by such remarks make them unforgettable. Yet such attention to the brutalization of women is 
unusual even for Plautus.  
The enslaved citizen daughter of Casina miraculously escapes unharmed and with her 
chastity intact.33 Even where it is made explicit that Lysidamus plans to rape the eponymous 
ancilla, his intended abuse is never described in detail.34 Only in a moment of intense anger does 
 
33See Chapter Two, p. 60 n.57. 
 
34Instead, Plautus seeks to relieve anxiety over potential sexual abuse of a citizen daughter via comic 
explication of Lysidamus’ embarrassment. After trying to assault his “bride,” who is actually Chalinus in 
disguise, he runs from the house in shame. Pardalisca then mocks him, asking whether the thing he 
touched was a radish or a cucumber (907-914).  
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he allude to the physical consequences of his brutality: he tells Pardalisca that he will bash her 
brains out (tibi istuc cerebrum dispercutiam, 644) for making him a laughingstock. Casina’s 
ancilla callida comically defuses her enslaver’s rage, but in Pseudolus, all of the enslaved 
women are silent. As Ballio explicates his planned punishments for these women, the reality of 
their lives is shown in a more brutal way. They may be hung up on a rack, forced into constant 
sex labor at the pergola,35 or be so brutally beaten that they turn black, blue, and bloody. The 
puer’s fretting about ugliness is borne out here, albeit in a different way. Whereas the puer is 
born ugly, Ballio warns that he can make these girls ugly—a threat to their survival as 
meretrices. 
Pseudolus does not tell us what happens to Aeschrodora and Xytilis, but we know they are 
not bought into freedom, as Phoenicium is. They are not purchased by a patron or recognized by 
a citizen family. As Ballio singles them out by name, he seems to delight in making these threats. 
His use of language is bombastic and calculated—an ostentatious display of his power over these 
women. In his brutal fantasies, their bodies are violently transformed into the types of luxury 
goods they can get for him.36 His threat against Phoenicium is also a play on her name and 
origin. He dually objectifies her by giving her this name to rob her of any personal identity and 
then using it in his canticum to remind of her vulnerability. Like the other meretrices she is under 
constant threat not only of beatings by Ballio but of additional forced sex labor.  
 
35This sort of common brothel is a rare element to have mentioned, especially twice. It here seems to 
mean a street-side shack for quick, cheap sexual services, but does not appear with the same sexual 
connotation anywhere else in Latin literature. It appears in Propertius meaning ‘hut” (4.5.70) and 
Suetonius meaning “schoolroom” (Aug. 94). 
 
36As Richlin (2017: 74) writes: “The names of prostitutes, their ancillae, and lenae are sex- or liquor-
related and usually in a diminutive form, as are some names of other ancillae and of pueri…—a  
comically overdetermined marking of their market purpose.” See her table 2.1 on p.75-76 for a list of and 
translations for these names. 
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Pseudolus’ reaction to these threats demonstrates how Plautus seeks to communicate with 
elite viewers and viewers from enslaving classes broadly. Ballio is no citizen enslaver, but an 
infamis. Pimps are universally detested in New Comedy: a character type whose downfall 
everyone is meant to enjoy. Yet, as I discuss in Chapter Three, Pseudolus repeatedly stages 
similarities between the brutality of the pimp and the brutality of the elite senex Simo. They 
delight equally in the idea of punishing the comic protagonist, use similar language, and even 
seem friendly. Here, too, Plautus straightforwardly implicates citizen spectators in the violence 
of the pimp. After Ballio has made his threat against Aeschrodora, Pseudolus turns toward the 
audience to remark upon his outrage at Ballio’s brutality: 
huncine hic hominem pati  
colere iuuentutem Atticam? 
ubi sunt, ubi latent quibus aetas integra est, qui amant a lenone?  
quin conueniunt? quin una omnes peste hac populum hunc liberant?  
sed uah! 
nimium stultus, nimium fui  
indoctus: illine audeant  
id facere quibus ut seruiant  
suos amor cogit? simul prohibet faciant aduorsum eos quod nolint. (202-206) 
 
Must we suffer the youth of Attica 
encouraging this man?  
Where are they? Where are those mature men hiding, who get their love through the pimp?  
Why aren’t they meeting? Why don't they all together liberate the people from this plague?  
Woe to me, I guess! 
I was too foolish, too 
ignorant: would they dare 
to do that to the slave masters 
to whom their love compels them? That love also prevents them from doing anything the 
pimps don’t want. 
 
Plautus here focalizes the enslaver’s brutality through the eyes of the enslaved. Like Pardalisca 
of Casina, Pseudolus gives his own perspective on these grotesque threats: they are morally 
unacceptable and should be a source of outrage to citizen men. He views these enslaved women 
as people deserving of protection even though their enslaver is both socially and legally 
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permitted to treat them in whatever way he pleases. To present this view in direct address to the 
spectators is to challenge their values—to challenge their inaction. Indeed, Pseudolus’ language 
is politically charged. The failure of citizens to prevent Ballio’s brutal behavior makes them what 
they suppose enslaved persons to be: lazy, morally ambivalent, and mere extensions of their 
“enslaver’s” wills.  
Calidorus’ whiny response underscores the point of citizen ambivalence. Attributing 
auctoritas to Pseudolus, he asks: “What do you advise me to send him so he doesn’t publicly sell 
my girlfriend?” (quid mi es auctor, huic ut mittam, ne amicam hic meam prostituat?, 231). The 
adulescens cares not that Ballio has threatened to beat and bloody his beloved, but that he 
himself will be tortured and reduced to nothing should she be forced to have sex with other men 
at the pergola (crucior, 235; o Pseudole mi, sine sim nihili, 239). Pseudolus, by contrast, is 
enraged at the pimp’s brutality and transforms that rage into comic action. As a direct response 
to hearing Ballio threaten the meretrices with glee, he becomes more dedicated to devising a 
successful trick.37 Like Pardalisca of Casina, he shows that he cares about protecting these 
women. He differentiates his interests from his citizen counterpart and shows a unique enslaved 
perspective on brutality: it is infuriating; it is unjust. As with the puer speech (which I discuss in 
Chapter Two), Plautus could here have limited criticism to the behavior of the pimp alone. 
Instead, he disturbs the spectators’ enjoyment of the play by having his characters criticize them 
in direct address on issues of ethical vulnerability: Pseudolus sets the moral standard for this play 
 
37He implies, in fact, that he may have been raring to defeat Ballio for some time: “For a long time now 
he and I have been minded toward one another, and our friendship is longstanding. Today for his birthday 
I’ll send him a big beating—one that’s been a long time coming.” (iam diu ego huic bene et hic mihi 




and then triumphantly enacts that moral standard. Meanwhile, the citizen son whines incessantly 
and his brutal father makes nice with the pimp.  
 
Poenulus 
After Hanno has been reunited with his lost daughters, they see the soldier Antamoenides 
emerge from Lycus’ house.38 Earlier in the play, the soldier had gone inside expecting both a 
meal and a girl, but the pimp took his money and left him waiting. He thus emerges hungry and 
enraged. At first, he remarks that he needs to take revenge on the pimp lest he be made a 
laughingstock (ludificatui) in front of other men (1280-1287). Suddenly, however, Anterastilis—
one of the lost daughters who had been enslaved to the pimp—becomes the target of his rage:  
ANTA. sed mea amica nunc mihi irato obuiam ueniat uelim 
iam pol ego illam pugnis totam faciam uti sit merulea, 
ita repplebo atritate, atritior multo ut siet 
quam Aegyptini, qui cortinam ludis per circum ferunt.  
ANTE. tene sis me arte, mea uoluptas; male ego metuo miluos, 
mala illa bestiast, ne forte me auferat pullum tuom. 
ADE. ut nequeo te sati’ complecti, mi pater! (1288-1294)39 
 
ANTA. I wish my girlfriend would cross my path now that I’m angry  
for I swear my fists would make sure she looked like a blackbird. 
I’d fill her up with such blackness that she’d be much blacker  
than the Egyptians who carry buckets at the circus games. 
ANTE. Hold me tight, my delight: I’m truly terrified that that kite, 
that absolute animal, might take me away—your little chick. 
ADE. I can’t hold you tight enough, father! 
 
 
38It is worth noting that Antamoenides’ civic status is unclear. He may be a citizen, but he may also be a 
non-citizen soldier serving in the army. Nevertheless, as I discuss below, he threatens brutality to 
establish dominance and save face. If not a citizen himself, he embodies the cyclical nature of violence in 
slave societies: citizens establish their identity through performances of violence (both ritual and casual) 
toward subalterns and enslaved persons. Non-citizens and enslaved persons alike adopt these tactics 
where necessary for self-preservation and/or self-advancement. 
 
39I follow de Melo (2011), who attributes the first of the girl’s responses to Anterastilis and the second to 
Adelphasium. Lindsay (1905) assigns them oppositely. 
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Like Lysidamus, who brutally threatens Pardalisca when he feels he is being mocked (Cas. 644-
645), Antamoenides cannot stand the idea of becoming a laughingstock. Like Ballio, he 
compares Anterastilis to displays seen at public festivals. His hyperaesthetic threat alludes both 
to her origin and also to her status as object: she is, to him, a visually appealing foreign 
instrument to be used for his pleasure. She, of course, bears no responsibility for his rage. As 
Sharon James writes, “Her pimp, after all—the man who still owns her—is the one who tricked 
him into paying. She is answerable with her body for the soldier’s humiliation in front of other 
men” (2016). This is what is at stake for meretrices (enslaved or otherwise). Plautus stages a 
similar situation in Bacchides, a play in which a meretrix works with her twin sister to get out of 
a paid contract with a soldier, who becomes enraged (Bacch. 859-869). He “insists on his rights: 
girl or money. He cannot distinguish between the two, and he is indifferent: he is owed either a 
woman—any woman—or the sum of money he paid for the contract on the first girl, so that he 
can get another woman. He must have a woman, period, and he threatens violence in order to 
enforce the point” (James 2016).  
Such scenes, like the return of Stalagmus in Captivi, show what happens to enslaved persons 
who are not miraculously recognized by their parents. Were her father not present, Anterastilis 
would be subject to brutalization by such men (as Aeschrodora and Xytilis may be). It is 
noteworthy that Plautus stages this violent reality at a moment when the spectators should feel 
relief. These girls have been reunited with their father and should now be safe. Nevertheless, 
Antamoenides enters to deliver this threat in graphic detail—to remind the spectators that the 
girls of this story are like the enslaved persons on display at the very sort of festival that they 
were attending. This disruption of the spectators’ relief is intensified by the girls’ responses. As I 
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note in Chapter Three,40 it is unusual for threatened women to be able to speak for themselves. 
Neither Casina nor the meretrices enslaved by Ballio get such an opportunity. Here, however, the 
girls clearly state that they are afraid: Anterastilis describes the soldier as a predator, herself as a 
vulnerable baby bird to be stolen from its parent. Both she and Adelphasium cling tightly to their 
father. Although they are saved—and have been “untouched,” according to the prologue (97-
99)—their experience of being enslaved in the brothel seems to have affected them. They know 
all too well what a man like Antamoenides could do to them. 
The soldier’s brutality escalates further still when he spots the reunited family across the 
stage. Mistaking Hanno for a sexual rival, he remarks: 
quid hoc est conduplicationis? quae haec est congeminatio? 
quis hic homo est cum tunicis longis quasi puer cauponius? 
satin ego oculis cerno? estne illaec mea amica Anterastilis? 
et ea est certo. iam pridem ego me sensi nihili pendier. 
non pudet puellam amplexari baiiolum in media uia? 
iam hercle ego illunc excruciandum totum carnufici dabo. 
sane genus hoc mulierosumst tunicis demissiciis. (1297-1303) 
 
What’s this embrace? What’s this body doubling? 
Who’s this man with the long tunics like a tavern boy? 
Am I seeing this right? Is that my girl Anterastilis? 
That really is her. For a while I suspected that I meant nothing to her. 
Is that girl not ashamed about embracing a baggage boy in the middle of the street? 
I swear I’ll give that guy right over to the executioner to be tortured. 
He’s one of those ladies’ men with the floor-length tunics. 
 
Hanno responds by riling up the soldier,41 who continues his tirade: “Won’t you go be hanged, 
you boot-lick? Do you dare to be a lover boy, half-pint? To handle what manly men love?” 
(ligula, i in malam crucem? / tune hic amator audes esse, hallex uiri, / aut contrectare quod 
 
40See p. 75 n.4. 
 
41On Hanno’s purposeful refusal to clarify his relationship to Anterastilis, see Franko (1996: 444-445).  
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mares homines amant?, 1309-1311).42 Agorastocles, too, gets a taste of the soldier’s colorful 
language when he asks if Antamoenides is looking for trouble. The soldier shoots back: “Why 
don’t you beat a little drum while you speak? I think you’re more of a cinaedus than a man” (qur 
non adhibuisti, dum istaec loquere, tympanum? / namte cinaedum esse arbitror magi’ quam 
uirum, 1317-1318).43  
By choosing to mock the soldier in return—by refusing to clear up his confusion—Hanno 
and Agorastocles prolong the girls’ state of fear, for Antamoenides grows only more enraged. 
From the soldier’s perspective, these men block his access to a girl who “belongs” to him.44 He 
has already been cheated out of his money, so further failure to get the girl would be an affront to 
his status. The insults he levels at Hanno and Agorastocles showcase the mechanisms of 
“othering” that make way for citizen violence. By marking his rivals as both foreign and 
effeminate, he equates them to enslaved persons: he makes them more appropriate targets for his 
brutality. Indeed, Amy Richlin points out that in this scene, both the soldier and Agorastocles 
“threaten punishments usually reserved for slaves” (2017: 171). Their competition for dominance 
is inextricably tied to their ability to brutalize indiscriminately—to solidify their own status by 
 
42I here adapt the translations of Starks (2000) and Franko (1996). See Starks (2000) for discussion of 
additional insults made by Antamoenides in this scene and their possible derogatory meanings (including 
deglupta maena, sarrapis sementium, manstruca, and halagorasama). See also Richlin (2017: 169-171). 
 
43Williams (2010) suggests that cinaedus is untranslatable. He defines it as follows: “The word most often 
used to describe a man who has been anally penetrated is the noun cinaedus. But unlike the blunt pathicus 
or the florid scultimidonus, which (as their etymologies show) primarily signify a man who is anally 
penetrated, cinaedus is not anchored in that or any other specific sexual practice…a cinaedus is a man 
who fails to live up to traditional standards of masculine comportment, and one way in which he may do 
so is by seeking to be penetrated; but that is merely a symptom of the deeper disorder, his gender 
deviance. Indeed, the word’s etymology suggests no direct connection to any sexual practice. Borrowed 
from Greek kinaidos (which may itself have been a borrowing from a language of Asia Minor), it denotes 
in the first instance an effeminate dancer who entertains his audiences with a tympanum or tambourine in 
his hand, sometimes suggestively wiggling his buttocks in such a way as to suggest anal intercourse” 
(193). See his extensive discussion of this term (2010: 193-218). 
 
44Cf. Agorastocles’ anger at Milphio for getting too familiar with Adelphasium (Chapter Three, p. 90-93). 
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establishing their right to treat other persons as they please. Plautus thus stages the complex 
social behaviors that maintain the system of enslavement and allow for the perpetuation of 
violence against human beings. Like enslaved persons who are treated as sexual objects and 
given names that mark them as perpetual foreigners (Phoenicium of Pseudolus, Syra of 
Mercator), Agorastocles and Hanno are transformed in real time into persons against whom it is 
socially acceptable to use violence. In the soldier’s view, their foreignness and effeminacy 
compound their worthlessness. 
As elsewhere, Plautus delays the happy reunion of the citizen family to bring citizen brutality 
into full view. This is no vague implication of the danger posed to meretrices, but a detailed 
description of what an angry man could do to these girls had they not been saved. The spectators 
are confronted with a clear image of what Antamoenides’ brutality might look like; they see how 
his rage frightens the girls even as they stand beside their father. What is more, Hanno and 
Agorastocles prolong the soldier’s spate of threats while the frightened girls must watch. Unlike 
Pseudolus and Pardalisca, these men comically amplify rather than comically defuse the threat to 
vulnerable women: they show little concern for Anterastilis’ fear and pain. Here citizen violence 
is not abstract: it is a real and present danger. As Agorastocles had shown in his dealings with 
Milphio, such violence is closely linked with the inability of citizens to control their emotions. 
Antamoenides quickly and instinctively resorts to brutalization when he does not get his way. He 
renders his male opponents foreign, feminine, and slave-like to justify his behavior. The soldier’s 
presence simultaneously makes the play’s ending more satisfying (for the girls’ rescue is 
relieving) and more foreboding: the meretrices, foreigners, and enslaved persons who do not get 




Ultimately, Casina, Pseudolus, and Poenulus showcase the sexual violence and brutal 
punishment visited upon enslaved women. Plautus never jokes about such brutal realities, but 
weaves them into the fabric of his plays, daring elite spectators to pay attention. Ballio of 
Pseudolus and Antamoenides of Poenulus describe in excruciating detail their fantasies of 
brutalizing enslaved women. Their colorful and witty descriptions of these women’s bruised and 
bloodied bodies are difficult to ignore, for their would-be victims cower before them onstage. 
Lysidamus of Casina admits to knowing that his ancilla does not want to have sex with him—
that she will have to be forced—and Pardalisca underscores the point with her paratragic 
performance. Yet even as these brutal realities are established and acknowledged onstage, 
Plautine subalterns speak for themselves and triumph in comic fashion. Pardalisca and Pseudolus 
turn out to the audience to confront elite men with their complicity in such violence: they blur 
the lines between fiction and reality to show that as they mock the brutes onstage, they also mock 
brutes sitting in the audience. Their victories are not mere fiction. They have gotten to speak 








CHAPTER FIVE: CONCLUSION 
 
 
I can think of nothing more potent than a smile that helps you survive. 
Finding levity in gravity. A sliver of delight amidst despair. 
– Alok Vaid-Menon 
 
 
 The genesis of this dissertation was, in some ways, simple: I learned Plautine comedy from 
a lover of Plautus and then encountered a long line of friends, acquaintances, and colleagues who 
hate Plautus. “How can you stand to read that stuff?” they would say, “It’s so brutal. I can’t stand 
it.” Brutal, to be sure, but not without reason; brutal, but not to be gawked at and enjoyed by the 
brutalizers. I became a scholar of Plautus by way of becoming a defender of Plautus.  
 I wrote this dissertation to argue that there is much in Plautus to be celebrated. I wanted to 
show that his comedies are subversive and rebellious not in spite of his humor about brutality, 
but because of his humor about brutality. Mine is not a position with which everyone will agree. 
I say this not to hedge on my own arguments, but because this has been a topic long debated by 
comedians, scholars, and survivors of trauma: can comedy hold space for trauma, anger, and 
pain? Should it? Indeed, entire Netflix specials have been dedicated to this very subject.1 In one 
sense, I feel that I have argued my own position on these questions in the preceding chapters. In 
another sense, I feel that I have simply pointed out what Plautus’ position was: he found humor 
an effective means for critically assessing the brutality of his world. As Alicia Kennedy suggests, 
“I know that as a writer, my role is to document and observe that which might go overlooked: to 
 
1See Hannah Gadsby’s Nanette (2018). In response, see Moskowitz (2018), a review of Gadsby’s special 
aptly titled “The Nanette Problem.” 
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be specific, to know how narrative works, to know how power functions” (2021). I have taken 
steps here to better understand how narrative works and how power functions in these comedies. 
I have become more specific as a scholar and a defender of Plautus. 
 I have argued in this dissertation that Plautus’ humor about brutality does not serve to 
perpetuate or naturalize the system of enslavement. It does not undergird an elite view of torture 
as necessary and normal. Instead, such humor is a vehicle for subalterns to challenge the popular 
discourse on brutality—a discourse that renders their suffering unremarkable and unworthy of 
attention.2 By bringing both the casual and deliberate violence of elites into full view on stage, 
Plautus presents a persistent critique of the Roman elite and confronts them with their abnormal, 
excessive, and unjustified brutality. By deliberately engaging with and disrupting these viewers 
through direct address, the actors implicate them in the brutality that is being joked about, 
mocked, and overcome on stage. In these plays, elite enslavers do not embody the Senecan ideal 
of self-control and noble “mastery.” They are emotional and reactive; they are brutal as a natural 
extension of elite identity.  
 That Plautus wanted to stage these critiques of elites is not surprising, for he was bearing 
witness to a changing city that brought enslavement and wealth to Rome on a massive scale.3 
 
2See Cato (De Agri. 5), who briefly mentions that the vilicus ought to punish other enslaved persons in 
proportion to their offenses (siquis quid deliquerit, pro noxa bono modo vindicet) and that the enslaver 
should not let the vilicus go “unpunished” for mismanagement (si passus erit, dominus inpune ne sinat 
esset). He offers no further remark on what such punishments entail. Omission of and euphemism for the 
human cost of citizen brutality also occur frequently in later Latin authors. So Horace’s remark in Satire 
1.2: “When your groin swells, then, and there’s an ancilla or a home-born puer at hand on whom you 
could make an attack, do you prefer to burst with desire? Not me. I like gratification that’s at-hand and 
easy” (tument tibi cum inguina, num, si / ancilla aut verna est praesto puer, impetus in quem / continuo 
fiat. malis tentigine rumpi? / non ego; namque parabilem amo Venerem facilemque, 116-119). Whether 
Horace the poet and the satyric ego represent a unified voice here is beside the point. These lines 
marginalize the pain of the ancilla and the puer.  
 
3Later Roman historians (including Livy and Plutarch) have much to say about this period, but Plautus is 
our only non-fragmentary, contemporary source for Roman life at the turn of the 2nd century BCE. During 
his lifetime, Rome was in a near constant state of war. He lived through the Punic Wars, the Macedonian 
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Brutality was not a new means for reinforcing the status quo in Republican Rome, but it was 
being enacted by elites in new ways and to an unprecedented degree. The projects of Roman 
imperialism and expansion (see Appendix Two) were lucrative. The wealthy became wealthier 
and more influential. They began to debate what to do with imported treasures (to put into 
temples or to decorate private homes?)4; they changed marriage practices to avoid giving their 
daughter into manus marriages5; they enslaved more people than ever before and thus necessarily 
began to adjust their methods of control. These social changes are intertwined, for they give us 
some insight into how elites were navigating their newfound power—how they were maintaining 
that power and performing it for others.  
 By concentrating their wealth and vastly increasing the population of enslaved persons, 
elites changed the face of the city. Plautus’ purposeful departure from his Greek source material 
allowed him to document and criticize these changes. His comedies record elite anxieties about 
maintaining order among a growing population of enslaved persons. They also record the 
increased visibility of torture as a practice and describe what tortured persons walking around the 
city might have looked like (Pseud. 148-150, 225-229; Poen. 398-399; 1288-1294). By allowing 
subalterns (many of whom were not citizens and would not be freed) to speak on stage, he could 
 
Wars, and the Aetolian Wars, to name a few. The Fasti Triumphales records dozens of triumphs, 
ovations, and other martial celebrations in this period. Between 254-222 BCE (Plautus' childhood to early 
adulthood), twenty triumphs are recorded with several years counting two triumphs. There are significant 
gaps in the Fasti Triumphales from 222-197 BCE, but because the Second Punic War occurred during 
this period, it is safe to assume that many more triumphs were celebrated. See my chart in Appendix Two, 
which shows additional triumphs, wars, and mass enslavement events from ca. 212-186 BCE (the period 
in which Plautus was writing). For a later repetition, with variation, of swift social changes and violence 
associated with them in the late Republic and Empire, see Wiseman 1985: 9-10. 
 
4On this topic, see Pollitt (1978), Gruen (1992), Welch (2006), Nichols (2010). 
 
5Hersch (2010: 23) notes that manus marriages fall out of favor during the Republic. See also Schumann 
(1977: 47-48). Linderski (2005) discusses some political and financial reasons Roman families might 
have preferred marriage sine manu. 
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show perspectives otherwise ignored and marginalized. He could show that brutality was 
intimately connected to elite identity—that no matter what tactics elites used to distance 
themselves from brutality, they were responsible for the suffering of countless human beings. 
Plautus’ humor about brutality presents this critique not at the political, philosophical level but at 
the individual level: he showcases discussion about how torture hurts human beings, about how 
it makes them desperate, afraid, defiant, and even evil. These criticisms are constant and 
unmistakable, as I have argued in this dissertation. Brutality is showcased in too many plays and 
talked about by too many enslaved persons to be mere reflection. To Plautus this topic was 
urgent.  
 In Chapter One, I offered a more expansive way of thinking about the presence of elite 
persons at Roman comedies. The socio-political dynamics at the ludi and in the space of the 
theater were complex. At the staging of comedies, the interests of the audience(s), the actors, and 
the sponsoring magistrates collided: each group wanted (for their own reasons) to be seen and 
heard. For elites, these festivals were an occasion to enhance their prestige and gain popular 
support. Momentarily, then, they surrendered themselves to the will of the theater troupe; they 
prioritized the enjoyment of subalterns for the promise of power. Plautus took advantage of this 
unique opportunity to stage his subversive plays, to critique elites both subtly and 
straightforwardly.   
 In the remaining chapters, I considered how elites might have reacted to what they saw. I 
also modeled ways for considering how enslaved people felt about their enslavement and 
responded to their enslavers. Even if Plautus showed such responses in an exaggerated way, his 
plays have much to offer to social historians. Because no written firsthand accounts of 
enslavement survive from antiquity, we lack the perspectives on brutality of enslaved or formerly 
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enslaved persons.6 Therefore Plautus’ humor about violence is an important source that can be 
used to reconstruct such perspectives: it shows that enslaved persons had subjectivity and that 
they sought to express that subjectivity. Comedy was a vehicle for challenging the logic of 
enslavement. 
 Libanus and Leonida of Asinaria show how enslaved people could find levity despite the 
constant threat of torture and brutalization. They give (to my knowledge) the longest known list 
of Roman torture devices in extant literature—a list that shows how elites had technologized 
punishment. At the same time, they lay claim to virtues usually reserved for citizens and cast 
themselves as war heroes (Asin. 545-557). They celebrate and triumph; they joke about the pain 
they have been forced to visit upon one another. By laughing about brutality, they demonstrate 
fearlessness and persistent selfhood. The puer of Pseudolus and Pardalisca of Casina, too, are a 
testament to the subjectivity of enslaved persons. They implicate elites in the sexual abuse of 
enslaved boys and women. They speak directly to the spectators and say that they do not like 
being raped by these men (or, in the case of the puer, the idea of being forced to have sex with 
them for survival). Their presence in these plays is itself a resistance to elite narratives of 
enslavement, which elide and minimize the suffering of the most vulnerable groups. In fact, 
these characters make evident that enslaved persons talk to one another about how much they 
hate and fear abuse. “They say that act is done with much groaning,” says the puer. That is, 
 
6Like, for example, Frederick Douglass’ 1845 memoir Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass, an 
American Slave, which offers a firsthand account of how Douglass viewed the system of enslavement, his 
own enslavers, and the brutality and cruelty visited upon him throughout his life. Harriet Jacobs’ 
Incidents from the Life of a Slave Girl, which she published in 1861 under the pseudonym Linda Brent, is 
another critical text for understanding the perspective of enslaved persons on the brutality of enslavement 
in the American South. She explicates the particular forms of violence faced by enslaved women and 
recounts her enslaver’s persistent attempts to sexually abuse her.   
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“they” the other pueri, “they” his fellow enslaved persons. Pardalisca and the puer are individual 
characters, but they represent many voices elsewhere silenced.  
 In Captivi, Stalagmus’ responses to Hegio show that enslavement morally degrades human 
beings on both sides of the equation.7 Over the course of the play, the spectators watch Hegio 
become increasingly angry and violent. In the end, they see that such violence has wrought the 
suffering of his own son twice over: the first time because he abused Stalagmus and induced a 
vengeful kidnapping, the second time because he could not control his own rage. Stalagmus, like 
Milphio of Poenulus, undercuts the logic of the “noble enslaver” by telling his own side of the 
story. He disrupts his enslaver’s attempts to define and manipulate him. He shows that enslaved 
persons suffer from the rage of their enslavers in grotesque, material ways: they are raped; they 
describe their own backs as resembling “oyster shells” (Poen. 398); their bodies are likened by 
others to the scarred sides of animals (Pseud. 136). Yet these experiences neither make them 
obedient nor rob them of their selfhood. On the contrary, Pseudolus reminds Simo: “I have a 
back” (habeo tergum, 1325). A body can be brutalized, but, in Plautine comedy, the essential self 
cannot be broken. 
 
7The cyclical violence of enslavement is borne out by Gripus of Rudens, who discovers a chest he 
imagines to be full of gold. He comically fantasizes about using the money to free himself, buy some 
land, and—despite having been enslaved himself—to enslave other persons (Rud. 925-931). He hates his 
enslavement, but can neither conceive of a world without it nor another way of being successful. In her 
work on captive women in Euripides, Ruth Scodel (1998: 139-140) makes a relevant point on the 
captive’s dilemma: “This phenomenon of victims who adopt the world-view of those who have power 
over them is, of course, well known, as Stockholm Syndrome or Patty Hearst Syndrome. To most people, 
however, it seems disordered and grotesque for hostages to feel sympathy for terrorists who abuse them 
and threaten to kill them. Experts, however, argue that victims’ identification with the victimizer creates a 
bond that improves the victims’ chances of survival. It is an adaptive response to the situation.” Gripus 
does not here express sympathy for his enslaver, but does imagine himself in his enslaver’s position. 
Formerly enslaved persons were forced to adapt to and sympathize with such a lifestyle through the 
legally and socially enforced system of patronage. 
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 The models I use to understand the resistance of enslaved persons in Plautus—the ways in 
which I read performance as resistance and resistance as performance—have broader 
applicability. Indeed, while I was writing this dissertation, my advisor Sharon James was 
researching Kemp Battle’s History of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, published 
in 1907. In it, Battle describes the former university president David Swain:  
In his domestic government he was conspicuously lenient. The neighbors thought that he 
“spoilt,” to use a common term, his children and his slaves. A story was told with much 
glee, how, when irritated beyond measure by his washerwoman, he seized a switch to punish 
her, she said with satirical emphasis, “Whip away! I can supply back as long as you can 
supply whip!” (534)  
 
It is significant that Battle feels compelled to record this moment. He critiques Swain for lacking 
the patriarchal authority he thinks befitting of a white man. So, too, do Swain’s neighbors and 
the people who tell this story “with much glee.” Their mockery betrays implicit recognition that 
the washerwoman’s response poses a danger to the system: if enslavers cannot maintain 
authority through punishment, what power do they really have? Their purpose in recounting this 
story is to restore order and reset the balance of power: for posterity’s sake, they feel obliged to 
record this assurance that the washerwoman acts out because Swain “spoils” her.  
 Unwittingly, however, Battle registers this woman’s resistance and personhood. Even as 
Swain wields an instrument of punishment before her, she denies him the ability to manipulate 
her through fear. Like Pseudolus, she separates back from self. She uses her enslaver’s 
objectification of her body as a rhetorical advantage against him: he can whip her back, but he 
cannot rob her of her autonomous will. That Kemp qualifies her remark as spoken “with satirical 
emphasis” is striking. This woman knowingly performed resistance for people to see. She 
transforms the threat of violence into a means for mocking and embarrassing her enslaver. She 
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uses the leering gaze of white people—a gaze meant to intimidate her into obedience—as an 
opportunity to rile them up, to show them that punishment has failed.  
 My work on Plautus has given me a broader 
understanding of what it means to perform and how 
performance can operate as defiance. To look back at the 
persons who brutalize you—who attempt to dehumanize 
you—and to mock them by laughing about their brutality 
is a powerful statement of autonomy and personal will. 
Such statements of autonomy have been bravely made in 
a broad array of historical circumstances. I think often of 
an image taken in 1939 by the photographer Weegee 
(also known as Author Fellig). Dubbed “The Gay 
Deceiver,” this photo features a person who has been arrested for cross-dressing in New York 
City: they wear a wide-brimmed hat, a fur coat, and a dress. It would be an understatement to say 
that such persons were unsafe in the 1930s, for police officers routinely beat them, jailed them, 
raided the places in which they could congregate safely, and humiliated them by publicizing their 
activities.8 Nevertheless, the subject of this photo steps down from a paddy wagon looking 
directly into the eye of the camera. They hold their dress up over their knee and smile proudly, 
looking almost delighted to have their picture taken.  
 To publicly brutalize persons defying normative gender performance was a way to shame 
them for their transgressions. To jail and to criminalize them was an attempt to other and 
dehumanize them—to disappear them from society. Yet the subject of this photo smiles as if to 
 
8See, for example, Bragg (1994) on the lead up to the infamous Stonewall uprising. 
“The Gay Deceiver” (1939). Photo by 
Weegee (Arthur Fellig). © The International 




say “I am not afraid.” In the epigraph to this chapter, poet and performer Alok Vaid-Menon 
reflects on the power of this image, which they understand as a moment of “levity in gravity.” 
They also write:  
What did it mean to smile in the face of criminalization? To pose during attempted 
disappearance? There is a remarkable presence and self-knowledge here. There is an 
embrace of self-worth and beauty. A recognition that power comes from within…Many 
people couldn’t take the scrutiny, the loss of power. But some did. Because they weren’t 
waiting for freedom, they were living it. They understood they were already free. The way 
that they lived their lives. Adorned their bodies. Carried themselves. Made freedom real for 
everyone else. (2021) 
 
To look one’s brutalizer in the eye and smile (or burp, or talk back, or laugh) was to self-define, 
for defiance is self-definition. And, as Plautus bears out in his theater, to perform even in these 
moments of horrific brutality was to live the freedom that one was denied. 
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APPENDIX ONE: HEGIO AND THE LORARIUS OF CAPTIVI 
 
 
 A short scene from Captivi is worth brief comment here. The first instance of dialogue in 
this play is a conversation between the senex Hegio and his lorarius, an enslaved overseer. 
Although he is not a servus callidus, the lorarius disrupts Hegio’s judgments about enslaved 
persons and resists his fear tactics. Like Milphio and Pseudolus, he embodies the Plautine spirit 
of enslaved resistance in the face of citizen brutality. Having been ordered to guard against the 
escape of newly purchased Elean captives, he insists that all men would prefer to be free:  
HE. liber captiuos auis ferae consimilis est: 
semel fugiendi si data est occasio,  
satis est, numquam postilla possis prendere. 
LOR. omnes profecto liberi lubentius  
sumus quam seruimus. HE. non uidere ita tu quidem. 
LOR. si non est quod dem, mene uis dem ipse—in pedes?  
HE. si dederis, erit extemplo mihi quod dem tibi.  
LOR. auis me ferae consimilem faciam, ut praedicas.  
HE. ita ut dicis: nam si faxis, te in caueam dabo. (116-124) 
 
HE. A free captive is like a wild bird: 
once an opportunity for flight is presented, 
that’s it: you’ll never be able to catch him after that. 
LOR. Certainly every one of us likes being free more  
than being slaves. HE. You certainly don’t seem such a one. 
LOR. If there’s nothing for me to give, do you want me to give myself—to flight?  
HE. If you give yourself, I’ll immediately have something to give to you.  
LOR. I’ll make myself like a wild bird, as you say.  
HE. It’s just as you say: for if you do that, I’ll give you to the cage.  
 
Hegio’s bird simile recalls a comment made by Agorastocles, who swore that he would beat 
Milphio unless he made Adelphasium as gentle as a bird with her chicks (Poen. 355-356). These 
metaphors are attempts by enslavers to soften their brutal logics with gentler language. By 
casting enslaved persons as wild birds that must be tamed, Hegio positions his power as deserved 
and natural. Captives, to him, are mere animals to be contained. It is significant that the lorarius 
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challenges Hegio, since his presence on stage is not necessary to the progression of the play. 
Again, Plautus confronts his spectators with the perspective of the enslaved. 
 The lorarius’ suggestion that enslaved persons would prefer to be free is a counterpoint to 
Hegio’s metaphor: the enslaved are not beasts to be tamed, but human beings with a will to live 
autonomously. As Amy Richlin puts it, “This articulate lorarius sets up the message of Captivi 
about the unnaturalness of slavery, and is opposed to Hegio, the Commander, the quintessential 
owner” (2017: 454).1 Hegio, recognizing that he has been challenged, quickly responds that the 
lorarius does not seem to be the kind of person who desires freedom. This response is a covert 
reminder that the enslaver has the power to grant freedom. It is a suggestion that, if the lorarius 
desires freedom, he ought to obey orders and stop talking back. It is also, ironically, a covert 
acknowledgment of personality in the enslaved. The lorarius resists his enslaver’s attempts to 
define him with wordplay. His quod dem picks up on Hegio’s quidem in the preceding line: he 
twists the senex’s words into a reminder that he can run away. Hegio attempts to join in on the 
wordplay, using quod dem to threaten the lorarius with a beating. The threat of a beating, 
however, does little to deter the lorarius from sharing his perspective and verbally one-upping 
his enslaver. Like Pseudolus, who turns Simo’s objectifying logic against him, the lorarius 
manipulates his enslaver’s dehumanizing metaphor to remind the spectators of his subjectivity: 
he might just become a bird and fly away. 
 J.C.B. Lowe proposes that this scene is a Plautine innovation to a pre-existing Greek plot 
(1991: 36). Such an addition speaks to the ways in which Plautus represents enslavers and their 
perspectives on brutality. The lorarius’ “unparalleled eloquence” on this topic reveals Hegio’s 
short-sightedness. The senex cannot see the perspective of the enslaved—a weakness that 
 
1Contra McCarthy (2000: 185), who suggests that the lorarius “is brought on stage here to establish the 
fullness and stability of Hegio’s mastery.” 
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prevents him from being able to reconcile with his son sooner (Moore 1998: 192-193). Because 
he has had one child stolen from him and another lost to war, the senex should be a character of 
real sympathy for elite viewers—an object of identification. Yet when he mocks the lorarius and 
fails to overcome in the game of wits, he shows himself to be an unsympathetic character. 
Ultimately his views on enslavement, including his penchant for brutality and his 
dehumanization of enslaved persons, hinder his ability to save his son, who still stands silently 
behind him in shackles.
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APPENDIX TWO: PLAUTUS’ PLAYS IN CONTEXT 
 
 
 The following chart integrates the work of Amy Richlin and Michael Fontaine. Richlin 
(2017: 481-491) maps Roman triumphs, wars, and enslavement events against the lives of the 
comic poets to demonstrate how their work reflects and responds to their historical 
circumstances. Fontaine (2014: 517) charts the approximate dates of each Plautine comedy as 
well as any known or presumed Greek source material. Here I reorder and add minor notes to his 
data. Merging these resources gives a fuller picture of what was happening in Rome and how the 
city was changing at the time these plays were being written and performed. Some of the 
information in the right-hand column is drawn from the Fasti Triumphales, which has significant 
gaps between 222-197 BCE and 191-189 BCE. This missing period includes the whole of the 
Second Punic War (218-201 BCE) so my chart is necessarily an incomplete picture of the wars 
and mass enslavement that Plautus and his spectators would have witnessed in their lifetimes. I 
have marked the Second Punic War as “2PW,” the first and second Macedonian Wars as “1MW” 
and “2MW” respectively, and the Aetolian War as “AetW.” 
 
Play Title Date Greek Source 
Text and/or 
Author 
Contemporary Wars, Triumphs, 
Major Incidents of Mass 
Enslavement 





212 – Hostages from Tarentum and 
Thurii thrown off the Tarpeian Rock. 
Romans take Hanno’s camp: 7,000 
prisoners. Sack of Syracuse 
 
211 – Hannibal reaches the gates of 
Rome, marching up the via Latina 
 







209 – Romans take Tarentum; 30,000 









ca. 206-205? Alazon 2PW, 1MW 
 
206 – Romans take Iliturgi and 






201 – Roman deserters from Punic 












post Stichus? Diphilus (per 
prologue) 
198 – Romans sack Dyme and 
enslave the inhabitants. Revolt of 
Carthaginian slaves at Setia, Norba, 
Circeii, spreading to Praeneste  
 







196 – Slave revolt in Etruria; triumph 




post Mostellaria Posidippus?  
Epidicus 
 
ca. 195?  195 – ovation over Celtiberi; triumph 
from Spain 
 
194 – Censors order aediles to begin 
segregating senatorial seating at the 
ludi. Flamininus negotiates the return 
of 1,200 enslaved Roman soldier; 





ca. 193?  192 – war against Aetolians and 
Antiochus III of Syria [AetW]. 
 
Pseudolus 191, Megalesian Games (to 
celebrate completion and 





















190 – Slave revolt in Bruttium and 
















189 – naval triumph from Asia over 















188-187? Thesauros of 
Philemon 
187 – triumph over Aetolians and 





186?   
Casina 
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